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CHAPTER I 
CHARAC·r ERI STICS OP TEE STUDY 
1. Introduction 
Purpose of the study.-- One of the greatest needs in the 
elementary school is for better science instruction. This is 
substantiated by administrators and teachers and appears 
constantly in print and in conversation. 
It was a concern of the writer, when he became a superin-
tendent of schools some five years a go, to improve the quality 
of science instruction by an in~service course for elementary 
school teachers. However, it soon became evident that it was 
not simply a matter of training , it was also a matter of lack 
of equipment in the schools. 
The investigator, in attempting to solve the dual problem 
of training and equipment, developed a science kit and compiled 
a manual of experiments for elementary schools. Courses of 
the lecture-demonstration type were given to teachers in two 
Vermont towns. Some demonstrations were performed by the 
teachers before the class, but this was a minor part of the 
course. 
A year later courses were given in two other communities 
in the state. These differed from those previously taught 
in that science kits were supplied for the teachers (one for 
each two teachers) who wor~ed in pairs performing the experi-
ments. Some lectures and demonstrations were included in 
2 
the course, but the emphasis was on the individual-laboratory 
work. 
Reports from the supervisors in the areas disclosed 
that there was greater interest in science, achievement was 
higher, and scientific attitudes had improved as a result of 
the teachers taking the courses. 
Had these changes r .eally taken place? Were they real or 
imagined? Could they be measured? Which was the .better type 
course for teachers, the lecture-demonstration or the 
individual-laboratory? 
Procedures of this study.-- The investigator, during the 
present study, using the science kits and the manuals of 
experiments mentioned above, taught courses by the lecture-
demonstration and individual-laboratory methods to matched 
classes of teachers, and endeavored to discover whether the 
pupils of the teachers who had taken the individual~laboratory 
course had greater interest, learned more subject matter, or 
developed better attitudes than the pupils of the teachers 
who had taken the lecture-demonstration course. 
Scope.-- This study included 24 teachers, 650 children, 
and represented 16 schools in two adjacent Massachusetts 
communities. The teachers, in general, had had very little 
3 
formal science education or methods courses in science. 
Procedure.-- The teachers were separated into experimental 
and control groups. The division was made on a matching 
basis with consideration given to years of teaching experience 1 
years of training, degree, science-content courses and y 
science~ethods courses. 
Four science areas were selected for this investigation, 
based on the frequency with which they appear in middle grade 
textbooks. These areas were (1) three states of matter, (2) 
what things are made of, (3) heat, and (4) magnetism and 
electricity. 
The investigator demonstrated 40 experiments to the 
control group and discussed the principles involved. The 
same 40 experiments were performed by the experimental group, 
whose members worked in pairs using the science kits provided 
for this purpose. Care was taken to discuss the same topics 
with the experimental group which were discussed with the 
control group, so both had the same amount of instruction. 
The 29 experiments were available in a manual compiled for 
this purpose, and were supplemented in both groups by 11 
experiments of the inductive type. 
The pupils of the teachers in both groups were pre-tested 
to determine their interests, attitudes and knowledge of 
science subject matter at the be ginning of the course. 
1/AppendiX p. 11 ~.' 
Post-tests of a similar nature were given at the end. If there 
were significant differences in the scores of one group over the 
other on the post-test, it would probably indicate the superior-
ity of one method of instruction over the other. 
It was assumed that giving teachers the science equipment, 
and a course in which they did individual laboratory work, 
would give them a familiarity with and an interest in experi-
mentation which would carry over into the classroom. On the 
other hand, it seemed reasonable to assume that good demonstra-
tions, performed by a capable and enthusiastic instructor, 
would create an interest, inspire teachers, and give them 
courage to carry on an experimental science program in their 
classes. It was hoped that this investigation would show if 
one of the methods produced better results than the other. 
Since the pupil was the consumer, it seemed reasonable 
to assume that he should be tested to determine whether the 
science course taken by the teachers carried over into the 
classroom. Therefore, the pupils were tested instead of the 
teachers. 
Definition of terms.--Experimental group, as used in 
this study, was the group of teachers (or their pupils) who 
did the experiments using the science kits. Control group, as 
used in this study, was the group of teachers (or their pupils) 
who observed the demonstrations performed by the instructor, 
but who did not do the experiments themselves. Pre-tests 
5 
were the tests given to pupils at the start of the in-service 
course. Post-tests were the tests taken by the pupils at the 
end of the course. Inductive teaching, as defined in the Forty-
Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, as applied in science teaching, meant progressing from 
the particular to the general, or more specifically, from 
v facts to science concepts and principles. 
Andress gJ defimed attitudes as "A set of mind which 
determines one's response to a particular situation." 
Justification.--Educators emphasize the need for pre-
service and in-service education for teachers in the elementary 
school who teach science in the classroom. Literature on the 
subject indicates elementary school teachers lack background 
in this area, and this results in a consequent lack of accept-
able science teaching in elementary schools. 
There is a general feeling that teachers need courses 
which will (1) teach them to use apparatus; (2) give them an 
opportunity to manipulate it; (3) instill in them a confidence 
to teach science and demonstrate experiments; (4) create an 
interest and an enthusiasm which will inspire them to teach 
science; (5} acquaint them with sources of easily available 
material and experiments suitable for school use; (6) acquaint 
ational Society for the Study of Education, Science Education 
n American Schools, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, 1947, Part!, the 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, p. 49. 
2/J. M. Andress, "The Development of Wholesome Attitudes," 
Journal of the National Education Association (December, 1929), 
p. 2 • 
them with the scientific method and how to teach it to pupils. ]} . 
Thurber reports an elaborate survey of elementary 
science in New York state designed to stimulate better teach-
ing of science in the grades. Dr. William Young, Director 
of Elementary Education in the State Department of Education, 
stated, "Next to reading, science is the most important 
subject." The report further stated that elementary science 
teaching fails in New York because most teachers are afraid 
of science. They think of it as something formal, difficult 
and remote, and they have no knowledge of how to teach it to 
children. 
AI Bryan found a great lack of science experiences for 
children in spite of their enthusiasm. Many teachers feel 
that they are inadequately prepared to teach science and are 
fearful of children's questions. Some have taken very little 
science in high school or find it difficult to relate college 
geology or astronomy courses to the needs of elementary school 
children. She concluded that these teachers need assistance 
in developing a program which will insure beneficial science 
experiences for young boys and girls. 
17W. A. Thurber, "Training Elementary Teachers with a General 
~cience Specialty," School Science and Mathematics, (October, 
1950), 50:552-559. 
£/Bernice c. Bryan 7 "In-Service Training in Elementary Science," Science Education \November, 1943), 27:99-103. 
t') 
Teachers have been loathe to try more than an incidental 
program of science teaching because of their lack of science y 
information and training in this field. Writing in this 
. 2/ 
same vein, Blough- says: 
"Generally speaking elementary teachers have had 
less training in science than have high-school teachers, 
consequently they need more subject-matter background 
and greater opportunity to handle expe r imental apparatus 
for themselves. 11 
:J/ According to Blackwood, there are certain specific 
blocks affecting the teaching of science. He lists the most 
prominent as: 
1. Lack of familiarity with material 
2. Lack of confidence in ability to present 
3. Poor high school and college preparation 
4. Pressure of the administration in pushing it beyond 
the ability of the teacher 
5. Lack of opport.unity for the teacher to see good 
teaching in practice. 
Teachers need specific training, not only in what to 
teach in science but in how to present it effectively. This 
intimates experimentation with a purpose. Writing about this 
YGladys L. Potter, "In-Service Training of Teachers in 
Science," Science Education (December, 1942), 26 :172-177. 
2/Glenn 0. Blough , "Workshops in Elementary Science, 11 Science 
Education (February, 1948 ), 68:332-334. . 
1/Paul E . Blackwood, "In-Service and Pre -Service Pro grams for 
Improving Science Teaching in the Elementary Grades;• Science 
Education (October, 1949), 33:282-284. 
., 
. ··~ 
1/ 
important aspect of science teach ing , Blough says: 
"Experiments should be utilized for instruction 
rather than as a display of magic •••• More and more 
teachers must learn to use apparatus as a means of 
making ideas clear, for solving problems, and not as an 
activity confined to use of the apparatus for the sake 
8 
of saying, 'Oh, yes we have experiments with all of our 
units1• •••• other aspects of the plan for teaching science 
in the . elementary school can never be fully realized 
until such time as classroom teachers are better 
prepared to teach science." 
Another aspect of the experimental approach to teaching 
science in the elementary school is the lack of experimental 
apparatus. However, this should be no problem for a teacher 
trained in science, because it can be solved by the utilization 
of free and inexpensive equipment, supplemented by what can be 
found around school and home. No school should ignore science 
even if the budget does not provide for a quantity of expensive 
?) 
laboratory equipment. jJ 
Hubler, using a questionnaire, found that elementary 
teachers considered science teaching most impeded by: 
1. Lack of instructional material 
2. Lack of time. 
He further found that "The teachers interviewed seemed 
1JGlenn o. Blough, 11 The Yearbook as it Relates to Science 
Instruction in the Elementary Grades," Science Education 
(December, 1947), 31:304-307. 
E)wayne G. Christian, "Teaching Teachers of Elementary Science," 
Science Education (October, 1950), 34:261-263. . 
l/Clark Hubler, "Teaching Materials for Elementary School 
Science," Science Education (October, 1950), 34:218-224. 
9 
to be in need of more reference materials which include suggested 
experiments and other activities involving experience with 
concrete material." 
. 11 
Curtis, in attempting to determine what training elemen-
tary teachers felt they needed to teach science, sent a 
questionnaire to elementary teachers. He received replies 
from 569 of them and found the frequencies of their needs were: 
Use of environmental materials 
Laboratory experience 
Laboratory constructions 
Collection of resource material 
Source of audio-visual aids 
Technique of field trips 
Use of hand tools 
Laboratory technique 
Consumer science 
Review of literature 
Socio-civic role of science 
387 
371 
365 
326 
325 
304 
279 
164 
113 
103 
103 
He concludes that tl:e elementary science program would be 
greatly improved by establishing a science workshop, and 
organizing a professional course in the methods and materials 
for elementary science instruction, which would provide 
laboratory experience for teachers. 
i/ William c. Curtis, "The Improvement of Instruction in 
~lementary Science," Science Education (October, 1950), 34:234-247. 
10 
A functional science course for elementary teachers must 
train them in the scientific method. Before a teacher can 
lead children to develop proper attitudes and habits of 
thinking, he must not only know these attitudes and habits 
himself, but he must have them. Scientific habits are not 
acquired by reading books, attending lectures, observing 
demonstrations, memorizing lists of scientific attitudes or 
watching others solve problems. They can be developed mainly 
of 
frequent practice of the scientific method in the solution ]) 
s pecific problems. y 
Bingham, writing about the need for training teachers 
by 
in the scientific method, says, 
11 If somehow our teacher education could adequately 
prepare teachers to guide the natural interests of the 
children by developing in them the scientific method of 
approach, science would become the central and dominating 
feature of the school from kinder garten on; children's 
curiosities would be increased rather than quenched; the 
approach would be used in dealing with social and 
political problems - in short, we might develop a 
generation able to cope with the new problems facing 
mankind in the emerging era of nuclear energy." 
There remains the problem of what is the best method 
of teaching a functional science course for elementary 
teachers. Will they get more from the individual-laboratory, 
or from the lecture-demonstration type course? The results 
~unis Baker, "Teaching Scientific Method to Prospective 
'lementary School Teachers, 11 Science Education (March, 1945), 
29:79-82. 
_g/N. Eldred Bingham, "Direct Approach to Teaching the Scientific 
Method," Science Education (October, 1947), 31:203-205. 
lll. 
of the combined conclusions of various investigators concerning 
the relative merits of the lecture-demonstration and individual-
laboratory methods, as determined by Stuit and Englehart, 
]} 
are inconclusive. 
Most of the research concerning individual-laboratory 
and lecture-demonstration methods of teaching science is on 
the high school and junior high school levels. To the best 
of the investigator's knowledge, there is no evidence that 
a comparison of these two methods has been done e xperimentally 
with teachers at any level. 
This study is designed to determine whether teachers 
teach more effectively when they take an individual-laboratory 
type science course specifically designed for them or when 
they take the same course taught by the lecture-demonstration 
method. Since the pupils of the teachers are tested, it is 
hoped that the study will show whether or not a teacher's 
ability to teach is influenced more by one type of course 
than by another. The results can be extremely useful in 
determining what kind of pre-service and in-service course 
teachers should experience to be effective teachers of 
elementary-school science. 
1/Dewey B. Stuit and Max E . En glehart, "A Critical Summary 
of the Research on the Lecture-Demonstration Versus the 
Individual Laboratory I1ethod of Teaching Hi gh School Chemistry,n 
Science Education (October, 1932), 16 :380-391. 
1_2 
2. Design of the Experiment 
Scope and limitations.--There were 650 students, 24 
teachers and 16 schools concerned in the study. They represented 
two adjacent Massachusetts communities, one urban in character 
and one urban fringe. The pupils and teachers represented 
grades four, five and six. 
The control group, which was taught by the investigator by 
the lecture demonstration method, met first so that any discussion 
which came up as a result of the instructor's presence might be 
repeated in the following class. The second class, called the 
experimental grou~ was also taught by the investigator, but by 
the individual-laboratory method. Each group met for one hour 
on the same day for 15 meetings during the last half of the school 
year. Each class experienced 40 experiments, 11 of which were 
of the inductive type. 
The teachers were divided into experimental and control y 
groups. Both groups were taught by the investigator. They 
were paired on the basis of the grade taught, school (same school 
or one similar in facilities, economic level of district), 
community (schools in same community paired), years of teaching 
experience, years of training, degrees earned, science courses 
and science methods courses taken. The list was submitted to the 
elementary supervisor who approved them as being paired as 
well as possible. 
Four tests were given to the pupils of the teachers in 
1/ Appendix p. 
both ex perimental and control groups in February (pre-test) 
and in 11ay (post-test). 
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Two interests tests were given, one asking pupils if 
they liked to do certain things indicating an interest in 
some phase of science, while the other asked whether they 
would like to do the things if they could. In this way it 
was hoped to eliminate the economic fs.ctor, which would not 
permit some children to do things they would like to do. The 
same tests were given in February and May. 
An attitudes inquiry form was given in February and a 
different form in May. 
A standard achievement test was given in February, and 
a different form of the same test in !"lay. 
The time between the pre-test and the post-test was used 
to give the teachers the courses in science materie.ls and 
methods. They were encouraged to teach science in their 
classes and each teacher was assigned a minimum of one experi-
ment to perform in each of the four science areas covered 
in the course, and another in any area he chose. The teachers 
were further asked to bring to class the essential materials 
necessary to perform the designated experiments for that day. 
Both the experimental and control groups had the same assign-
ments. 
The teachers' cooperation was obtained from the start. 
They were interested in the experiment by becoming acquainted 
with it from the beginning . They were genuinely eager to be 
a part of it, and were taken into the confidence of the 
investigator. Good rapport was established and a mutual 
respect, confidence and trust were achieved. This made it 
possible to have the teachers give the tests to their students. 
They were taught to give the tests according to acceptable 
procedures, and were supplied with manuals of directions for 
giving them. This was easy, as the teachers in the district 
were accustomed to administering tests. 
Discussion of procedure.-- The first step consisted of 
selecting the areas of science to be covered. The areas 
selected were (1) three states of matter, (2) wha.t things are 
made of, (3) heat, and (4) magnetism and electricity. These 
were to be taught by two methods: the lecture-demonstration 
method and the individual-laboratory method. 
The second step involved a choice of experiments to be 
used in the investigation. These were selected on the basis 
of their contribution to the areas of science to be covered, 
the ability of the teachers to manipulate the apparatus, and 
the availability of equipment. 
The third step consisted of demonstrating the assigned 
experiments to one group of teachers. The second group did 
exactly the same experiments with the science kits, supplemented 
by materials they brought for the purpose. For a detailed 
description of the experiments, the reader is referred to 
Chapter III of this study. 
3. The Test Technique 
A. Structure of the Tests 
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Interests Tests.--These tests are composed of 45 items 
covering the following nine areas: plants, animals, photography, 
chemistry, astronomy, magnetism and electricity, mechanics, 
weather, and miscellaneous. Numbers after each item indicate 
the degree of interest and the pupil has only to circle 1, 2 or 
3 to show whether he does a thing often, sometimes, or never. 
A teacher's manual giving directions accompanies the 
test. Pupil instructions for taking the test are found in the 
manual, and this is supplemented by a sample item on the cover 
sheet of the test. 
Attitudes Inquiry Form.--The Attitudes Inquiry Form is 
composed of 13 multiple response items on each of two forms. 
The coefficients of reliability for Forms A and B are .54 and 
.64 respectively, based on the test-retest technique and the 
Spearman rapk-difference formula. The coefficient of reliabil-
ity betwe~n Forms A and B were later determined to be .61, based 
........ , . 
on the rank-difference formula using 30 cases. The attitudes 
covered in both; tests include: superstitions, gossip, habits 
of accuracy in thinking, open-mindedness, basing co~clusions on 
sufficient reliable evidence, health, safety, and conservation. 
Most items have more than two possible responses to minimize 
the possibility of guessing. From the responses it is possible 
to infer pupil attitudes. 
Each item provides na response that competent critics 
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can agree upon as best." The competent critics in this 
specific case were a group of five science specialists in the 
education profession. 
The pupil was impressed with the idea that there was 
no right or wrong response. He answered by putting a nvn 
beside the response which indicated his belief. 
A manual for teachers accompanied the inquiry form. 
Pupil instructions for marking the responses properly were 
supplemented by a sample on the cover sheet, which they did 
under the direction of the teacher. 
Achievement tests.--The Calvert Science Information y 
Tests, Elementary, Forms B and A were used in the pre-test 
and post-test respectively. These tests have a coefficient of 
correlation of 0.93 based on the split-half technique and the 
Spearman-Brown correction. They cover the same areas as the 
interests tests above, and are reputed to have a high degree 
of validity. 
Difficulty.--The interests tests and the attitudes in-
quiry forms were carefully constructed in regard to reading 
difficulty and subject-matter comprehension. The judgment of 
teacher supervisors and elementary-school teachers was used, 
as were the opinions of the members of a graduate science 
seminar in determining the difficulty of the tests. 
!JR. t. Ebel and E. F. Lindquist (Editors), Educational Measure-
ment, George Banta Publishing Company, Menaska, Wis., 1951, p.232. 
£/California Test Bureau, Los Angeles, California. 
According to Vaughn and Lindquist: 1.1 
"The use of subjective judgment in estimating item 
difficulty at the stage of item construction is to be 
encouraged. Such judgments, when based on all available 
experience, are distinctly helpful in leading to the 
construction of items of the desired difficulty." y 
The vocabulary was checked against the Rinsland word 
list to determine the difficulty of the words. The test was 
found, in actual use, to be well within the comprehension of 
fourth graders. To eliminate any possibility of difficulty, 
however, the ex~miner was allowed to tell any pupil the meaning 
of a word he did not know without giving any other aid on the 
test. 
The Test Period. :-- The length of the test period varied, 
but it was found that 25 to 30 minutes were generally sufficient 
for each test. By giving adequate time for all pupils to 
attempt all items, the influential time factor was eliminated. 
21 Lindquist says: 
"The most common way of reducing or eliminating 
the influence of time on tests is to set the tiine limits 
so liberally that all or nearly all pupils are able to 
. consider or attempt all the items in the test.n 
1/K. W. Vaughn and E. F. Lindquist (Editors), Educational 
Measurement, George Banta Publishing Company, Menaska, Wisconsin, 
1951' p. 17LJ.. 
2/Henry Daniel Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary 
~chool Children, The Macmillan Co., New York, 1945, p. 636. 
2JA. E. Traxler and E . F. Lindquist (Editors), Educational 
Measurement, George Banta Publishing Company, i1enaska, 
Wisconsin, 1951, P• 340. 
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Pupils were encouraged to try to compl ete all items. 
B. Aims and Use of the Tests 
The tests are instruments devised to obtain statistics 
f or measuring the child growth in attitudes, development of 
interests, and understanding of science concepts. It is 
assumed that some of his growth is due to specific educational 
experiences of the teachers tak ing the lecture - demonstration 
an d individual-laboratory courses. 
The tests were constructed to measure the interest s, 
knowledges, and attitudes of the pupils of these teachers. The 
summaries of the test results will make it possible to draw 
general conclusions as to which type of in-service course is 
more effective in terms of pupil achievement. 
The investigator, in order to determine the relative 
e f fectiveness of the two types of courses, administered pre-tests 
~~d post-tests and compared the results of the experimental and 
control groups to ascertain which obtained better results. 
Analysis of the data will indicate one of three things: (1) 
the lecture-demonstration method obtained better results; (2) 
there was no difference between the lecture-demonstration and 
individual-laboratory methods as f ar as pupil results were 
concerned; (3) the individual-laboratory method obtained better 
results. 
The interests tests, knowledge test and attitudes inquiry 
form (pre-tests) were given by the teachers during the f irst 
and second weeks of the course. The 15-hour course was then 
given over a period of three months and the post-tests 
administered. The same interests tests were given as post-
tests, but dif ferent forms of the information test and the 
attitudes inquiry form were used. This procedure minLmized 
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the gains due to practice effect or familiarity with the test 
1/ 
itself. Concerning these factors, Ro~s says:-
" ••• not all the gain found can be correctly 
attributed solely to the remedial program. Some of 
it is doubtless due to the practice effect or to the 
familiarity with the test itself, part of it to 
teaching received outside of school, and part of it 
to natural growth." 
Assuming that the constructed tests are both valid and 
reliable, statistics derived from the results will yield 
valuable data concerning the relative effectiveness of two types 
of in-service teacher-training courses in science. 
1/C. c. Ross, Measurement in Today's Schools, Prentice-P~ll, 
Inc. New York, 1947, p. 2o6. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
1. Objectives of Science Teaching 
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for y 
the Study of Education lists the following major objectives 
of scienc~ teaching which are here paraphrased: 
1. Providing opportunities for growth in the functional 
understanding of facts. 
2 • . Providing for development of functional concepts. 
3. Providing for growth in the functional understanding 
of principles. 
4. Providing opportunity for growth in basic instrumental 
skills. 
5. Providing for growth in development of skill in the 
use of elements of scientific method. 
6. Providing for growth in development of scientific 
attitudes. 
1. Providing for growth in the development of appreciations. 
8. Providing for growth in the development of interests. 
!/National Society for the Study of Education, Science Education 
in American Schools, Forty-Sixth Yearbook, 1947, Part I, the 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, p. 28-29. 
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2lt. 
11 Greenlee lists the following characteristics children 
should have as a result of science teaching: 
1. An understanding of their part in controlling the 
environment. 
2. Ability to function as an eff ective member of society. 
3. An awareness of their power to provide better living 
through science. 
4. An appreciation for community, national and world 
resources and the need for conservation in determining 
our standard of living. 
5. Habit of suspended judgment until there is sufficient 
information to draw a conclusion. 
6. An attitude that truth is relative, not static. 
7. A feeling that science is neither good nor bad, but 
its value is determined by tbe use to which it is put. 
8. An attitude of looking to understandings rather than 
one of accepting on blind faith things or ideas just 
because they have a name which may imply scientif ic 
connotations. 
Other major recommendations of science instructors are: 
yJ. Greenlee, "Science Experiences for Teachers of Elementary 
School Children," Science Education (October, 1950), 34:213-217. 
g/Harvard University, "General Education in a Free Society," 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1945, pp. 150-166. 
2 ~ 
1. Science instruction should begin early in the 
experience of the child. 
2. All education in science at the elementary and secondary 
levels should be general. Even for students going to 
college, general courses in biological and physical 
science should make a greater contribution to the 
student's general education .and his preparation for 
future study than courses in physics and chemistry. 
3 • . The development of tbe ability to use the scientific 
method of problem solving and the inculcation of 
scientific attitudes are more important than any other 
objectives of science instruction. y 
Meister, in writing about the objectives of science 
teaching says the pupil should " ••• possess a thorough apprecia-
tion of the generalities of science: (for) 
1. They contribute a body of knowledge which must be 
experienced and mastered. 
2. They represent a method of thinking which civilization 
has had to adopt for its own preservation. 
3. They indicate a set of habits and attitudes which 
insure future progress." 
1/Morris Meister, "Recent Research in Science Teaching," 
School Science and Mathematics (November, 1932), 32:875-889. 
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2. Inadequate Science Training of Elementary Teachers 
There is little doubt that elementary school teachers 
are generally poorly trained and are not capable of teaching 
science efficiently. They need training that will give them 
confidence to teach science, ability to teach the scientific 
method in an interesting, informative and purposeful manner, 
time to prepare for and teach the science classes and material y 
applicable to teaching. 
The cause of the teacher difficulties is not hard to find 
when one reviews the requirements for teaching certificates 
and the courses colleges offer for prospective elementary-Y -
school teachers. Mallinson, reviewing the research on 
teacher training, offers the following facts concerning pre-
service experiences in science: 
1. In two thirds of the states it is possible for teachers 
to teach science in the elementary schools without 
having had any courses in science in college. 
2. In all but five states it is possible for a teacher 
to act as a specialist or consultant in teaching 
elementary-school science without having had any 
academic credit in science in college. 
~P. E. Blackwood, "In-Service and Pre-Service Programs for 
mproving Science Teaching in the Elementary Grades," Science 
Education (October, 1949), 33:282-284. 
£/George Greisen Mallinson, "Pre-Service Experiences in 
Science," National Elementary Principals (September, 1953), 
33:245-248. 
3. Critic teachers in elementary training schools of 
teachers' colle ges f re quently lack adequate backgrounds 
in subject matter and methods of teaching science. 
Therefore, it is not likely that they offer scienti f ic 
experiences to student teachers that are as eff ective 
as may be desired. 
4. Many critic teachers believe science experiences are 
best treated incidentally and contribute to the program 
of social studies. In such cases, the major objectives 
of the teaching of elementary-school science may be 
disregarded. 
5. Elementary-school teachers find physics and chemistry 
of little value in teaching elementary-school science, 
so they avoid these courses. Since few courses in 
science are offered them, they take no courses in 
science at all. 
6. While many elementary-school teachers believe themselves 
sufficiently competent in science subject matter to 
teach it effectively, scores that they obtain on tests 
in general science do not indicate such competence. 
7. Where elementary-student teachers are able to take 
survey courses in physical or biological sciences, 
they state t hat such courses generally prove effective 
in meeting their needs for subject matter in science. 
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Reynolds found that the trend in state teachers' 
colleges generally is to (1) require courses in science for 
majors in elementary education, (2) require courses at the 
fresriffian and sophomore levels, (3) give biological and physical 
science courses, and (4) employ lecture and individual labora-
tory methods of instruction. y 
Snyder studied the college curricula of 60 colleges in 
34 states, and found that only three required elementary-school 
teaching majors to take a course in methods of teaching science 
in elementary schools. 
The deficiency of elementary-school teachers poses a 
serioul/roblem, as science assumes ever increasing importance. 
Brown says: 
"We are living in an environment so influenced by 
discoveries and inventions that the need f'or a fuller 
understanding and appreciation of the basic principles 
and potentialities of science is increasingly paramount 
and evident. This mobile and changing area demands a 
constant revision and adaptation of both content and 
method. Likewise, it becomes increasingly important 
that our youth attain a certain proficiency in the 
scientific approach to thinking, investigating and 
studying." 
1/C. W. Reynolds, "Trends and Present Status of Generalized 
Science in State Teachers Colleges," Science Education . (l"l:arch, 
1950), 34:77-80. 
2/Ernest E. Snyder, "College Degree Requirements for Teachers 
of Elementary Science," Science Education (February, 1950), 
34:30-31. 
3/Stanley Brown, "Trends in Science Education," Science 
Teacher (March, 1954), 21:84-85. 
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That children are capable of learning the scientific 
11 
method at an early school age has been shown by Haupt who 
found that the ability to generalize could be found at all 
grade levels from one to six, but that it was limited by the 
complexity of the concepts studied. 
2/ 
Croxton- found that children in the higher primary, 
intermediate and junior grades are capable of generalizing. 
3. The Inductive or Scientific Method 
ll Curtis, describes the inductive method and gives con-
vincing arguments for its use in teaching. He characterizes 
it as a method in which the pupil starts with a problem to 
which he does not know the answer. He gathers data by 
observation, experimentation, or both methods, and then arrives 
at a tentative conclusion in the light of available evidence. 
He further points out that this method provides a challenge 
which is rarely provided in the deductive method. The inductive 
method provides that the laboratory work comes first and the 
study assignments follow. It is only after a generalization 
has been formulated that the deductive method is employed in 
17George S. Haupt, "An Experimental Application of a Philosophy 
of Science Teaching in an Elementary School," Teachers College, 
Columbia University, Contributions to Education, No. 633, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1935, p.98. 
2/W. C. Croxton, "Pupil's Ability to Generalize," School 
Science and Mathematics (January, 1936), 36:627-634 • 
.1/Francis D. Curtis, op. cit., 17:222-221~. 
21· · ,( 
"' 
the application phase of the facts or principles reached y 
i n ductively. 
The effective training needed to achieve the major 
objectives of science can be attained from relatively few 
experiments performed by the scientific method. Therefore, 
this method should not be condemned on the basis of the 
2/ 
number of experiments performed.-
The Forty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
ll Study of Education says that the inductive method should 
be used first, in most cases, to develop understanding of a 
principle or concept. This should be followed by the deductive 
method in the application of these principles and concepts. 
Inductive teaching takes time, but the outcomes justify the 
time investment. The purpose of experimenting is to get data 
Hhich will give answers to problems. Generally, the best 
method to use is the inductive: that is, the laboratory 
work should precede the classroom discussion of a topic or 
principle. 
The scientific method for children is not employed to 
discover new facts for mankind. However, they do discover 
1/Francis D. Curtis, op. cit., 17:222-224. 
2/Ibid. 
1/National Society for the Study of Education, Science Educa-
tion in American Schools, Forty-sixth Yearbook, 1947, Part I, 
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, p. 49. 
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facts for themselves, and they must do it daily to prepare for 
the age in which they live. It is fortunate that they have 
the rich heritage of the scientists of the past and present 
1/ 
to assist them.-
y' 
Boeck describes the use of the inductive method and 
gives the values derived. Among other things, he says that 
no reference should be made to the text during the planning 
stage, for consulting references could easily provide the 
answer before collecting the evidence. If this happens, the 
chie f value of this form of teaching, the planning, the 
collecting of data, and the analysis of data will be lost. 
Where there is a variance in the data provided by the 
pupils, demonstrations should be used to substantiate it, and 
when a limited number of trials is possible, the textbooks 
. 11 
should be used to support conclusions. 
ld/ 
The values derived from the inductive method are: 
1. Each pupil contributes according to his abilities. 
There are planners, conclusion formers, and data 
collectors. 
1/National Society for the Study of Education, op. cit., p. 93. 
y'Clarence H. Boeck, "Try the Inductive Approach," Science 
Teacher (October, 1953), 20:236-237. 
}/Ibid. 
!i/Ibid. 
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2. All pupils are given an opportunity and are expected 
to produce results. 
3. Good experunental technique is developed as there 
are provisions for controls. 
4. Manipulative skills are developed. 
5. A constant review is provided by searching previously 
studied material, learned facts and relationships 
to provide the basis for solving the problem at hand. 
6. There is better evaluation of pupil abilities and 
work products involving more than memorization of 
factual material. 
7. Pupils find instruction interest sustaining, stimulat-
ing and satisfying. 
!I 
Boeck found that an inductive-deductive class did as 
well or better than a deductive-descriptive class in attaining 
the general outcomes of a high-school course in chemistry. 
However, be found the former distinctly superior with respect 
to the problem of attaining knowledge and ability in the use 
of the methods of science with an accompanying scientific 
attitude. 
1/Clarence H. Boeck, "The Inductive-Deductive Compared to the 
Deductive-Descriptive Approach to Laboratory Instruction in 
FD.gh School Chemistry," Journal of Experimental Education 
(March, 1951), 19:247-253. 
Thurstone 
]/ 
defines the word attitude as a n ••• concept 
4. Attitudes 
used to denote the sum total of a person's inclinations and 
feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, 
fears, threats, and convictions about any specific topic." y 
Weller found that attitudes could be developed in 
young children in elementary science programs. She pointed 
out, however, that a conscious effort must be made by the 
teacher to insure the development of attitudes, since they 
do not seem to be developed incidentally to the teaching of 
facts. 
Curtis found that specific instruction in scientific 
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attitudes was necessary to develop them to any appreciable 
extent. He found that scientific attitudes were not possessed 
by general science students to any great extent. Extensive 
reading of scientific literature did contribute to the 
development of attitudes in the individuals, but not so much 
as a small amount of class time devoted specifically to the 
teaching of scientific attitudes. 
]JL. M. Thurstone, "Attitude Can be Measured," American 
Journal of Sociology (January, 1928), p. 29. 
ijFlorence Weller, "Attitudes and Skills in Elementary 
Science," Science Education (April, 1933), 17:90-97. 
J./Francis D. Curtis, "Some Values Derived from Extensive 
Reading of General Science," Teachers College, Columbia 
University, Contributions to Education No. 163, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New 
York, 19L:1t. 
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Attitudes are developed as follows: 
1. By accepting the attitudes of the people with whom 
one is associated. 
2. Through the emotional effects of certain types of 
experiences. A satisfying experience develops a 
favorable attitude toward aspects of the experience. 
3. Through experiences that have a deep emotional effect. 
4. Through thought processes. Occasionally one sees the 
results of some type of behavior, or analyses an 
object or process, and thus develops an attitude 
toward it as a result. y 
Concerning attitudes, Blough says: 
"A scientist is slow to accept as fact such 
statements as are not supported by convincing evidence, 
he respects another's point of view, changes his con-
clusions in the face of newer, more conclusive evidence 
and seeks to understand the principles underlying the 
things he observes. So, too, should the citizens in 
our democracy. The boys and girls who today are in 
science classes in elementary and high schools are 
the individuals who will tomorrow be the administrators 
of our national policy, the governors of our states, 
the mayors of our cities. True, that is not a new idea 
but it places in the hands of the science teachers 
great responsibility. Much greater than they have to 
date been able to cope with. 
1/Elwood D. Heiss, Ellsworth s. Obourn, and Charles w. Hoffman, 
Modern Science Teaching, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1950, 
p. 90. 
2/Glenn o. Blough, "Scientific Attitudes," Science Education . 
TDecember, 1942), 26:206. 
"Much glib talk about scientific thinking and too 
little actual practice in exercising such thinking has 
been our weakness. Perhaps it is not possible to 
instill a scientific habit of thinking into the mind 
of a boy or girl. Has any school system actually tried 
consistently to do so from primary grades through the 
last year in high school? Certainly children do not 
absorb such an attitude through reading about it in 
the preface of the text, by following a set of direc-
tions for doing an experiment or filling in the blanks 
in a notebook. How then do they attain such an attitude? 
Certainly we can be safe in saying that one way is by 
being forced to exercise such an attitude day after day. 
·uDay after day'· week after week, year after year, 
through our science classes there must be constant 
stress on the elements that go to make up a scientific 
way of looking at things. A justification for teaching 
some of the science subject matter we teach is difficult~ 
The development of a truly scientific attitude is in 
itself a justification for any number of hours spent in 
the science classes of our schools." 
The Forty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for 
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the Study of Education says: 
nTo attach an emotional response (attitude, interest 
or appreciation) to any phase of science the pupil must 
have experience in reacting emotionally. There is no 
sense in barring emotion from the classroom or laboratory. 
On the contrary, the pupil very much needs to feel the 
thrill of discovery. He needs to be startled by the 
consequences of superstitions which should be replaced 
by scientific fact, and he should really care whether 
his own reactions are dictated by truth or fallacy. He 
should actually be curious about the scientific problems 
with which he is faced, and be concerned in the scientific 
solutions. He should be moved by the drama of scientific 
progress. He should feel humble and at the same time 
proud of the achievement of men of science as they have 
conquered ignorance; and he should be confident that man 
through science can achieve his lasting welfare." 
In order to teach attitudes the teacher must himself have 
proper attitudes. This means he must be trained properly. 
]jop. cit., p. 34. 
3J 
The way a teacher is taught is just as important as what he 
is taught. He should participate in the activities which will 
give him an opportunity to attain the same attitudes that we 
expect him to want in children. Traditionally science subject-
matter organization does not contribute sufficiently to these 
goals. If we expect the teacher to use a problem-solving 
approach in his teaching we must provide situations in which 
11 
he will learn in the same manner. 
5. Teachers Need Laboratory Experiences 
Concerning teacher education, The Forty-sixth Yearbook y 
of the National Society for the Study of Education says: 
"The laboratory should give the student some 
competence in the construction of simple equipment 
and considerable facility in handling apparatus. 
Prospective elementary-school teachers should know 
how to use dry cells, motors, balances and other 
appliances. They should learn to utilize the resour ces 
of the vicinity rather than depend solely upon purchased 
material." 
11 Christian also suggests the use of free and inexpensive 
laboratory equipment in connection with all projects and 
!if 
laboratory work, and Potter suggests that teachers capitalize 
on the possibilities of the environment for promoting interest, 
1/J. Greenlee, op. cit., pp. 213-217. 
~Op. cit., p. 127 
}/Op. cit., pp. 261-263. 
4/0p. cit. 
appreciations and knowledges. 
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Hubler shows the necessity of laboratory experiences 
for teachers by his suggestion that many articles for experi-
mentation could be obtained locally, especially commercial 
articles. 
2/ 
Blough- says that " ••• teachers must learn to use 
apparatus ·as a means of making ideas clear •••• " )/ . 
Blackwood indicates that teachers need better training 
programs to teach science effectively; that they need to read 
the same books prepared for children and that they also need 
the successful experiences of other teachers made available to 
them. 
A popular method of providing laboratory experience s for 
teachers is the workshop method. 
1±1 
Columbia University set up a workshop for secondary-
school science teachers during the summer at Teachers' College. 
This study took three years during which time several high-
school teachers tried out the procedures, which were worked 
out during the summer workshop, in their communities during 
the year. The procedures were related to interests and 
yop. cit. 
yop. cit. 
_Y.op. cit. 
u/S. R. Powers and A. D. Laton, "Workshops as an Agency for 
Professional Education of Science Teachers," Education 
(February, 1948), 68:359-362. 
-----------------
problems in the community • 
.!1 
says: 
Blough suggests workshops in elementary science. He 
"Workshop idea, in elementary science, stands for 
the same procedure that good teaching stands f or. 
Among these are: (1) opportunity for the learner to 
plan what he shall spend his time doing so it will be 
meaningful to him ••• (2) active participation on the 
part of the learner ••• (3) problem solving through 
actual experiencing the ways of finding out; delimiting 
the p roblem, explaining possibilities, determining a 
course of action then following it to a conclusion 
that 1<rill later be verified. The learner experiments, 
reads, observes, works with consultants and throu gh 
many other ways comes to a satisfactory solutions of 
his problem." 
A community workshop in science education was sponsored 2/ . . 
i n Michigan,- and an investigation of teachers' needs prior 
to the course, revealed that teachers felt they needed: 
1. A background in science. 
2. To be able to organize a science course for rural 
schools. 
3. To organize a program f or early elementary grades. 
4. To work out ways of using local environment in 
teaching science. 
5. To develop usable science demonstrations for 
elementary grades. 
l/Glenn o. Blough, "Workshops in Elementary Science," 
Education (Februar y, 1948), 68:332-334. 
YDarrell J. Barnard, "A Community Workshop i n Science 
Education," Education (February, 1948), 68:328-331. 
An accomplishment of this course was the renovation of 
a park to use as a recreational area. No mention was made 
of the other four needs being provided for in this course. 
!I Gorman and O'Brien describe an in-service course for 
3o 
teachers. The teachers needed help. Many requests called for 
guidance in conducting experiments and in handling the 
necessary materials. The teachers felt insecure and had a 
fear of certain activities. 
Six tables were set up with materials for experimentation. 
Several teachers were randomly assigned to each table under 
the supervision of a teacher who felt competent. and who had 
gone over the material previously in committee meeting. 
The teachers performed the experiments at their respective 
tables and after 15 minutes moved to other tables, so each 
performed all the experiments. 
The following outcomes were achieved: 
1. Unanimous approval was given to this type of in-service 
training. 
2. A recommendation came forth that this type of activity 
be fur there d. 
3. Leaders willing to supervise other workshops were 
developed. 
!fFrank H. Gorman and Margaret F'. O'Brien, "We Conducted Our 
Own In-Service Program," National Elementary Principals 
(September, 1953), 33:242-244. 
4. There emerged a "learning by doing and thinking" 
experience in the schools. 
The case for laboratory work in teaching science has y 
"1) ;1 u 
been summarized by Potter who says~ in effect, that printed 
symbols cannot take the place of experimentation and observa-
tion and should be used to supplement, not replace, the first-
hand experience of children. 
6. Lecture-Demonstration Versus Individual Laboratory y 
Duel found that individual laboratory work in high 
school has very little effect, if any, on immediate or later 
achievement. Even skills acquired, of manipulating quality, 
are insignificant in later years. 
Indications are that more efficiency would result from 
more teacher demonstration, in both high school and college, 
J} 
at the expense of individual laboratory work. !±I . 
Anibel compared the results of teaching high-school 
chemistry by the individual laboratory method and the lecture-
demonstration method and arrived at the fol l owing conclusions: 
yop. cit. 
zjH. W. Duel, "Measurable Outcomes of Laboratory Work in 
Science; A Review of Experimental Investigations," School 
Science and :Mathematics (October, 1937), 37:795-810. 
l/Ibid. 
4/Fred G. Anibel, "Comparative Effectiveness of Lecture-
Demonstration and Individual Laboratory Method," Journal of 
Educational Research (May, 1926), 13:355-365. 
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"1. The immediate retention is as adequate when material 
is presented by the lecture-demonstrated method as 
when the class is taught by the regular individual 
laboratory procedure. Indications are that the 
lecture-demonstration procedure would result in 
better retention. 
2. The delayed retention is so little different that 
one method may be considered as good as the other. 
There was a slight indication that the n~terial was 
better remembered when taught by the individual 
laboratory procedure. 
3. Brighter students are likely to profit more by the 
lecture-demonstration method than are the others." 
11 
Knox came to the conclusion that the demonstration 
method was generally superior to the individual laboratory 
method. His conclusions were, in part: 
"1. The demonstration method is superior to the laboratory 
method in teaching mentally heterogeneous groups of 
pupils for immediate retention (or relatively perma-
nent retention) of subject rr~tter in high-school 
chemistry. 
2. For the purpose of imparting to a group of pupils 
the scientific attitude and training in the method 
of attack on a new problem, the demonstration is 
equal, if not superior, to the laboratory method of 
instruction. 
3. From the standpoint of the coefficients of correlation, 
it appears that the demonstration method provides 
superior opportunity for adaption to individual 
differences in mental ability so far as teaching for 
immediate retention, delayed retention, and method 
of attack are concerned. 
4. So far as providing knowledge and method of attack 
are concerned, the laboratory method is slightly 
superior to the demonstration method in the case of 
the average inferior pupil. 
]JW. W. Knox, "The Demonstration Method Versus the Laboratory 
lv!ethod of' Teaching High School Chemistry," School Review (May, 
1947), 35:376-386. 
5. For the purpose of providing knowledge 'for both 
immediate retention and relatively permanent 
retention and for the ·purpose of providing a 
technique for handling new problems, the demonstra-
tion method is much to be preferred to the 
laboratory method in the case of the average 
superior pupil." 
ll Horton carefully defined some possible outcomes from 
laboratory teaching and prepared tests that were proven to be 
valid for these outcomes. He demonstrated conclusively that 
learning outcomes peculiar to laboratory teaching could be 
defined and achieved. 
That there are outcomes peculiar to individual laboratory 
work is indicated by the findings that laboratory work con-
tributes little, if at all, to ability to pass usual subject-
m.s.tter examinations. This was of considerable significa.nce 
?J 
for its influence on practices in science teaching. 
21 Noll made a study of laboratory teaching in inorganic 
chemistry and found that when two groups with similar instruction 
in all respects, excepting the amount of time spent in 
laboratory, were compared, the section having the greater amount 
1/R. E. Horton, "lVieasurable Outcomes of Individual Laboratory 
\.~Jork in High School Chemistry," Teachers' College Contributions 
to Education, No. 303, Columbia University, New York, 1928, 
p. lOS. 
£/Walter s. Monroe (Editor), Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1950, p. 1140. 
2/V. H. Noll, Laboratory Instruction in the Field of Inorganic 
Chemistry, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, Minn., 
1930, p. 164. 
of laboratory work showed consistent superiority in general 
achievement. It was found that when laboratory work was re-
40 
duced from five to three hours a week and two hours of library 
substituted, there was a loss in general achievement. 
11 
Lankford likewise states the case for individual 
laboratory work by saying: 
"Even though there has been a great deai of research 
on this subject, we will have to admi , that it does not 
furnish conclusive proof that learning values will not 
be sacrificed if we substitute demonstration entirely 
for individual exercises. All of us know that science 
teaching should do more than impart a knowledge of facts. 
If we seek to realize such generally accepted aims as 
(a) understanding of and ability to use scientific 
principles, (b) understanding of and ability to use the 
scientific method, or (c) acquisition of scientific 
attitudes, we may rightly contend that the individual 
laboratory methods yields values not produced by 
demonstration alone." _ y . 
Silluzio sums up the results of investigations concern-
ing methods of teaching science by saying: "The problem of 
the relative merits of the lecture-demonstration and individual 
laboratory methods still seems unsolved and as complex as ever.~ 
21 Curtis suggests the merits of both methods as f ollows: 
1/F'r ancis G. Lankford, Jr., "Individual vs. Demonstration 
Method for Teaching Science," Journal of Chemical Education . 
(May, 1943), 20:257-258. · 
£/Vincent J. Silluzio, Determination of the Modal Age Level 
for Grades Five and Seven of the Difficulty of the Principle, 
Compression of a Confined Gas Increases its Pressure, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1952 • 
.}/Francis D. Curtis, op. cit. 
4JL 
1. Each method offers training in knowledge, habits, and 
skills not offered by the other. 
2. Economy of time and money favors the demonstration. 
3. Demonstration should be employed in the laboratory to 
acquaint students with apparatus. 
4. Time saved by demonstration should be used for other 
learning exercises such as laboratory exercises, 
reading projects, individual investigations, observations, 
and drill upon essentials. 
5. Dangerous experiments should be demonstrated. 
6. Pupil demonstrations are not likely to prove beneficial 
unless closely supervised by the teacher. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARGH PROCEDURE 
A preliminary conference was held with the superintendent 
of schools and the elementary supervisor of the community in 
which the university extension course was to be offered. The 
plan presented for teaching the large number in the course 
was that the regular university instructor would teach half 
the class during the first hour while the investigator would 
instruct the other half (the control group). During the second 
hour the university instructor would have the control group 
while the investigator would take the -first hour class (the 
experimental group). The superintendent and elementary super-
visor agreed that the experiment was worthwhile and that their 
teachers would gain by the instruction, but they wanted to 
present the plan to a meeting of the staff. The staff accepted 
the plan and presented it to their teachers, 63 of whom, 
representing kindergarten through grade eight, signed for the 
cour se. Twenty four of these teachers taught the middle 
grades. 
Upon arrival the investigator was introduced by the 
elementary supervisor. The class (teachers in service) was 
acquainted with the problem with emphasis put on gaining 
4·· ) {. 
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their confidence. They were impressed with the fact that they 
could believe in the integrity of the investigator, that they 
could have confidence in the fact that no data would be made 
public except results of a general nature, that no teacher or 
school would be identified, and that the experiment would in 
no way detract from the effec t i veness of the course. They 
were genuLnely interested ru1d willing t o coope~ate. 
They had the explanation that this was an experimental 
study to find out whether pupils showed greater progress in 
subject matter, interests and attitudes when their teachers 
took a science course in which they manipulated all the 
~pparatus by doing the experiments than when their teachers 
observed the experiments performed by the investigator. They 
asked questions about the course and understood that they 
would be divided into two groups, one group which would do 
all the experiments (experimental) and the other group which 
would see all the experiments performed by the investigator 
(control group). They also understood that the pupils would 
be tested by them and that any help given the pupils, except 
as directed in acquainting them \vith the meaning of a word, 
would ruin the experiment. It was also emphasized t hat it 
made no difference which method proved superior, as that was 
the purpose of the experiment. 
The teachers were interested in the method which tested 
the pupils instead of the teachers to measure the effectiveness 
of a course. 
----------
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They were given Form A of ,the Interests Test and 
instructed hmv to give it. The investigator went over the 
test with them so that they knew the areas tested, were 
acquainted with each question, the mech~iics of afuainister ing 
and the procedure for the pupils to f ollow in taking the 
test. The teachers were further warned not to ha ve pupils 
s core the test and not to go over it witb them afterwards, 
because the same test would be given at the end of the course 
as a post-test. They agreed to give the test the f irst week 
and were asked not to score them. 
The investigator then did the demonstration about rubber 
(Experiment #1 appended) to i llustrate good demonstration 
technique and to create interest. Enough latex was supplied 
each teacher to perform the experiment in his classroom. 
It was announced that four areas of science would be 
t aken up in the course: three states of matter, what things 
are made of, heat, magnetism and electricity, and that each 
teacher would be required to give evidence of' having done one 
experiment with his class in each area, and one in an area 
of his choice. This requirement would insure some experimenta-
tion in each classroom. 
At the second meeting the teachers were instructed in 
the procedures for giving Form B of the Interests Test and 
Form A of the Attitudes Inquiry F'orm and Form B of the Calvert 
Science Info~nation Test. They were again asked not to go 
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over the tests ,with the pupils after they were administered 
and not to score them. It was stated that there was no right 
or wrong answer in the Attitudes Inquiry F'orm and that it 
was permissib~e to tell students the meaning of any word they 
did not know, except in the Calvert Science Information Test. 
However, they were again cautioned not to help students. 
Emphasis was placed on the fact that pupils had to be in the 
right frame of mind, that they had to be convinced that they 
would not be graded on the tests, and that they should be 
given enough time to finish them. 
The class was divided into experimental and control groups 
at this time and assignments made of experiments to be done at 
the next class meeting. The following experiments (appended) 
were assigned: 
Experlinent #2, Air has weight. 
Experiment #3, Air takes up space. 
Experiment #4, Heasuring air pressure. 
Since the science kits do not contain all the materials 
necessary to do the experiments, the teachers were assigned 
equipment to bring for succeeding classes. This material was 
always of the easily available and inexpensive variety. 11 In 
order that the experimental group would not have an advantage 
over the control group, because they had the required equipment 
1/Wayne G. Christian, op. cit. 
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available to use in their classroom, the members of the control 
group were required to bring the same material. The investigator 
called on members of this class for the items he needed for 
demonstrations. 
At the beginning of the course, each teacher was supplied 
with a manual containing the experiments to be performed, except 
the experiments written on the inductive plan which were 
supplied weekly for use in the next class. It was suggested 
that each teacher acquire a general science book on the junior 
11 
high school level to use for background reading. 
The third class began with a demonstration of safety 
procedures for both the experimental and control groups. The 
investigator emphasized the objectives of this phase of the 
class as: 
1. To give confidence in handling apparatus without fear. 
2. To instill in children, through the teacher, a desire 
to experL~ent cautiously and fearlessly. 
The demonstration included the proper methods of handling 
acids, bases, alcohol and other chemicals. It taught how to 
prevent fires and how to extinguish accidental fires, as well 
as treatment of acid or basic burns on different parts of the 
body. Treatment of clothing which had been exposed accidentally 
to chemicals was discussed. The teachers were cautioned about 
1/Norm~n c. Cooper, "In-Service Experience for Science 'l'eachers," 
National Elementary Prin~ipals (September, 1953), 33:224-228. 
tasting things except where specifically directed to do so, 
and to be accurate in reading labels. Such safety procedures 
as: distance of children from a demonstration; pointing test 
tubes away from people; not wearing loose-hanging clothes 
around a flame; having a first aid kit nearby; dangers of 
concentrated acids and bases; having fire extinguishing 
materials available; and the removal of jewelry by an experi-
menter were discussed. 
The assigned experiments were then performed. The 
investigator did the experiments for the control group one hour, 
and the experimental group did them the next hour~ Any dis-
cussion which came up during the demonstration was taken up 
in the other class, so that both groups received exactly the 
same information. 
The experiments (appended) for the next class were: 
Experiment #5, Why do some things float while others sink? 
Experiment #6, Cartesian diver. 
Experiment #7, Solutions. 
Experiment #8, Suspensions. 
Again all v:ere instructed to bring the needed materials 
which were not in the science kits·. These materials were: a 
rubber glove, large drinking glass, sauce pan, three tin cans 
of the same size, and a piece of wood small enough to float 
inside the drinking glass. 
From the fourth class on the pattern was the same. The 
beginning of the period (in both experimental and control 
classes) was used for a short discussion of the work of the 
previous week. Then the remainder of the hour was devoted 
to giving out the work for the next week and performing the 
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assigned experiments. When considered necessary, a particular 
topic, basic to the assigned area, was taken up with both 
groups. The kinetic molecular theory (appended) was discussed 
at this meeting, and demonstrated with a plastic sandwich box 
adapted for the purpose. 
One experiment each week was written on the inductive-
deductive plan, better known as the scientific me thod, of 
solving problems. 
It is interesting to note here that the investigator 
observed a great deal of independence among the experimental 
group in the laboratory at the sixth class . When t he investigator 
arrived from the other class, they were set up and pePforming 
' 
the assigned experiments. Thereafter, a point was made 
occasionally to arrive quite late, and the class would already 
have performed one or two experiments. Certainly this was a 
desirable outcome, as a lack of independence was one of the 
failings of elementary teachers revealed in other studies. 
The following experiments (appended) were performed during 
the next nine classes: 
Experiment #9, Are objects lighter in water than in air? 
Experiment #10, How much water is displaced by a floating 
body? 
Experiment #11, Characteristics of acids 
Experiment #12, Preparation and properties of oxygen 
Experiment #13, Preparation and properties of hydrogen 
Experiment #14, Characteristics of bases 
Experiment #15, Test for carbon dioxide 
Experiment -#16, What makes a candle burn? 
Experiment #17, What are good conductors of heat? 
Experiment #18, Which cools more, ice or cold water? 
Experiment #19, Cooling by evaporation 
Experiment #20, Measuring the freezing point of water 
Experiment #21, Dew Point 
Experiment #22, Factors affecting evaporation 
Experiment #23, How to make a hygrometer 
Experiment #24, How to make a barometer 
Experiment #2-5~ Law of magnets 
Experiment #26, What will magnets pick up? 
Experiment #27, f.1 agnetism 
Experiment #28, Magnetic attraction and repulsion 
Experiment #29, How to make a magnet 
Experiment #30, Electomagnet 
Experiment #31, Static electricity 
Experiment #32, Static electricity (positive) 
Experiment #33, Static electricity (negative) 
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Experiment #34, Static electricity (positive and negative) 
. Experiment #35, Static electricity (jumping jacks) 
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Experiment #36, Conductors of electricity 
Experiment #37 , A complete circuit 
Experiment #38, A simple cell 
Experiment #39, How does an electric wire behave in a 
magnetic field? 
Experiment #40, How to make a galvanometer 
The investigator related the experiments t o everyday 
experiences in making ass!gnments for the next week. This was 
done in the hope that the teachers would find the topics 
interesting enough to pursue them and do further study, and 
that this would lead to a desire to perform classroom experi-
ments with the children. 
The discussion about air was related to tires, basketballs, 
barometers, and storms; whil e water was discussed in the light 
of swimming, f loating ships, submarines, digestion, and medicines. 
The characteristics of acids and bases led to a discussion of 
fruit juices and the neutralization of acids with bases. Safety 
and first aid in the laboratory were taught at this point . · 
The study of oxygen and hydrogen led to a discussion of 
oxidation, which in turn led the discussion to include safety 
measures in f'ire prevention and fire fighting . Heat was 
introduced by testing dif'ferent materials for conductivity, 
and a discussion of heating systems, and the use of good and 
poor conductors of heat . The construction of barometers and 
hygrometers from milk cartons, and a discussion of their use 
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was sufficient to create the desired interest, especially when 
each teacher was given t wo thermometers and a wick. 
Magnetism was introduced by a discussion of' the earth's 
magnetism and its relation to the aurora borealis; static 
electricity by a discussion of lightning and safety measures 
on water, in open fields, and under a lone tree; and current 
electricity by a discussion of what it is and how it is 
generated. 
Whenever possible, attitudes were stressed. The inductive 
experiments were used to stress the scientific method of solving 
problems. The attitude of suspended judgment was constantly 
stressed in arriving at conclusions. The word of authority 
was . questioned tvhen teachers asked about experiments which would 
not work. Superstitions were discussed in the explanation of 
northern lights and lightning. Accuracy was manifest in arriving 
at conclusions. Searching for an explanation of things which 
happen came up for consideration in discussing the applications 
of generalizations arrived at in the course. And changing one's 
ideas, as a result of new evidence, was brought home in the 
net-Ier theories and findings of science. 
Fart of the thirteenth class was devoted to instructions 
to the teachers about giving the tests during that week. 
Interests (F'orm A) and Attitudes (F'orm B) were to be given 
during the week. Directions were reviewed carefully and the 
same conditions reviewed as for the pre-tests, namely: no 
help except to tell the meaning of a word, no time limits, 
not to go over the tests with the children and not to score 
them. 
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The fourteenth class was devoted to a general review of 
the course as given, to checking in the completed tests, to 
giving instructions for the Interests (Form B) test and the 
Calvert Science Information Test (Form A) which were to be 
given during the week. The same conditions applied as for the 
other tests, as stated above. 
The fifteenth class was a field trip. It was under the 
direction of the regular university instructor, assisted by 
the investigator, and had no effect on the experiment. It 
taught the procedures for taking a field trip, identification 
of plant and animal life, and planning a cook•out. Because of 
inclement weather, a cook-in was held in the school cafeteria. 
Here an opportunity came for the investigator to show 
slides, accompanied by a tape recording, of an experiment 
about rubber performed 1-rith a local first grade. 
The post-tests all having been given and collected by the 
investigator, the course ended with the teachers filling out 
an evaluation sheet for the course. These indicated an over-
all approval of both techniques, and also showed that many 
more than the required experiments were being performed in 
the classrooms. 
The results of the pre-tests and post-tests will be used 
in an attempt to determine the relative effectiveness of the 
lecture-demonstration and individual laboratory type courses 
for teachers in terms of pupil accomplishment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 
1. Introduction 
This study is divided into three parts; therefore, 
it is necessary to present the findings separately. 
The first .part is concerned with science information, 
the second with pupil interests in science, and the third 
with pupil attitudes toward science. 
Two groups were compared on pre-tests and post-tests 
to determine which scored higher in the following areas: 
1. Science information 
2. Science interests 
3. Science attitudes. 
They were compared on the interests test by calculating 
the per cent gain or loss in interest from the pre-test to 
the post-test. The groups were then compared in regard to 
high interest, average interest or no interest in each of 
the nine areas represented in the study. 
They were compared on attitudes and science inrormation 
by finding the reliability of the difference between the 
means. This was done by calculating the standard error of 
the means, the standard error of the difference between the 
means, the critical ratio, and then determining whether or 
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not the difference between these means was significant at 
the .o5 level of confidence or better. 
'The standard error of the means was calculated by 
11 
using the formula: 
~ ~~ 
\,JM -vN 
The standard error of the differences between correlated 
means on the Calvert Science Information Test were calculated y 
from the formula: 
C5 = ,, tY '- ..... 
1) , u ,.,, + 6 ""t. - 2.. ~ 1.- G1"':s~ 
The standard errors of the difference between uneorrelated 
means on the Calvert Science Information Test and for the 
J/ Attitudes Inquiry Form were calculated from the formula: 
ts 1 \l ct. -+a-1.-
t> M I ""1-
The critical ratio of the difference between the means 
was calculated by dividing the difference between the means 
!11 by the standard error of the difference. 
c~~~-
crp 
A critical ratio of 1.65 is significant at the .05 level 
of confidence. This study accepted the .05 level as a standard 
of significance. This meant that any critical· ratio greater 
1/Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, 
Longmans, Green and Co., New York, 1947, pp. 198-199. 
,Y.Ibid. 
1/Ibid. 
!d/Ibid. 
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than 1.65 represented a real difference between the two groups 
investigated. On the other hand, a critical ratio of less 
than 1.65 was not significant and the difference between the 
two groups could have been attributed to chance within the 
.OS level of confidence. 
"Significance levels may also be used when we are 
interested in the probability that one group is better than 
the other. From Table 29 we know that 10% (P) of the cases 
in a normal distribution lie to the left and right of t= 1.65; 
hence, 5% (P/2) lie to the right of 1.65. If a CR is 1.65, 
therefore, we can say with confidence that (on the assumption 
of a true difference of zero) only once in twenty trials 
would a larger positive difference than that obtained appear 
11 by chance." 
2. Science Information 
The Calvert Science Information Test, Elementary, Forms 
B and A were used as a pre-test and a post-test respectively. 
These tests are composed of 90 items and a score of 90 is 
possible. 
The pre-test was administered in February and the post-
test in May to the pupils of those teachers who took the 
science courses during that time. 
Reliabilitx.-- "Intensive checking of items by 
specialists, careful statistical evaluation, 
!/Henry E. Garrett, op. cit., p. 202. 
yop. Cit. 
y 
exact scaling, the balancing of forms in terms of 
average item values, and the objectivity of administer-
ing and scoring contribute to the reliability of these 
tests. 
"The coefficient of correlation (based on the 
split-half technique and the Spearman-Brown correction) 
for total science scores is .93."1/ 
Procedure.-- Since the purpose of the investigation was 
to determine whether one group of pupils achieved to a greater 
extent than another group, it was necessary to make a com-
parison of the two groups. This was done on the basis of 
means and standard deviations. Populations are like or un-
like depending mainly on two characteristics, their means 
and standard deviations. 
The experimental and control groups were equated accord-
ing to means and standard deviations by removing extreme scores 
on the pre-testa, and subsequent calculations gave critical 
ratios for the pre-test, which were not significant at the .05 
level of confidence. 
Table 1-a below shows a comparison of the experimental and 
control groups in grade 4 on the Calvert Science Information 
pre-tests and post-tests. The mean of the experimental 
group increased from 45.90 to 48.30 from pre-test to the final 
test, while the mean of the control group increased from 46.15 
to 54.60. 
The critical ratio of .24 was not significant at the 
.05 level of confidence and showed that the two groups were 
1/Henry E. Garrett, op. cit., p. 202. 
alike on the pre-test. The critical ratio of 4.88 on the 
post-test showed the two groups were not alike on this test, 
and was significant at the .01 level of confidence. The 
difference on the post-test was in favor of the control 
group, showing that this group learned more science informs-
tion from pre-test to post-test than the experimental group 
did. 
Table 1-a. Comparison of Two Fourth Grade Groups on the 
Calvert Science Information Test 
N umber G roup T t M es ean 
(lJ l2J (3J UJ.J 
79 Ex Pre 45.90 
79 Con Pre 46.15 
79 Ex Post 48.30 
79 Con Post 54.60 
SD 
(5J 
12.05 
10.75 
12.65 
11.65 
SE 
M ean 
_l_QJ 
1.36 
1.21 
1.42 
1.31 
SE 
Diff Diff 
171 _(_§_) 
.• 25 1.21 
6.30 1.30 
CR 
(9) 
·24 
4.88 
~ 
~ 
Table 1-b below shows a comparison of the expertmental 
·-
and control groups in grade 5 ori the Calvert Science Information 
pre-test and post-test. The means of the experimental and 
control groups were 57.15 and 57.70 respectively. The critical 
ratio of .31 on the pre-test was not significant at the .05 
level of confidence, so the two groups were alike as . far 
as means and standard deviations were concerned. The ex-
perimental group had a mean of 64.40 and the control group 
a mean of 60.20 on the post-teet. The critical ratio of 
2.32 was significant at the .01 level, indicating a 
difference between the two groups in favor of the experi-
mental group. 
Table 1-b. Comparison of Two Fifth Grade Groups on the 
Calvert Science Information Test 
SE SE 
Number Group Test Mean SD Mean Diff Dif.f (1) (2) (3) (4) ($) (6) ( 7) (8) 
77 Ex Pre 57.15 9.65 1.10 
.55 1.50 
77 Con Pre 57.70 9.00 1.03 
77 Ex Post 64.40 11.05 1.26 
4.20 1.77 
77 Con Post 60.20 10.95 1.25 
CR 
(9) 
.31 
2.32 
Table 1-c below shows a comparison of the sixth grade 
experimental and control groups on the. Calvert Science Infor-
mation pre-test and post-test. The experimental group had a 
mean of 59.05 and the control group one of 59.33 on the pre-test. 
The critical ratio of .16 was not significant at the .05 
level of confidence; hence, the two groups were alike as far 
as their means and standard deviations were concerned. The 
experimental and control groups had means of 66.0 and 63.5 
respectively on the post-test, and the calculated critical 
ratio of 1.95 was significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
This indicated a significant difference between the 
two groups in favor of the experimental group. 
I 
Table 1-c. Comparison of Two Sixth Grade Groups on the 
Calvert Science Information Test 
N b um er Gr ou_p T t M es ean 
ll} {2J l3J l4J 
115 Ex Pre 59.05 
115 Con Pre 59.33 
115 Ex Post 66.00 
115 Con Post 63.05 
SD M ean 
J.5J . J_9L 
12.75 ·1.19 
12.75 1.19 
10.85 1.01 
11.6.5 1·.19 
s 
Diff Diff 
_l71 JJH 
.28 1.69 
2.95 1.56 
OR 
(9) 
I 
i 
,-
.16 
1.95 
Table 1-d and 1-e below are informa.tive. Table 1-d shows 
that there were no statistically significant differences be-
tween the experimental and control groups on the pr~teste. 
Table 1-d. Comparison of Mean Pre-test Scores for Experimen-
tal and Control Groups in Grades 4, 5, and 6 
G rade N o. Gr oup M ean (1} (2) ()J .l4J 
4 79 Ex 45.90 
4 79 Con 46.1.5 
5 77 Ex 57.15 
5 77 Con 57.70 
6 115 Ex 59.05 
6 115 Con 59.33 
SD 
_15_) 
12.05 
10.75 
9.65 
9.00 
12.75 
12.75 
SE 
M ean 
_{b_): 
1.36 
1.21 
1.10 
1.0) 
1.19 
1.19 
SE 
Diff Diff 
_l]J U:S) 
.25 1.81 
.55 1.50 
I .28 1.69 
CR 
l__<ll 
.J.4 
.31 
.16 
c 
Table 1-e shows that there were statistically signiti-
cant differences between the experimental and control groups 
on the post tests, all at the .01 level. 
In grade four the difference was in favor of the control 
group. In grades five and six the difference was in favor of 
the experimental group. 
Table 1-e. Comparison of Mean Post-test Scores for Experi-
mental and Control Groups in Grades 4, 5, and 6 
Grd a e N o. Gr ou p M ean 
llJ (_2_} l3J (4J 
4 79 Ex 48.30 
4 79 Con 54.60 
5 77 Ex 64.40 
5 77 Con 60.20 
6 115 Ex 66.00 
6 115 Con 63.05 
SD 
\SJ 
12.65 . 
11.65 
11.05 
10.95 
10.85 
11.65 
SE 
M ean 
(OJ 
1.42 
1.31 
1.26 
1.25 
1.01 
1.19 
SE 
Diff Diff 
l7) \fj) 
6.30 1.30 
I 
I 
4.20 1.77 
2.95 1.56 
CR 
(9} 
4.84 
2.32 
1.95 
The greatest gains in learning scienee ·information from 
pre-test to post-test were made by the fourth grade control 
group and by the fifth and sixth grade experimental groups. 
Tables 2-a and 2-b below show that all gains but that for 
grade 4 experimental group were significant at the .01 levels of 
confidence at least. Grade four gain was significant at the ·.02 level. 
Tables 2-a and 2-b show the gains made by the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth grade experimental and control groups from 
pre-test to post-test on the Calvert Science Information 
Te ~t. The greatest gain was made by the fourth grade con-
trol group whose mean increased from 46.15 to 56.60, a gain 
of 8.·45 ,points. 
The fifth and sixth grade experimental groups made 
greater gains than the control groups in those classes. The 
mean of the fifth grade experimental group increased 7.25 
points and the mean of the sixth grade experimental group 
increased 6.95 points, while their corresponding control 
group means increased 2.50 and 3.72 points respectively. 
Table 2-a. Comparison of the Gains Made by the Experimental 
Group in Grades 4, 5, and 6 on the Calvert Science 
Information Test from Pre-test t~ Post-test 
Grade Test Mean SD 
JlJ l2) l3) U~) 
4 Pre 4.5.90 12.05 
4 Post " 48.30 12.65 
5 Pre 57.15 9.65 
5 Post 64.40 11.05 
6 Pre 59.0.5 12.75 
6 Post 66.00 10.85 
I 
I 
SE 
Mean 
lSJ 
1.36 
1.42 
1.10 
1.26 
1.19 
1.01 
Diff 
lb} 
2.40 
7.25 
6.95 
SE 
Diff 
.1ll 
1.30 
1.12 
1.os 
CR 
_\_CS) 
1.84 
5.47 
6.62 
Table 2-b. Comparison of the Gains Made by the Control Group 
in Grades 4, 5, and 6 on the Calvert Science Inror-
mation Test from Pre-test to Post-test 
Grade Test Mean SD 
SE 
Mean Diff 
SE 
Diff CR 
{1) 
.l£L (3J (4) (5) (6l. _l'Z! (8) 
4 Pre 46.15 10.75 1.21 
8.45 1.19 7.10 
4 Post 54.60 11.65 1.31 
' 
5 Pre 51.10 9.00 1.03 
• 2.50 1.09 2.29 
5 Post 60.20 10.95 1.25 
.. 
6 Pre 59.33 12.75 1.19 
3.72 1.12 3.32 
6 Post 63.05 11.65 1.19 
As shown in Table 2-c below, grades 4, 5, and 6 made 
statistically significant gains at the .01 level from pre-test 
to post-test. 
Table 2-c. Comparison of the Gains Made b.J the Experimental 
and Control Groups in Grades 4, 5, and 6 from 
Pre-test to Post-test 
Contr. SE Exper. SE Diff. SE 
Grade Gain Dift. Gain Dift. in Gain Gain CR 
llJ (2) l3J \4) l5 J \b) l7J 1( tl) 
4 8.45 1.18 2.40 1.30 6.05 1.21 5.oo 
5 2.50 . 1.09 1.25 1.12 4.75 1.48 3.21 
6 3.72 1.12 6.95 1.05 3.23 1.08 2.99 
3. Interest , 
Forms A and B of an interests test were given to pupils 
in both the experimental and control groups as pre-tests and 
post-tests. Form A asked whether pupils did certain things 
and Form B asked whether or not they would like to. do them 
if they could. Nine science areas were included: plants, 
animals, photography, a.stronomy, chemistry, electricity and 
magnetism, mechanics, weather, and miscellaneous. 
The fourth grade control group showed marked ga1ns in 
interests acquired from pre-test to post-test on both forms 
6J 
A and B. (See Figures 1 and 2.) In Figure 1, which indicates 
the things children actually do, it is apparent that the 
control group gained considerably more . than the experimental 
group in all nine areas represented. The greatest gain in 
interest was shown in the miscellaneous area where a gain of 
18 per cent in high interest was shown. In no area was the 
gain in .high interest less than five per cent. 
The fourth grade experimental group made notable gains 
in high interest from pre-test to post-test only in the mis-
cellaneous and photography areas of science. (See Figure 1.) 
The fourth grade control group made great gains in 
interests acquired from pre-test to • post-test as indicated 
by their responses on Form B of the Interests Test. This 
form asked whether or not pupils would like to do things, if 
they could, in the same nine areas of science represented in 
Form A. 
Explanation of F'igures 1 - 6, Gains and Losses in Per Cent 
from Pre-test to Post-test (Interests Forms A an d B) 
0 Indicates a student has high interest . 
~Indicates a student has some interest . 
~Indicates a student has no interest . 
Exp . means experimental group. 
Con . means control group. 
Positive numbers on the graph indicate a gain in interest. 
Negative numbers on the graph indicate a loss in interest. 
The bars on the graph indicate gains and losses in per 
cent from pre- test to post-test in each of nine areas tested. 
To better understand the graph, it is informative to look 
at Figure 1 under the column headed Chemistry. The experimental 
group lost a fraction of one per cent in high interest, gained 
five per cent in some (moderate) interest, and 11 lost" more 
than four per cent in ~ interest . 
The control group gained about seven per cent in high 
i~terest, almost five per cent in moderate interest, and lost 
nearly twelve per cent in no interest . 
The graph shows, at a glance, that the control group gained 
much more in interest than the experimental group. 
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In eight of the nine areas the gains in high interest were 
greater than 10 per cent and in the areas of magnetigm and 
electricity and miscellaneous it was 22.2 and 27.7 per cent 
respectively . Only in the astronomy area was the gain less 
than 10 per cent. 
The experimental group showed gains in high interest 
on Form B only in the areas of mechanics, weather, and the 
miscellaneous area, but in none of these were the gains as 
high as five per cent . {See Figure 2.) 
.. 
The fifth grade control group showed greater gains from 
pre-test to post-test than the experimental group on the 
I n terests Test, Form A, as indicated by the per cent interes t 
shown in the areas of photography, mechanics, and miscella-
neous. The fifth grade experimental group did not show 
gr eater gains than the control group in any area. In no 
a reas were the gains in high interest as high as five per 
cent. (See Figure 3.) 
On the Interests Test, Form B, which asked whether or 
not pupils would like to do things if they could, the fifth 
grade control group showed greater gains than the experimental 
group from pre-test to post-test in the areas of animals, 
photography, and electricity and magnetism, while the exper-
imental group showed gains over the control group in the 
areas of plants, chemistry, and miscellaneous. (See Figure 
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There was a general loss of high interest in this 
grade and a gain in moderate interest from pre-test to 
post-test. 
The sixth grade control group showed gains over the 
experimental group from pre-test to post-test on the 
Interests Test, Form A, in the areas of plants and chem-
istry. This form of the test asked whether or not pupils 
actually did the things asked in the test. The sixth grade 
experimental group showed gains over the control group in 
the area of magnetism and electricity. (See Figure 5.} 
The sixth grade control group did not show any gain 
in interest over the experimental group in any of the nine 
areas of sci ence included in Form B of the Interests Test. 
This form .a sked whether or not pupils would like to do the 
things if they could. The sixth grade experimental group 
made gains over the control group in photography, magnetism 
and electricity, and mechanics. (See Figure 6.) 
The general lack of high interest shown in the fifth 
grade was obvious in the sixth grade. Form A and B 
showed a loss of high interest and a gain in moderate 
interest from pre-test to post-test. 
70 
This study showed that the fourth grade control group 
acquired greater interest in science from pre-test to post-test 
than the experiment·al group, and that there was no difference 
between the two groups in the fifth and sixth grades as indicated 
by the post- tests. Both groups lost interest from pre-test to 
post-test in the fifth and sixth grades. 
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4. Attitudes '73 
Analysis of data.-- This is a pioneer study on scientific 
attitudes. The investigator was able to find little in the 
way of attitudes testing, and none of this was on the 
e l ementary-school level. There were no tests available, so 
one had to be constructed. Two forms were made, one to be 
u s ed as a pre-test, and the other as a post-test. 
Three factors were inherent in this attitudes study: 
(1) the possibility of a defective instrument caused by 
using a short test which could not probe deeply into pupil 
attitudes; (2) a written response which might not corre-
spond to the pupil's actual feeling; (3) defecti~e criteria, 
in that adults did not always agree on the correct answer, 
which left items with 60, 80, or 100 per cent agreement 
by experts. 
Comparisons of pupil grm>~th in attitudes, as measured 
by the two tests, were made on the basis of membership in 
grades 4, 5, and 6. The tests were all hand scored by t he 
investigator and the results tabulated. Machine scorin g was 
available, but hand scoring was preferred in order that the 
investigator might see trends as he scored and tabulated. 
Table 3-a shows a comparison of the fourth grade ex-
perimental and control groups on the. attitudes pre-tests and 
post-tests. The means of the experimental and control 
groups on the pre-test were 7.72 and 7.76 respectively. The 
critical ratio of .14 was not significant at the .05 level 
of confidence, and the two groups were alike as far as means 
and standard deviations were concerned. 
The mean for the experimental group on the post-test 
was 9.83 and that of the control group was 10.06. The 
critical ratio of 1.0 was not significant at the .05 level 
of confidence and the two groups were alike on the post-test. 
Table 3-a. Comparison of Two Fourth Grade Groups on the 
Attitudes Inquiry Form 
SE SE 
Number Group Test Mean SD Mean Diff. Diff. 
11J (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) (~) 
89 Ex Pre 7.72 1.87 .20 
.04 .29 
103 Con Pre 7.76 2.22 .21 
89 Ex Post 9.83 1.73 .18 
.23 .23 
103 Con Post 10.06 1.49 . 15 
CR 
(9J 
.14 
1.00 
Table 3-b shows a comparison of the fifth grade experi-
mental and control groups on the attitudes pre-test and post~ 
test. The means of the experimental and control groups on 
the pre-test were 7.84 and 8.12 respectively. The critical 
ratio of .9 was not significant at the .05 level of confi-
dence so the two groups were alike. 
The means of the experimental and control groups on the 
post-test were 9.92 and 10.25 respectively. The critical 
ratio of 1.38 was not significant and indicated that the 
two groups were alike on the post-test. 
Table 3-b. Comparison of Two Fifth Grade Groups on the 
Attitudes Inquiry Form 
SE SE 
Number Group Test Mean SD Mean Diff. Diff. 
( 1) (21 { 3) l4J l5J {6) { 7) ltsJ 
98 Ex Pre 7.84 2.11 .21 
.28 .31 
84 Con Pre 8.12 2.09 .23 
98 Ex Post 9.92 1.77 .18 
·~; 
·, ~ 
CR 
l9J 
.9 
.33 
·24 1.38 84 Con Post 10.2.5 1.48 .16 
Table 3-c . shows a comparison of the experimental and 
control groups in grade 6 on the attitudes pre-tests and 
post-tests. The mean of the experimental group on the pre-
test was 7.84 and the mean of the control group was 8.60. 
The critical ratio of 4.2 was significant at the .0.5 level 
of confidence; therefore, the two groups were different. The 
control group had a higher mean than the experimental group, 
the difference between them being 1.06 raw score points. 
The post-test showed the experimental group had a mean 
of 10.09 and the control group had a mean of 10.47. The 
experimental group gained 2 • .55 points to 1.87 points for the 
control group. The critical ratio of 1.73 was significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, indicating a difference 
between the groups. However, the groups were more nearly 
alike than on the pre-test, and the gain made from pre-test 
to post-test was greater for the experimental than the 
control group. 
Table 3-c. Comparison of Two Sixth Grade Groups on the 
Attitudes Inquiry Form 
SE SE 
Number Group Test Mean SD Mean Diff. Diff. 
(1) 12) ( 3) {4) (5) (6) ( 7) ( 8) 
126 Ex Pre 7.54 2.16 .19 
1.06 .25 
146 Con Pre 8.60 2.05 .17 
126 Ex Post 10.09 1.93 .17 
.38 .22 
146 Con Post 10.47 1.74 .14 
CR 
{9J 
4.2 
1.7 3 
Tables 3-d and 3-e show comparisons of the gains made by 
the experimental and control groups in grades 4, 5, and 6 
from pre-test to post-test. These gains, as indicated by 
the raw scores, were substantial. The smallest gain was 
made by the sixth grade experimental group which increased 
its mean 1.87 points. The largest gain was made by the 
sixth grade control group which increased its mean 2.55 
points . 
The fourth grade experimental and control groups in-
creased their means 2.11 points and 2.30 points respectively. 
The fifth grade experimental group increased its mean 
2.08 points, while the fifth grade control group increased 
its mean 2.13 points. 
I ' I 
I ., 
Table 3-d. Comparison of the Gains Made by the Experimental 
Group 
Grade Test Mean Gain 
JlJ (2) (3) (4) 
4 Pre 7.72 
2.11 
4 Post 9.83 
5 Pre 7.84 
2.08 
5 Post 9~92 
6 Pre 7.54 2.55 
6 Post 10.09 
Table 3-e. Comparison of the Gains Made by the Control Group 
Grade Test Mean Gain 
( 1) (2J J31 (4) 
4 Pre 7.76 
2.30 
4 Post 10.06 
5 Pre 8.12 
5 Post 
2.13 
10.25 
6 Pre 8.60 
1.87 
6 Post 10.47 
Item Analysis 
The Attitudes Inquiry Form originally consisted of 26 
items. It was felt that this was too long and involved too 
much reading for the middle grades. Consequently, two forms 
of the test were constructed by placing all odd numbered items 
in one form (A) and all even numbered items in the other form (B). 
Reliability.-- The reliability of the two forms was affected 
by the briefness of the instruments, as each form was made up of 
only thirteen items. However, the reliability would also 
have been affected by a longer test, for fatigue, due to ex-
tensive reading, affects the reliability of an instrument. 
The coefficient of reliability for Form A was found to be y 
.54 by the Spearman rank-difference method. (See Table 4-a . ) 
The test was administered to a fourth grade and readmin-
istered to the same group three days later. This coefficient 
was greater than the coefficient of reliability of .423 which 
indicated significance at the .05 level of confidence of the 
number of cases tested. Therefore, the coefficient of .54 
was significant at the .05 level and indicated that these results 
could not have occurred by chance oftener than once in twenty 
tLmes. A test which had a coefficient of reliability of .423, 
with the same number of pupils, would get the same result by 
pure chance once in twenty times. Any coefficient less than 
.423, with the same number of cases, would not be significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, but one greater would be y 
significant. 
1/C. c. Ross, Measurement in Today 1 s Schools, Prentice-Hall, 
rnc., New York, 1947, p. 238. 
2/Henry E. Garrett, 
Longmans, Green and 
and Education, 
299. 
: . ;19 
Table 4-a . Computing the Coe~~icient o~ Reliability of the 
Attitudes Inquiry Form A by the Spearman Rho Method 
Scores Ranks Difference in Ranks 
Test Retest Te s t Retest D D2 
Jl) (2 ) {3} l 4J l5) {6) 
12 11 1 1.5 .5 . 25 
11 11 2 1.5 - . 5 .25 
10 9 3.5 6.5 3.0 9.00 
10 10 3.5 4 . 0 .5 .25 
9 10 6.5 4.0 -2.5 6.25 
9 7 6 . 5 17. 0 10. 5 110.25 
9 8 6 . 5 10.0 3.5 12.25 
9 5 6.5 23.0 16.5 272 . 25 
8 10 10.0 4.0 -6 . 0 36 . 00 
8 7 10.0 17.0 7.0 49.00 
8 7 10.0 17.0 7.0 49 . 00 
. 7 7 14.0 17.0 3.0 9.00 
7 8 14.0 10.0 -4 . 0 16 . 00 
7 9 14. 0 6 . 5 -7.5 56.25 
7 7 14. 0 17 . 0 3 . 0 9 . 00 
7 5 14. 0 23.0 9.0 81 . 00 
6 8 18 . 5 10. 0 - 8. 5 72 . 25 
6 7 18 . 5 17.0 -1 . 5 2.25 
6 8 18 . 5 10.0 - 8.5 72 . 25 
6 7 18.5 17.0 -1.5 2.25 
5 8 2i.o 10 . 0 - 11.0 121 . 00 
4 7 23 . 0 17.0 - 6.0 36.00 
4 7 23 . 0 17 . 0 -6.0 36.00 
4 5 23 . 0 23.0 o.o oo.oo 
G X 1 05S 
24 (241 - 1 ) :: ·54 
The coefficient of reliability for Form B was found to be 
.64 by the Spearman rank-difference method. (See Table 4-b). 
A ~ourth grade was given the test, and it was readministered 
to the same group three days later. The obtained coefficient 
was greater than the coe~~icient of reliability of .367 which 
indicated significance at the .o5 level of confidence for this 
11 
number of cases. Therefore, the coefficient of . 64 was 
significant at the . 05 level. 
!/Henry E. Garrett, op. cit., p. 238. 
Table 4-b. Computing the Coefficient of Reliability of the SO 
Attitudes Inquiry Form B by the Spearman Rho JYlethod 
Scores Ranks Difference in Ranks 
Test Retest Test Retest D D2 
( 1) _!2) ( 3 ) Jhl J2l _L6J 
12 12 2 3 1.0 1.0 
12 11 2 8 6.0 36.0 
12 12 2 3 1.0 1.0 
11 12 4.5 3 -1.5 2.25 
11 10 4.5 13 • .5 9.0 81.00 
10 11 8.5 8.0 
- . 5 . • 25 
10 10 8.5 13.5 5.0 25.00 
10 8 8.5 23.5 15.0 225.00 
10 11 8.5 8.o 
- .5 .25 
10 10 8.5 13.5 5.0 25.00 
10 8 8.5 23.5 15.0 225.00 
9 11 14.0 8.0 -6.0 36.00 
9 10 14.0 13.5 - .5 .25 
9 11 14.0 8.0 -6.0 36.00 
9 10 14.0 13.5 - .5 .25 
9 12 14.0 3.0 -11.0 121.00 
8 9 19.0 19 . 0 o.o o.oo 
8 9 19.0 19.0 o.o o.oo 
8 9 19.0 19.0 o.o o.oo 
8 8 19.0 . 23.5 4.5 20.25 
8 8 19.0 23.5 4.5 20.25 
7 9 23.0 19.0 -4.0 16.00 
7 12 23.0 3.0 -20.0 400.00 
7 9 23.0 19.0 -4.0 16.00 
6 5 26.0 28.0 2.0 4.00 
6 5 26.0 28.0 2.0 4.00 
6 10 26.0 13.5 -12.5 156.25 
..J 6 28.5 26.0 
-2 . 5 6.25 .? 
5 5 28.5 28.0 - .5 .25 
The coefficient . of reliability between Forms A and B 
of the Attitudes Inquiry Form was found to be .61 by the 
Spearman rank-differ~nce method. (See Table 4-c.) A 
8Ji. 
Table 4-c . Computing the Coefficient of Rel iability Between 
the Attitudes Inquiry Forms A and B by the 
Spearman Rho Method 
Scores Ranks Difference in Ranks 
2 
Test Retest Te st Re t est D D (1) !2) J3) (l.i) (5) 
_l9 i 
12 12 2 2 0 0 
13 12 1 2 1 1. 0 
11 12 3 2 -1 1.0 
10 11 6 4.5 ~1.5 2. 25 
8 11 11. 5 4 . 5 - 7 . 0 49.00 
10 10 6 9 3 9.00 
10 10 6 9 3 9.00 
5 10 23 9 -14 196.00 
8 10 11.5 9 - 2. 5 6.25 
6 10 19.5 9 -10.5 110.25 
6 10 19 . 5 9 -10.5 110.25 
7 10 15.5 9 - 6.5 42.25 
10 9 6 13. 5 7.5 56.25 
9 9 9 13.5 4 . 5 20 . 25 
3 8 27 17 -10 100.00 
8 8 11.5 17 5.5 30.25 
6 8 19.5 17 - 2.5 6.25 
7 8 15. 5 17 1.5 2.25 
7 8 15 . 5 17 1.5 2. 25 
7 7 15.5 21 5.5 30.25 
10 7 6 21 15 225.00 
4 7 25 . 5 21 
- 4-5 20 . 25 5 6 23 24 1 1.00 
5 6 23 24 1 1.00 
6 6 19.5 ~.5 4 . 5 20.25 8 5 11.5 15 225.00 
4 5 25 . 5 26 . 5 1 1.00 
f> : 1 - GI.Da. _ 1 _ t((~~-1)- b X 127T.SO 207 (2.1"- 1.) = • ~ \ 
three day i nterval elapsed between the test and re-test of a 
fourth grade class. This coefficient was greater than .the 
coefficient of reliability of .381 which indicated significance 
at the .05 level of confidence for the number of cases tested. 
Item Analysis.-- "The values o:f p are the proportions 
o:f correct responses in the total (100 per cent) sample 
which were estimated from pH and pL' the proportions of 
correct responses in the highest 27 per cent and the lowest 
11 27 per cent, respectively." 
"The discrimination index, r, is the correlation which 
corresponds to the given values of pH and pL in a normal y 
bivariate distribution." 
" ••• item di:f:ficulty is expressed in terms of 'delta' 
( 6) tt (See Tables 5-a and 5-b.) •••• 
8' J ;..; 
An analysis of Tables 5-a and 5-b reveals the :following :facts: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Only items 5 and 12 (Form A) were answered correctly by 
more than 75 per cent o:f the pupils. (See Table 5-a.) 
Items 1, 2, 8, 9, and 11 (Form A) had a dif:ficulty 
index over 13. (See Table 5-a.) 
Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, and 13 (Form B) were answered 
correctly by more than 75 per cent o:f the pupils. (See 
Table 5-b.) 
4. No items on Form B had a di:f:ficult index over 13. (See 
Table 5-b.) Item 6 on this form had an index of 13. 
5. All items, except 4, 5, and 6 (Form B), appeared less dif-
ficult than their corresponding items on Form A, as indi-
cated by the difficulty index. (See Tables 5-a and 5-b.) 
1/Fan, Chung-Teh, Item Analysis Table, Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, N.J., 19$2, p. 3. 
8J 
Table 5-a. Item Analysis Table, Attitudes Form A (pre-test) 
Item PH PL p r ~ 
(1} 12!_ JJJ {4) <5J {6) 
1 .66 .13 .49 .33 13.1 
2 • 73 .17 :~ .56 13.6 3 .89 .40 .5~ 11.3 ~ .88 .57 .74 .3 10.5 .99 .87 .9~ .45 6.7 6 .94 .35 .6 .65 11.1 
7 .89 .24 • .58 .65 12.2 
8 
.?t • 2.5 -49 .49 13.1 9 .5 .14 .34 .46 14-7 10 .85 .52 .?0 .38 10.9 
11 .68 .10 .37 .61 14.4 
12 .98 . 79 .90 .46 7.8 
13 • 79 .36 .58 
·44 12.2 
Large 6 s are associated with more diff.icult items. 
Table 5-b. Item Analysis Table, Attitudes For.m B (post-test) 
Item PH PL p r ~ 
( 1) (2) ( 3 ) (4) (5) (6) 
1 .96 .67 .84 .48 9.1 
2 .99 .95 .95 .oo 6.4 
3 .99 .83 .93 • .50 7.1 
~ .81 ·~2 .62 .41 11.7 .98 • 0 .91 .45 7.7 
6 .72 .28 • .50 
·44 13.0 7 .96 .38 .72 .68 10.7 
8 .89 .36 .6.5 .56 11.5 
9 .95 .36 • 70 .66 10.9 
10 .98 .!.~9 .79 .68 9.8 
11 .95 ·~3 .73 .62 10.6 12 .97 • 6 .92 .31 7.3 
13 1.00 .91 .9.5 2.8 6.4 
Large ~s are associated with more difficult items. 
--- -- - -~-
6. Only items 4, 5, and 6 failed to show a gain, from the 
pre-test to the post-test, as expressed in per cent an-
swering correctly. (See Tables 5-a and 5-b.) 
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An item analysis of Forms A and B showed Form A (pre-
test) to have an average difficulty of 11.7, while the post-
test had an average difficulty of 9.4. An item of average 
difficulty has a difficulty index of 13. 
If an item which is answered correctly by more than 
75 per cent of the pupils is considered to be too easy, 
and one which is answered correctly by less than 25 per 
cent of the pupils is considered to be too difficult on a 
pre-test, then items 5 and 12 (Form A) would fall in the 
category of being too easy. (See Table 5-a.) 
Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, and 13 (Form B) were 
answered correctly by more than 75 per cent of the pupils. 
(See Table 5-b.) Since items 5 and 12 were answered correctly 
by more than 75 per cent of the pupils in Form A, five items 
(1, 2, 3, 10, and 13) were answered correctly by more than 
75 per cent of the pupils on the post-test and not on the 
pre-test. (See Tables 5-a and 5-b.) This gain occurred 
between the pre-test ·and post-test. Five items in the 
pre-test (Form A) and no .items in the post-test (Form B) 
had a difficulty index over 13. (See Tables 5-a and 5-b.) 
Since the difficulty index is determined by the proportion 
of correct responses, it appears that Form B was less dif-
.ficult than Form A for the students. 
Since the test was one of attitudes and the difficulty 
of items was not a factor, as is true in a test of knowledge, 
it could be assumed that the students showed a gain in atti-
tudes toward the desirable adult standard (from pre-test to 
post-test), rather than that the items were less difficult 
on the post-test. Pupils were asked for a reaction rather 
than for a pre-determined response. 
Percentage of pupils answering correctly.-- Table 6 shows 
the percentage of the pupils who answered correctly in the 
experimental and control groups according to desirable adult 
attitudes . It also shows percentage of totals by grades, 
answering correctly. Several of the items test more than 
one attitude and so appear in more than one place in the tables. 
Some items tested two or three different attitudes and 
while one response might be correct, as determined by the ex-
perts, another response might be correct when applied to a 
specific attitude. For instance, a person might be wrong 
when being tested for suspended judgment if he said one , 
would catch cold from someone sneezing who did not cover his 
mouth, but he had the proper attitude toward health and should be 
·scored correctly, if he answered in this manner when test-
ing health attitudes. 
In view of the foregoing, it was decided in some cases 
to score some responses as correct which were not scored as 
correct by the committee of experts. These items have been 
so indicated in the tables. 
Table 6. Per cent of Pupils Answering Attitudes Correctly 
on Pre-test and Post-test. 
Grade 4 
Mean 
Iteme Exp. Con. ~ 
il} {2) { 3) (4) (5) 
Superstition 1,2, 46 57 
and Gossip 3 76 78 
Open mindedness l* t 2, 53 59 
3. 6, 7' 
8,9,11 66 70 
Habits of accuracy 3.1~. 5. 
in thinking and 6,7,8*', 63 63 
basing conclusions 9,10,11 68 71 
on sufficient 
reliable evidence 
Health, safet7 -#11 11 ,12, 81 85 
and conservation 13 97 97 
Legend: ~lack indicates pre-test 
Red indi cate s post-test 
* Includes answers 2 and 3 for this attitude 
' Includes answers l and 2 for this attitude 
" Includes answers l and 3 for this attitude 
• Incl udes answers 2 and 3 for this attitude 
# Includes answers 2 and 3 for this attitude 
52 
77 
55 
68 
63 
70 
83 
97 
Grade 5 
Exp. Con. 
( 6) (7) 
49 46 
77 81 
53 53 
69 68 
65 66 
69 69 
86 86 
98 99 
-
Mean 
'% Exp. 
(8) {9) 
48 52 
79 84 
53 47 
68 64 
66 63 
69 73 
86 83 
98 97 
---
Grade 6 
Con. 
(10) 
57 
85 
59 
69 
73 
75 
82 
97 
----
Mean 
~ 
(ll) 
54 
85 
53 
67 
68 
74 
82 
97 
00 
e:J 
81 ' J 
A student was given credit for being correct in answering 
item 1, Form A, if he indicated either answer 2 or 3 as the 
correct one, when this item applied to open-mindedness. Only 
answer 3 was correct for superstition. This credit was given 
the pupil for not guessing if he did not know, which was the 
a t titude desired in this case. 
He was also given credit for answering correctly on item 
8 of Form A if he marked either the first or second answer, 
and item 8 on Form B if he marked either the second or third 
answer as correct, when they applied to habits of accuracy 
in thinking and basing conclusions on sufficient reliable 
evidence. It was felt that our scientists have given 
evidence of their ability to accomplish these things, and 
that pupils should be encouraged and given credit for 
having an attitude which showed faith in them for their 
past achievements and future progress. \ihen the attitude 
was openmindedness only, the second answer on Form A and 
the third on Form B were scored correct. 
Item 11, when applied to health, was considered as 
answered correctly when scored either 1 or 3 on Form A, 
and 2 or 3 on Form B. It was felt that both answers 
indicated the proper attitude toward health. However, 
on other attitudes only one answer was considered correct. 
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In general, there was little difference in the progress 
of the experimental and control groups as indicated by the per 
cent of correct responses to the attitudes tested. The 
experimental group was generally a little lower in per cent of 
correct responses on the pre-test and showed a greater gain on 
the post-test than the control group, but there is no conclusive 
evidence that the gain is significant. However, it is interesting 
to note that both groups made substantial gains in attaining 
proper attitudes as indicated by the per cent of correct 
responses on the pre-test and post-test. 
5· Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Superstitions.-- One in six, or sixteen per cent, middle-
grade pupils believe a rabbit's foot or other good-luck piece 
will help them. However, only one per cent would go to a 
healer in preference to a doctor. 
Forty-eight per cent think there might be something in 
warnings of a supernatural nature as indicated by a man waking 
each night at the exact time a robbery attempt is finally made. 
Fifty-four per cent believe in magic to some extent, but only 
eight per cent have any inclination toward a belief in ghosts. 
{See Table?.) 
Some pupil disagreement with desirable adult attitudes 
pertaining to superstitions seems to be on topics with which 
they have had little or no experience, as in the case of 
supernatural warnings and actions of rats. (See Table 7.) 
Table 7. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitu des 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils Who Believe in, Do Not 
3elieve in or Are Not Sure Whether or Not They Believe 
in the Particular Attitude (Superstitions) (All Items 
of Both Forms Reported) 
Supersti~~i~on=~s-------------------------~~~P~e~r~C~e~n~t~o~f~P~u~Lp~i~l~s~ 
Yes No Maybe (1) 
You get a rabbit's foot, and that same 
day you find a dollar. You need money 
for a new bicycle. Your father says 
he'll give you half the money you need. 
You have to save the other half. Do 
you believe the rabbit's foot or some 
other good luck piece will help you get 
the rest of the money? ••••••••••••••••• 
You hear someone say that he knows a 
man who can cure any sickness. This 
man is the seventh son in -his family, 
and his father was also the seventh 
son in his family. He says this gives 
him po,..rer to cure people. If you had 
a sore back, would you go to the 
seventh son of a seventh son to get 
cured? ......•.•••.•..•.......•........• 
A man wakes at night just as the clock 
strikes three. The next night he wakes 
again just as the clock strikes three. 
The third night he wakes again as the 
clock strikes three, and at the same 
time he hears someone trying to break 
into the house. The man thinks he was 
being warned by waking the two nights 
before at three o'clock. Do you think 
he was being warned? ••••••••••••••••••• 
A curtain went up on the darkened stage 
where a little girl lay asleep on a bed. 
A man said some strange words, and the 
little girl rose with her bed as high as 
our heads. He said some more strange 
words and she settled back to the floor 
with her bed. She was not hurt at all. 
Do you think this is magic? •••••••••••• 
{2) (3) J4J 
16 0 
1 99~:- 0 
48 
20 34 
90 
Table 7. {concluded) 
Superstitions Per Cent of Pupils 
I Yes No (1) (2) l3) 
You are reading the paper. The headlines 
say, "Rat Shows Pity." It says that a 
man saw two rats running side by side and 
they were holding the same stick in their 
mouths. The man looked again and noticed 
that one rat was blind, and the other one 
was leading him along with the stick. Do 
you think this is true? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 43 
Jimmy says that he and his mother walked 
past a cemetery last night. They heard 
strange noises, and he says that a ghost 
made the noises. A man was buried there 
yesterday and his ghost made the noises. 
Do you think a ghost made the noises? •• 4 92·~ 
~} Indicates desirable adult attitudes as determined by a 
committee of experts. 
Maybe 
l4l 
41* 
4 
-
Item 4, in the same table is concerned with magic, and it 
requires an understanding of a child's definition of magic to 
interpret his attitude toward it. He thinks of magic as sleight 
of hand, rather than something supernatural. 
Accepting the word of authority.-- Only six per cent would 
believe a great scientist who said he saw in distant jungles a 
horse small enough for a man to lift, ~Jhile four per cent believe 
a miner might have seen a live dinosaur in remote regions of 
Alaska. There was a. greater agreement with experts that the 
miner did not see a dinosaur than that the scientist might have 
seen a small horse. 
The 42 per cent of the pupils who believe that a horse 
small enough for a man to lift could not have been seen by a. 
scientist, apparently have a mind-set that horses are large, 
and the 72 per cent who believe a miner could not have seen a 
dinosaur have a. like mind-set that dinosaurs are extinct. The 
reaction of one group to the horses is probablyas realistic as 
the reaction of the other to the dinosaur. 
In cases where pupils have an opportunity to experiment, 
or seek further informa~ion, they take this course to the 
extent of 94, 92, and 75 per cent. (See Table 8.) In general, 
they prefer this to accepting the word of possibly unreliable 
persons. 
Cause and effect.-- Pupils have a fair knowledge of the 
cause and effect relationship. Yet, in no case, do they 
n .; 
J r.J 
Table 8. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils Who Accept the State-
ment, Reject the Statement, Believe the Statement 
Possible, or Would Seek Further Evidence. (Acceptance 
of the Word of Authority) (All Items of Both Forms 
Reported) 
Acceptance of the Word of Authority Per 
1 Yes No 
Cent of Pupils 
1Naybe 1 Would 
Experi 
ment,or 
Seek 
Hore In-
formation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (.5) 
------------~~---------------------~--~~-1~~~--+-~~~--~~--
A great scientist returned from the 
jungles of South America and said he 
saw wild horses so small that a man 
could lift one. Do you think he saw 
such a small horse? •••••••••••••••• 
A science class is discussing mer-
cury. Mary says it is a metal, but 
John says it is not, because all 
metals are solids. Would you agree 
6 
with John? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 6 
A miner returned from Alaska. He 
said he had been to an area where 
no man had ever been before. He 
said he saw a live dinosaur. Do 
you think he saw a live dinosaur? •• 4 
A science class is discussing 
whether a certain kind of wood 
floats or sinks. Helen says the 
wood floats because all wood 
floats. Tommy says it feels too 
heavy to float. Do you think the 
wood rloats? ••.•.••......•.••...••• 0 
Donald and John bought the materials 
to make a little electric motor. 
They put it together, but it would 
not run. They decided the motor 
wasn't any good, and t old other 
ch ildren not to buy the materials. 
Do you think the motor was no good? • 16 
42 0 
2 0 
24 0 
0 6 
19 0 
Table 8. (concluded) 
··- -· 
Acceptance of the Word of Authority Per Cent of 
Yes No Maybe 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
A certain science book says that 
you can make a battery, which will 
ring an electric bell, by placing 
strips of metal in a certain acid. 
You try it and it doesn't work. 
Do you think you should conclude 
the author is wrong? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 20 0 
-:~ Indicates the desirable adult answer as determined by a 
committee of experts. 
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Pupils 
Would 
Experi 
ment,o 
Seek 
r-1ore I 
format 
(5) 
75-:~ 
r 
n-
ion 
Table 9. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils ~~o Answered Yes, No, 
or Maybe to a Particular Question (Cause and Effect). 
(All Items of Both Forms Reported) 
Cause and Effect 
ll) 
Billy tells his friends that he hopes to 
get a new electric train. David tells 
you that Billy's father got a raise~ 
because he is going to buy Billy a new 
electric train. Do you think his father 
got a raise? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
John came running out of the barn. It 
started burning just as he heard a loud 
crack of thunder. You heard John tell 
the firemen that the lightning started 
the fire, because he heard the thunder 
just as the fire started. Do you think 
the lightning started the fire? •••••••• 
Your class was given time to prepare an 
arithn:e tic lesson. The teacher gave a 
test about what you were studying. Your 
best friend failed the test. Do you 
think he studied his lesson? ••.•••••••• 
Sometimes, if oily rags are put in piles, 
they will start fires. You were at a 
gas station when it closed and saw the 
man throt..r his oily rags in a pile. The 
gas station burned that night. Do you 
think the oily rags started the fire? •• 
Two friends, Chester and Mike, went deer 
hunting. They agreed to meet at the 
spring at two o'clock. Chester fired at 
a deer and missed it. At four o'clock 
Mike's dead body t..ras found where Chester 
fired at the deer. Do you thin¥: Chester 
shot lvl ike? •........................•..• 
Yes No 
(2) (3) 
16 15 
28 13 
6 63 
21 10 
23 8 
~~ Indicates the desirable adult answer as determined by a 
comrr1ittee of experts. 
Nay be 
(4) 
31-r.· 
agree with the experts to an extent as great as 70 - per cent. 
In the example of a child failing a test they agree only to 
the extent of 31 per cent, for 63 per cent feel they will 
not fail if they study. (See Table 9.) Pupils seem to have 
developed a mind-set which makes them sure they will pass if 
they study. 
Pupils who do not agree with the desirable adult answer 
95· 
to questions, perhaps base their answers on a knowledge that 
certain conditions have been known to produce certain results. 
They do not always realize that they may not necessarily cause 
the stated result. (See Table 9.) For instance, pupils know 
that oily rags in piles can cause fires, so many of them say a 
pile of oily rags caused a fire because someone was seen putting 
some in a pile the night a building burned. 
Basing conclusions on sufficient reliable evidence.-- In 
questions concerned with this attitude, it appears possible that 
another attitude, strong among children, has unexpectedly appeared. 
This attitude is one of faith in our scientists that things will 
be accomplished in the future, because of their great accomplish-
ments in the past. Forty per cent of the pupils are sure a 
rocket will some day be shot to the moon, and thirty per cent 
feel that 3-D comic books will one day be made which can be 
read without special glasses, because movies went through a 
similar process. (See Table 10.) 
Health.-- Sixty per cent of the pupils disagree with the 
Table 10. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils Who Answered Yes, No, 
or Maybe to a Particular Question (Basing conclusions 
on Sufficient Reliable Evidence) (All Items on Both 
Forms Reported) 
Basing Conclusions on Sufficient Reliable 
Evidence 
(1) 
You need special glasses to see a 3-D 
movie. Now they have 3-D pictures you 
can see without special glaises. You 
need special glasses to read 3-D comic 
books too! Do you think 3-D comic 
books you can read without glasses will 
some day be made? ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
You had to leave a football game before 
it was over. Your team was ahead 6 to 
0, and there was one minute left to play. 
You had a bet with your father on the 
game, and he asks you who won. Do you 
think you will tell him your team won 6 
to 0? •••.........•..•..........•...•..•. 
The paper says that great scientists are 
going to try to shoot a rocket to the 
moon. The law of gravity says that what 
goes up must come down. Do you think 
a rocket will some day be shot to the 
moon? •••..••.•...•..••.....•.••.••••••.• 
Per Cent of Pupils 
Yes No Ma~be 
(2) (3) (4) 
30 8 
25 0 
40 10 
~~ Indicates the desirable adult answer as determined by a 
committee of experts. 
Table 11. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils Who Answered Yes, No, 
or Maybe to a Particular Question (Health) (All Items 
on Both Forms Reported) 
Health Per Cent of 
' Yes No 
{1) _{ 2) (3) 
Jane sits behind you in school. She 
coughs a lot, and does not cover her 
mouth. Two days later you have a cold. 
Do yo, t h ink you caught cold from 
Jane? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 1 
You learned that you should wash hands 
after going to the toilet and before 
eating . Some people don't always wash 
hands before eating and after going to 
the· toilet, and they don't get sick. 
Do you think you will get sick if you 
don't wash hands? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 3 
-l~ Indicates the desirable adult answer as determined by a 
co~mittee of e xperts. 
Pupils 
Maybe 
l4) 
39·l~ 
74-~~ 
experts that they may catch cold from someone who coughs and 
does not cover his mouth. These children think they would 
definitely catch cold under such conditions. However, only 
23 per cent feel they will definitely get sick if they do not 
wash bands before eating and after going to the toilet. (See 
Table 11.) The difference in the answers may be attributed 
to experience. Children know they do not always· get sick 
when they fail to wash hands, because they have tried it. But 
they don't know that they might not catch cold from someone 
coughing, because the proof is not so evident. 
I 
Safety.-- Pupils have a good attitude toward traffic 
safety as evidenced by the 97.5 per cent agreement with the 
experts. (See Table 12.) 
Conservation.-- Attitudes toward conservation of wild life 
are good. Over 95 per cent of the pupils would protect beavers 
and wild flowers. However, there is an indication that there 
is need for a broader conservation outlook to include conser-
vation of money and human resources, for 33 per cent of the 
pupils would build a new road rather than move a family of 
beavers. (See Table 13.) 
--------- -- - --
Table 12. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils \tlho Answered Certain 
Questions as Indicated (Safety) (All Items on Both 
Forms Reported) 
Safety Per Cent of 
(1) i (2} } ( 3) I 
Q) • 
H+l M o.,; Q) 
'H +l • Q) C1l 'H~ 
,.OQ) a:I..O 
,.q 
r-i O r-fCil 
r-fa:l r-fQ) 
a:l Q) a:l 0 
..OH ,.OQO 
+lH +lH Q) a:l Q) a:l 
00 00 
=-
You are playing ball and the ball rolls i r 
the road. A car is coming along, and it 
might run over the ball. Will you? . . . . . 1 92~~ 
• • 
,t::Q) ,.q~ 
+l'CI +lr-f o .,; 0 a:l 
r:QH (:'(\~ 
The traffic is heavy. Jim and John are 
going to the park to play football. They 
are late and wi sh to get there in a 
hurry. John says, "Come on Jim, I'll 
give you a ride on my bike.~ Do you 
think they should? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 63-::-
-:~ Indicates t he desirable adult ans't.Jer as determined by a 
committee of experts . 
Pupils 
l4) 
'g 
..... 
a:l 
• 
Hr-i 
a:lr-i 
Oa:l 
,.0 
Q) 
..0CD 
+l,.Q 
+l 
Pi 
O+l 
+lQ) 
C/.ltl() 
7 
• CD ~ 
'd r-f 
..-!'Cia:! 
H S:: ~ 
a:l 
r-i r-i 
33* 
100 
Table 13. Pupil Attitudes Compared to Desirable Adult Attitudes 
Expressed in Per Cent of Pupils Who Answered Certain 
Questions as Indicated (Conservation) (All Items on 
Both Forms Reported) 
Conservation Per Cent of Pupils 
I Kill ' Build ' Hove 
Beavers New Beavers 
Road {1) (2) (3) l4) 
A family of beavers builds a dam and 
floods the main highway into town. 
The cost of draining the water and 
repairing the highway is very high. 
6 Should the town? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 6H~ 
Pick Pick a Pick 
All Few None 
If all the wild flowers, called 
Lady Slippers, are picked, they 
will not grow in that place the 
next year. You see some of these 
flowers, and would like to pick 
them. Do you think you would? . . . . . 1 63~*' 36->~ 
->~ Indicates the desirable adult answer as determined by a 
committee of experts. 
CHAPTER V 
SID1MARY, CONG~USIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Summary 
Th~_ problem.-- There has been considerable discussion and 
research concerning the superiority of the individual-laboratory 
type science course over the lecture-demonstration type for high . 
school and college students. However, the results have been 
inconclusive. 
The problem in this study was to determine whether one 
type was more valuable than the other for middle-grade teachers 
in terms of pupil achievement. Teachers were matched on the 
basis of pre-service training, teaching experience, and in-
eervice training, and then they were divided into experimental 
and control groups. The group doing individual-laboratory work 
was designated as the experimental, and the one taking the 
lecture-demonstration course was the control group. Both were 
given the same course, the only difference being in the method 
of presentation. 
Tests.-- Pre-tests and post-tests dealing with attitudes, 
interests, and information were given pupils of teachers in 
both experimental and control groups. 
This may be considered a pioneer study of attitudes on 
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the elementary-school level, as there is very little literature 
on the subject, and none of it has been on the elementary level. 
Therefore, the Attitudes Inquiry Forms had to be constructed 
by t~e investigator. Two forms w·ere made, A as a pre-test, and 
B as a post-test. Since pupil answers may not correspond to 
their actions, since ~ere are only 13 items on each form, and 
since there was as little as 60 per cent agreement among the 
committee of five experts as to what the correct answers were, 
there is a strong possibility that the instrument is defective . 
The statistical treatment was nevertheless undertaken in a 
search for trends which would indicate that the instrument was 
"'orthy of further refinement and study. It seems to be worthy. 
It is apparent that both the method and this type of instrument 
might be extremely valuable for the investigation of the de-
velopment of a child's growth toward desirable attitudes. 
Two forms of an interests test were constructed dealing 
with the same nine science areas. Form A asked students whether 
they liked to do certain things a lot, some, or not at all, 
and Form B asked if they would like to do the things if they 
could . Both forms were used as both a pre-test and post-test . 
The Calvert Science Information Test, _ Elementary, Form B 
was used as a pre-test, and Form A as a post-test. This test 
has a coefficient of correlation of 0.93. 
The pre-tests were given in F'ebruary, and the post-tests 
in May . Meamwhile the teachers took the science courses. 
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Educational Validity.-- Is the problem or determining 
which type cour~e , the individual laboratory, or the lecture-
demonstration important enough to warrant a study of this type? 
Research shows that teachers lack science knowledge, experience 
in manipulating apparatus, methods of presentation of scientific 
data, and confidence to teach science to children. Will they 
be better prepared to teach science when they have had a chance 
to use apparatus, or is this phase of learning unimportant? 
The only way to rind the answer is to give teachers courses and 
test the children to ascertain which method, the individual-
laboratory or the lecture-demonstration gets better results. 
Attitudes.-- There was no significant difference in 
scientific attitudes acquired between the two groups in grades 
four, five and six from pre-test to post-test. However, 
chil~en did show a remarkable positive gain toward desirable 
adult attitudes from pre-test to post-test on all attitudes 
tested. 
There were great gains toward desirable adult attitudes 
in both the experimental and contro~ groups for all grades 
from pre-test to post-test. y This was in contrast to an earlier 
study made by Curtis in which he concluded that attitudes 
could be developed to a great extent by teaching them directly, 
but that the gains without direct teaching were not especially 
noteworthy. Pre-tests also showed that middle-grade pupils 
l/Franois D. Curtis, op. cit. 
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possessed scientific attitudes to a considerable degree, which 
1/ 
was contrary to what Curtis found, for he indicated that 
scientific attitudes were not possessed by general science 
students to any great extent. 
Children's attitudes differ somewhat from desirable adult 
attitudes, but one wonders how the attitudes of a large section 
of adults would compare with these same desirable adult 
standards. 
Children had an average agreement of 63.3 per cent with 
the desirable adult attitudes on the pre-test, and they improved 
this by 15.5 per cent on the post-test. 
Children's attitudes seem to differ from desirable adult 
attitudes under the follow i ng conditions: 
1. When the subject, from which the attitude is inferred, 
is beyond their experience, pertaining to such things 
as ghosts, supernatural warnings, and the intelligence 
of anLmals. 
2. \ihen they have learned something so thoroughly that 
it becomes a mind-"\s·e_t, a s in the case of catching 
cold from someone coughing. 
3. 1~en adults and children have different definitions 
of a particular concept from which an attitude is 
inferred, such as magic. 
4. When a cause and effect relationship is indicated, 
many fail to suspend judgment, although there is 
insufficient evidence. 
. 05 
Children believe in magic to a great extent, but magic is 
not supernatural to them. Almost half of them believe in 
supernatural warning, but only eight per cent admit the 
possibility of ghosts. 
A great scientist is little more of an authority to 
children than a miner, but they are overwhelmingly agreed that 
a miner could not have seen a dinosaur, while 40 per cent do 
not believe the scientist saw a horse small enough to li~t, 
even if he did report it. 
Pupils would experiment, or consult r .eferences, rather 
th~~ accept decisions from douotful sources. 
Approximately one third of the children do not agree with 
the expe~ts on cause and effect relationships. When they know 
that a certain condition has produced a certain effect, they 
tend to answer without thinking whether or not the evidence 
is conclusive. 
Children have an attitude of faith in the accomplishments 
of science and a confidence in the future which is not shared 
fully by adults. 
The attitudes of children toward health, conservation, 
and traffic safety are excellent, as judged by desirable adult 
standards. However, their attitude toward conservation appears 
to be narrowed to wild life. 
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Interests.--The fourth grade control group showed gains 
in interest over the experimental group from pre-test to post-
test in all nine areas of science. There were no clear-cut 
gains of one group over the other in either the fifth or 
sixth grades, as f ar as interests were · concerned. Hence, the 
results in these two grades are inconclusive. 
Science Information.--The fourth, fifth, and sixth grades 
were equated according to means and standard deviations on the 
pre-test. Results on the post-tests, based on a comparison 
of means and standard deviations, showed the control group in 
grade 4 made statistically significant greater gains than the 
experimental group from the pre-test to post-test. The 
experimental group showed statistically significant greater 
gains, based on means and standard deviations, than the 
control group in grades 5 and 6 from pre-test to post-test. 
2. Conclusions 
Science information.--Greater gains were made in acquiring 
science information by the fifth and sixth grade experimental 
groups than by the control groups in these grades from pre-test 
to post-test. 
The fourth grade control group made greater gains in 
ac quiring science information than the experimental group did 
from pre-test to post-test. 
All grades made marked progress in learning science in-
formation during the interval between pre-test and post-test 
regardless of which type of science course their teachers took. 
This is shown by raw-score gains ranging from 2.40 to 8.45 
points. 
Interests.--The grade 4 control group made greater progress 
than the experimental group in acquiring interests as shown by 
a comparison of pre-tests and post-tests. 
The fifth and sixth grades did not show any differences 
in results between the experimental and control groups from 
pre-tests to post-tests as far as interests were concerned. 
There was a gradual loss of interest in science from 
grades four to six from the pre-test to the post-test, as in-
dicated by pupil responses to the questions on the interest 
tests. 
Attitudes.--The fourth, fifth, and sixth grades did not 
show any significant differences in results between the ex-
perimental and control groups from pre-tests to post-tests as 
far as attitudes were concerned. 
Pupils scored higher on the attitudes post-test than on 
the pre-test. The raw-score gains ranged from 1.87 to 2.55 
points. 
Children apparently acquire attitudes without direct 
teaching. This is contrary to earlier studies which indicated 
that attitudes were not developed appreciably except through 
1/ 2/ 
direct teaching.- - This probably indicates that science 
1/ Florence Weller, op. cit., pp. 90-97. 
£/ Francis D. Curtis, op. cit. 
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teaching today involves teaching attitudes through the use 
of the method of science more than it formerly did. Of 
course it is possible that maturation is operating here, but 
this is belied by the essentially equal attitudes raw-scores 
made by all grades. 
Children had an average agreement of 63.3 per cent with 
the desirable adult attitudes on the pre-test, and they im-
proved this by 15.5 per cent on the post-test. This finding y . 
was in contrast to earlier studies showing that general 
science students did not possess scientific attitudes to any 
great extent. 
Improvement in attaining adult attitudes was reflected 
in two ways: by an increase in raw scores on the post-tests 
and an apparent lower difficulty derived from an item analysis 
using the results which reflected changed attitudes. 
Immaturity, lack of experience, impulsiveness, difference 
of interpretation, and mind-set appear to affect their atti-
tudes, and may account for the difference between their re-
sponses and desirable adult responses. Children seem to jump 
to conclusions without sufficient reliable evidence to a 
marked degree. (This is not peculiar to children.) 
Other results.--Teachers in the experimental group de-
veloped ability to manipulate science equipment. They gained 
1/ Francis D. Curtis, op. cit. 
in independence and confidence in performing experiments 
through doing so in the class. 
It was known, through reports of the supervisory staff, 
that teachers did many more experiments than required in 
their classrooms. 
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Some reports from teachers about children were significant. 
They reported more interest in school because of science activ-
ity, an improved questioning attitude, a desire to experiment, 
and other evidences of progress in science. 
3. Suggestions for Further Study 
Repeat the study in the lower grades.-- The clear-cut 
superiority of the lecture-demonstration method over the 
individual-laboratory method for teachers in the fourth grade 
indicates that further study of this m.etbod in the lo-v1er 
grades is warranted. Usually formal science instruction is 
started in the fourth grade, and the pupils undergo a step-by-
step development in a course which is entirely new to them. 
They are ready for learning based on motivation, and it is 
easy to develop in them a background of experience through 
sound pedagogical procedures. The children can be taught by 
demonstration and explanation, and their desire to learn can 
be fulfilled by carefully planned and su1ple lessons. The 
teacher who has learned skillful methods of presenting science, 
by observation and participation in the accompanying discussion, 
may have gained more in ability to teach young children than 
the teacher who learned to manipulate the apparatus by perform-
ing the experiments, but did not share in so much discussion. 
It would seem worthwhile to study the relative effectiveness 
of the lecture-demonstration and individual-laboratory methods 
of teaching science to teachers in grades 1 to 3. 
Attitudes study.-- An attitudes study, without the 
accompanying interests and information studies, would allow 
the investigator to probe more deeply into children's attitudes. 
This study reveals that some children's attitudes differ from 
----
those of adults. A study of attitudes in the middle grades 
would prove profitable with an improved instrument. 
Attitudes inquiry form.-- An attitudes inquiry form, one 
with a high reliability, should be developed as a basis for 
further study. The tests, based on the item analysis contained 
herein, could serve as a. starting point. 
Loss of Interest.-- ~~y was there a. gradual loss of interest 
in science from the fourth to the sixth grade? Is this general 
or was it something that was true for this study only? 
Application in other areas.-- Measurement of teaching 
techniques in terms of pupil achievement to develop the most 
efficient methods of in-service training of teachers as well 
as pre-service training, would make worthwhile studies. 
APPENDIX A 
TEACHER SCIENCE INQUIRY FORM 112 
The purpose of this inquiry form is to determine how much 
training teachers have had in science and related fields. 
Would you kindly answer the following questions? 
1. Name __________________________________ _ age ______ _ 
2. Yrs. teaching experience ____ Now teaching grade _____ _ 
3. School Community 
What 
4. Yrs. training beyond H. s. Degree? Yr? 
Where Units 
5. List science courses ;y:ou have taken taken Year Credit 
6. *List related courses you have taken Where Year Credit 
7. List methods courses in science you 
have taken Where Year Credit 
a. What special interests or hobbies have you? 
* Conservation, forestry, home economics, photography, arts 
and crafts. 
Table 14 Teacher Pairings 
Exnerimental Group 
-
Control Group 
Science Science 
Yrs. Yrs. Degree Soience Methods Yrs. Yrs. Degree Science Methods 
Gr. Trng. F.: .xper. Held Courses Courses Trn~. l!:.xper. Held Courses Courses 
4 0 7 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 
4 7 B 0 0 4 3 B 3 1 
4 8 B 0 1 2 8 0 0 1 
2 8 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 
5 2 7 0 0 1 6 8 M 0 0 
4 8 B 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 
4 3 B 7 1 4 7 B 4 0 
6 0 6 0 1 0 4 8 B 0 0 
2 7 0 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 
5 5 M 1 1 4 1 B 2 0 
4 7 B 0 0 4 7 B 0 0 
4 6 B 1 0 4 3 B 2 1 
Yrs. Experience.-- 1 point-t-or eaon -of the firs-t five years teaching arid 1 point for 
each succeeding five years up to 20 years. B indicates Bachelor Degree. M 
indica tes Master. Science Courses.-- 1 point for each course taken since 1930. 
Science Methods Courses.-- 1 point credit for each course t aken since 1930. 
. .. 
~ .. 
~ 
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THE SCIENCE KIT 
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 
11 
___ () __ 0 __ 0 ___ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ ~~------~ 
SCIENCE MATERIAL 
Magnet, U shape 
Acid, Dil. Hydrochloric 
Acid, Dil. Sulfuric 
Support stand ring 
Filter paper 
Wire gauze, asbestos 
Litmus paper, red 
Litmus paper, blue 
Test tubes 
Funnel 
Spring balance, 2000g. 
Thermometer 
Halt-meter stick 
Compass, magnetic 
Test tube brush 
Clamp, test tube 
Medicine dropper 
Push button 
Science Material- (Continued) 
Alcohol lamp 
Dry cell 
Copper plate 
Zinc 
Socket, miniature 
Beaker 
Benedict's solution 
:t-1angane se Dioxide 
Zinc plate 
Lead plate 
Ring stand 
Iron filings 
Silver nitrate 
Calcium oxide 
Ammonium chloride 
Sodium hydroxide 
Assorted glass tubing Sodium bicarbonate 
Insulated copper wire, D.C.C. #24 
.. ' ... - .: . 
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ATTITUDES 
INQUIRY l"ORM 
(Grades 4-6) 
by 
Edward w. Stefaniak 
ATTITUDES INQUIRY FORM 
(Manual of Directions) 
. ·117 
This attitudes inquiry form is designed for pupils in 
grades 4, 5, and 6. The purpose of it is to get information 
from which to infer certain attitudes. 
Paragraphs 1-3 are based on superstitions and gossip, and 
such things as magic, mysticism, anthropomorphism, and animism 
are included. 
The paragraphs numbered 4-6 include items about habits of 
accuracy in .thinking, and the basing of conclusions on reliable 
sources of information. Faulty thinking, guessing, and 
questioning the accuracy of sources of information, are atti-
tudes included. 
Those numbered ?-8 have in them items about open-minded-
ness. Included are: searching ~or an explanation of things 
which happen, and changing one 1 s ideas as a result of new 
evidence. 
Paragraphs 9-10 cover the attitude of basing conclusions 
on sufficient reliable evidence. Characteristics of this 
attitude are: withholding judgment until all available facts 
are in, and being willing to check conclusions. 
The last three, 11-13, are concerned with attitudes toward 
health, safety and conservation practices. 
This form should be given to the pupils early in the day 
before they tire. In order that there should be a minimum of 
reading difficulty, the teacher may, at any time, give the 
pupi~ the meaning of a word or phrase. This should be done 
in such a manner that it will not in any way influence the 
pupil's answer. 
18 
The pupil should have the definite feeling that he is not 
taking a test. He must understand that there is no grade given, 
that he will not be penalized in any way tor errors,, and that 
his real opinion or reaction is what is wanted. 
There are two, three or four questions after each para-
graph (story) which seek the student's opinion about the para-
graph. He is to answer · by making a "V n after the question 
which he thinks expresses his opinion. He may answer only one 
question after each paragraph. There is a short blank provided 
at the end of each question where the answer may be written. 
There is no time limit to answer the questions. However, 
40 minutes should be allowed when planning :for the pupils to 
take each form of the test. This time is only suggestive, and 
your class may need more or lees time than this. However, be 
sure to allow sufficient time to have the pupils fully under-
stand what they are supposed to do. Also allow a reasonable 
amount ot time tor most pupils to finieh. 
Uses o:f' the Attitudes Inquiry Form 
The two forms (A and B) will be used as part of a doctor-
ate thesis which proposes to determine how pupils' attitudes 
are affected by the kind o:f' science course their teachers take. 
More specifically, it is hoped to determin~ whether 
certain attitudes are affected more when teachers take an 
individual laboratory course in science than when they take 
a demonstration course. 
No teacher, grade or school will be identified, and no 
comparison of teachers or schools will be made. 
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It is imperative that the teacher in no way affect the 
responses of the students either by direct help or by impli-
cation. 
Directions for Administering 
HAVE THE STUDENT TNRITE HIS NAME, SCHOOL, TEACHER'S NAME 
AND HIS GRADE IN THE UPPER RIGHT-HAND CORNER OF THE COVER 
SHEET. READ TO THE CLASS WHlLE THEY READ SILENTLY. "The 
stories that follow are to find out what you think about 
certain things~ There are some questions after each story, 
and a line is provided at the end of each question where you 
can write the answer. You are not going to be marked on this 
paper. Read each story, and then make a 11 V.. after the 
question you believe. THE TEACHER SHOWS PUPILS THE PLACE AND 
THEN SAYS, "Let's do one together." CONTINUE READING! 
"Some people believe that if they break a mirror they 
will have seven years of bad luck. Suppose you dropped a 
mirror and broke it. Do you believe you 
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Name _________________________ _ 
School _______________________ _ 
Town~------------------------
Teacher ___________________ __ 
Grade ________________________ __ 
Attitudes Grades 4, 5 and 6 
(Form A) 
The stories that follow are to find out what you think 
about certain things. There are some questions after each 
story, and a line is provided at the end ot each question 
where you can Write the answer. Read each story, and then 
mark a n\fn after the question you believe. You will not be 
graded on this paper. Let's do one together. 
Some people believe that if they break a mirror they will 
have seven years of bad luck. Suppose you dropped a mirror and 
broke it. Do you believe you 
would have seven years ot bad luck? ~ ........... ·------
would not have seven years ot bad luck? •········-------
might have seven years of bad luck? ............ ·----
Do you believe you would, would not or might have bad 
luok? Make a wvfn after the one you believe. 
Now do the stories that follow. Make a nVn after only 
one question attar eaoh story, the one you believe. Be sure 
to make a uVn after one ot the questions at the end ot each 
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story. It you do not understand a word, raise your hand, and 
the teacher will tell you what it means. 
There are thirteen stories. Don't turn the page until 
the teacher directs you to do so. 
Each story has some questions after it. 
after the one you believe. 
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You make a "Vn 
1. A curtain went up on the darkened stage where a little girl 
lay asleep on a bed. A man said some strange words, and the 
little girl rose with her bed as high as our heads. He said 
some more strange words, and she settled back to the floor with 
her bed. She was not hurt at all. Do you think this 
is mag,.o? ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••• ·----
might E!, magic? •.. ~ ........................... ·----
is not magic? .................................. ___ _ 
2. You are reading the paper. The headlines say "Rat Shows 
Pity. 11 It says that a man saw two rats running side by side 
and they were holding the same stick in their mouths. The man 
looked again and noticed that one rat was blind, and the other 
one was leading him along with the stick. Do you think this 
shows how smart rats are? ..................... ·----
is a good story, but is not true? ··············------
might be true? .............. .................. ·-----
3. Billy tells his friends that he hopes to get a new electric 
train. David tells you that Billy's father got a raise, because 
he is going to buy Billy a new electric train. Do you think his 
father 
got a raise? .................................... ·----
might have gotten a raise?·····················------
did .B..Q! get a raise? •••.....•......•.•......... 
----
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4. A miner returned from Alaska. He said he had been to an 
area where no man had ever been betore. He said he saw a 
live dinosaur. Do you think he 
~ a dinosaur? 
might have seen 
................................ ---
a dinosaur? ···················----
couldn't have seen a dinosaur? •.•............. ___ _ 
5. A science class is discussing whether a certain kind of 
wood they have floats or sinks. Helen says the wood floats 
because all wood tloats. Tommy says it teels too heavy to 
float. Do you think they should decide by 
taking a vote of the class? ..................• ____ _ 
asking their parents? ·························-----
putting it in water to see if it floats? ...... ____ _ 
6. Donald and John bought the materials to make a little 
electric motor. They put it together, but it would not run. 
They decided that the motor wasn't any good and told other 
children not to buy the materials. Do you think the motor 
was no good? ................................. . 
---
might have been no good? •..••••.••••...•...... 
----
was all right? ............................... . 
----
?. John came running out of the barn. It started burning 
just as he heard a loud crack of thunder. You heard John tell 
the firemen that the lightning started the fire, because he 
heard the thunder just as the tire started. Do you think the 
lightning 
started the tire? ••.•....•.•.............. . .... __ _ 
might have started the tire? ••..•••.•.........• ____ _ 
did not start the fire? •................... . ... ·-----
8. The paper says that great scientists are going to try to 
shoot a rocket to the moon. The law of gravity says that 
"what goes up must oome down." Do you think a rocket 
~some day be shot to the moon? ••.•......••• ___ __ 
might some day be shot to the moon? •..•........ ___ _ 
will never be shot to the moon? •..••• . ......... ____ __ 
9. Your class was given time to prepare an arithmetic lesson. 
The teacher gave a test about what you were studying. Your 
best friend failed the test. Do you think he 
did not study his lesson? •.••...............••. ___ _ 
studied his lesson? ••.••..••................... ___ _ 
might have studied his lesson? ·················-----
10. A certain science book says that you can make a battery, 
which will ring an electric bell, by placing strips of metal 
in a certain acid. You try it and it doesn't work. Do you 
think you should 
conclude the author is wrong? •.••••............ 
----
keep trying to make it work? •....•..•.••....... 
----
read about it in other books? ··················------
conclude the author is right and you are wrong? 
11. Jane sits behind you in school. She coughs a lot, and 
does not cover her mouth. Two days later you have a cold. Do 
you think you 
caught cold from Jane?·························-------
did not catch cold from Jane? ....................... ____ _ 
might have caught cold from Jane? ............... _____ _ 
12. You are playing ball and the ball rolls out in the road. 
A car is coming along and it might run over the ball. Will you 
run out to get the ball before the oar gets to it? 
get the ball after the car goes by? ••..•.•.....••• 
---
stop the ear so you can get the ball? •.....•.•.... 
----
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Name __________________________ _ 
School. ________________________ _ 
Town _________________________ _ 
Teacher ____________________ __ 
Grade ________________________ __ 
Attitudes Grades 4, 5, and 6 
(Form B) 
The stories that follow are to find out what you think 
about certain things. There are some questions after each 
story, and a line is provided at the end of each question 
where you can write the answer. Read each story, and then 
mark a "Vn after the question you believe. You will not be 
graded on this paper. Let 1 s do one together. 
Some people believe that it they break a mirror they will 
have seven years of bad luck. Suppose you dropped a mirror 
and broke it. Do you believe you 
would have seven years of bad luck? ·············------
would not have seven years of bad luck? •.•••.... ____ __ 
might have seven years of bad luck? ............ ·----
Do you believe you would, would not or might have bad 
luck? Make a nvfn after the one you believe. 
Now do the stories that follow. Make a "Vtt after only 
one question after eaeh story, the one you believe. Be sure 
to make a 11 Vn after one of the questi0ns at the end of each 
~ 1 2 9 
story. It you do not understand a word, raise your hand, and 
the teacher will tell you what it means. 
There are thirteen stories. Don't turn the page until 
the teacher directs you to do so. 
Each story has some questions after it. 
after the one you believe. 
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You make a 11 -v'n 
1. You get a rabbit's foot, and that same day you find a 
dollar. You need money tor a new bicycle. Your father says 
he'll give you halt the money you need. You have to save the 
other half. Do you think you would 
start to earn some money? •....... . .•..•••....•.•• ____ __ 
hope the rabbit's toot will help again? •·········------
get some other 6 good luck" piece? , ............... ·----
2. You hear someone say that he knows a man who oan cure any 
sickness. This man is the seventh son in hie family, and his 
father was also the seventh eon in his tamily. He says this 
gives him power to cure people. It you had a sore back and 
wanted to get well, do you think you would go to 
the seventh son of a seventh son? •···············------
a doctor? ....................................... ·-- -
3. Jimmy says that he and his mother walked past a cemetery 
last night. They heard strange noises, end he says that a 
ghost made the noises. A man was buried there yesterday, and 
his ghost made the noises. Do you thirut a ghost 
made the noises? ....................... ~ ......... __ _ 
might have made the noises?····· · ················------
could not have made the noises? ··················-----
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4. A great scientist returned from the jungles of South 
America and said he saw wild horses so small that a man could 
11ft one. Do you think he 
~ such a small horse? ......................... ·---
might have seen such a small horse? •••.•..•..•.•• ___ __ 
couldn't have seen such a small horse? .......... ·---
5. A science class is discussing mercury. Mary says it is 
a metal, but John says it is not because all metals are solids. 
Do you think the class should decide by 
agreeing with Mary because she is smart? 
........ ·---
looking it up in reference books? •.............. ·------
agreeing with John because his reason seems right? ______ __ 
6. A man wakes at night just as the cloak strikes three. The 
next night he wakes again just as the clock strikes three. 
The third night he wakes again as the clock strikes three, and 
at the same time he hears someone trying to break into the 
house. The man thinks he was being warned by waking the two 
nights before at three o'clock. Do you think 
ill!_ w_a_s be 1ng warned? •••............•........•...• __ _ 
he~ nQ1 being warned? •••••• . .......•.. ········------
he might have been warned? ·········· · ············--------
7. Sometimes, if oily rags are put in piles, they will start 
fires. You were at a gas station when it closed and saw the 
man throw his oily rags in a pile. The gas station burned that 
night. Do you think the oily rags 
might have started the fire? •····················------
could BQ1 have started the fire? •.•••..••••••.... ____ __ 
started the tire? ................................ __ _ 
8. You need special glasses to see a 3-D movie. Now they 
have 3-D pictures you can see without special glasses. 
You need special glasses to read 3-D comic books too! 
Do you think 3-D comic books you can read without glasses 
will never be made? •.•.•.•.•.................... ·----
will some day be made? •.......•................•. ___ __ 
might some day be made? ......................... ·---
9. Two friends, Chester and Mike, went deer hunting. They 
agreed to meet at the spring at two o 1 clook. Chester fired at 
a deer and missed it. At four o 1 clock M.ike 1 s dead body was 
found where Chester fired at the deer. Do you think 
Chester might have shot Mike?····················----
Chester did not shoot Mike?······················------
Chester shot Mike? ................................. ·----
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10. You had to leave a football game before it was over. 
Your team was ahead 6 to 0, and there was one minute left to 
play. You had a bet with your father on the game, and he asks 
you who won. Do you think you will tell him 
you don 1 t kilow? •................................ ·---
your team probably~ 6 to 0? •...•........•..... ___ _ 
your team ~ 6 to 0? ............................ ·---
11. You have learned that you should wash hands after going to 
the toilet and before eating. Some people don't always wash 
hands before eating and after going to the toilet, and they don't 
get sick. Do you think you 
do not need to wash hands? •............. . ........ 
---
might get sick it you didn't wash hands? •......•• ____ __ 
would get sick if you didn't wash hands? 
........ ·----
12. The traffic is very heavy. Jim and John are going to the 
park to play football. They are late and wish to get there in 
a hurry. John says, "Come on, Jim, I'll give you a ride on my 
bike?" Do you think 
they should both ride on the bike? •••..•....•.... 
---
they should both walk? ••••••.•.••...••........•.• 
---
one should ride and the other walk? •••.•.•.•..•.. 
---
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13. If all the wild flowers, called Lady Slippers, are picked, 
they will not grow in that place the next year. You see some 
of these flowers, and would like to pick them. Do you think 
you would 
piok all the lady slippers? •...•••.............•. ____ _ 
pick a few of the lady slippers? ·· · ··············------
not pick any of the lady slippers? •····· · ········------
INTERESTS 
TEST 
(Grades 4-6) 
by 
Edward W. Stefaniak 
type of science course. 
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Results will not be used in any manner which will cause 
embarrassment to any individual or school. Only general re-
sults will be used and no pupil, teacher or school will be 
identified. The whole-hearted co-operation of the teacher is 
necessary in order that the results will be as valid as 
possible. 
Directions for Administering 
The pupil should be given the definite understanding that 
he is not going to be marked on the test. The idea is to find 
out students' interests, and to see how they change over a 
period of time. 
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FORM A: READ THE DIRECTIONS ALOUD \'ffiiLE THE STUDENTS FOLLOW 
ALONG SILENTLY. SAY TO THE STUDENTS, 11 READ SILENTLY WHILE I 
READ ALOUD!" SHOW THEM, BY HOLDING UP THE TEST, THAT YOU ARE 
GOING TO BEGIN WHERE IT SAYS 11 TO THE STUDENT: 11 THEN READ 
"To the student: We want to find out some things boys and 
girls your ages are interested in. Here are 45 questions 
about things to do with three numbers after each. Read the 
question! If you do it many times circle 1. If you have done 
it sometimes circle 2. If you have never done it circle 3. 
Let's do one together: 
I go to football games •....•................. 1 2 3 
Do you go to football games? How often do you go? Do 
you go many times, sometimes or never? 
Let's do another one: 
I go ice aka t ing • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . .• 1 2 3 
Do you go ice skating often, sometimes or never? 
Do the rest of them. Be sure to circle 1 if you do it 
often, 2 sometimes, 3 never. Remember these ask if you do or 
have done the things. Circle only one number after each 
statement. Raise your hand if you don't know the meaning of 
any word and the teacher will tell you what it means." 
FORM B: READ TH.t!,; DIRECTIONS ALOUD WHILE THE STUDENTS FOLLOW 
ALONG SILENTLY. SAY TO THE STUDENTS, 11 READ SILENTLY WHILE I 
READ ALOUD!" SHOW THEM, BY HOLDING UP THE TEST, THAT YOU ARE 
GOING TO BEGIN WHERE IT SAYS 11 TO THE STUDENT ! 1 THEN READ 
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11 To the student: We want to find out some things boys and 
girls your ages are interested in. There are 45 questions 
below with three numbers after each. It you like or would 
like to do something very much circle 1. If' you like or 
would like to do a thing some circle 2. If you never like 
to do it circle 3. Let's do one together: 
I would like to watch dancing on television •... l 2 3 
Would you like to watch dancing on television very much , 
s ometimes or never? 
Let's do another: 
I would like to row a boat • . •••...•....••....•• l 2 3 
How much would you like to row a boat? Would you circle 
1, 2, or 3? 
Now you do the following questions. Remember you do not 
have to do the things. What we want to know is it you would 
like to do it. or course, if' you do the thing and like to do 
it very much, you will circle 11 111 , and it you only like to do 
it a little, but you actually do it you will circle 11 2 11 , and 
if you do not like to do it at all circle "3", but you do not 
really have to do it. Raise your hand if' you don't know the 
meaning ot any word, and the teacher will tell you what it means. 
Time 
There is no time limit on the test, but in planning tor 
the test 30 minutes at least should be allowed for each form. 
More time should be provided, if necessary, so that pupils 
will have a reasonable opportunity to finish the test. 
Name ________________________ _ 
School. ______________________ _ 
Town ________________________ _ 
Teacher ____________________ __ 
Grade ______________________ __ 
INTERESTS GRADES 4, 5 and 6 
(Form A) 
To the student: We want to find out some things boys and 
girls your ages are interested in. Here are 45 questions 
about things to do with three numbers after each. 
Read the statement! If you do it many times circle 1. 
If you have done it sometimes circle 2. If you have never 
done it oirole 3. 
Let's do one together: 
I go to football games •.•.••••..•............ 1 2 3 
Do you go to football games? How often do you go? Do 
you go many times, sometimes or never? 
Let's do another one: 
I go ice skating •..•...••••.•....•..........• 1 2 3 
Do you go ice skating often, sometimes or never? 
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Do the rest of them. Be sure to circle 1 if you do it 
often, 2 sometimes, 3 never. Remember, these ask if you do 
or have done the things. Circle only one number after each 
statement. Raise your hand if you don't know the meaning of 
any word and the teacher will tell you what it means. 
Ask yourself it you do the following things many times, 
sometimes or never and circle a number. 
1. Walk through the park or in the country tor tun .... l 2 3 
2. Take care of mother's house plants ....•....•......• l 2 3 
3. Visit greenhouses •..•..•..••.•...••..............•. ! 2 3 
4. Pick a bouquet ot flowers .•.••..•.•.•...•.•........ ! 2 3 
5. Pick up plants and inspect them •.•.•..••.•..•....•• l 2 3 
6. Watch animal programs on television •..•...•..•..... ! 2 3 
?. Read about insects and animals •....•.........•..... 1 2 3 
8. Watch ants at work •••••.•.•.......•.•...•.........• 1 2 3 
9. Visit the zoo . ...................................... 1 2 3 
10. Catch insects and look them over ............••..... l 2 3 
11. Read about photography tor pleasure ••..•.•......... l 2 3 
12. Look at cameras in store windows •.......•.........• l 2 3 
13 • . Take snapshots with a camera •...................... l 2 3 
14. Take pictures good enough to enter in a contest .... l 2 3 
15. Develop films and print pictures •..•..............• l 2 3 
16. Watch the sky change colors at sunset •............• l 2 3 
1?. Read comic books about space ships •.......•........ l 2 3 
18. Read about the stars, moon and sun tor pleasure •..• l 2 3 
19. Try to find the Big Dipper on clear nights •....•... l 2 3 
20. Look at the moon through a telescope or field 
glasses •.•. l 2 3 
21. Read about what things are made ot •..........•....• l 2 3 
22. Do experiments with dry ice ••..............•...•... l 2 3 
23. Do experiments with chemistry sets ..•...•.......... l 
24. Build underwater magic gardens •...•.•..•.........•• l 
25. Make dyes and colors from plants, fruits and 
berries ••• ! 
26. Read about electricity •.....••••..•................ 1 
27. Play with magnets •.•.••..••..••.•....•...•.•...•..• 1 
28. Play with a compass •..........•...•.•..........•... 1 
29. Build electric motors •.••.......•.............•. . .. 1 
30. Play with dry cells and electrical things •..•...... ! 
31. Read about airplanes and rockets • . ••.......•..•. . .. l 
32. Try to repair broken toys ••........•.....•....•. . .• 1 
33. Grease, oil and take care of your bicycle •......•.• l 
34. Build models with an erector set •.....•..•.......•• l 
35. Build things with tools •.•••.•........•...•........ 1 
36. Notice the weather before breakfast •...••.•••.....• l 
37. Read about weather ...•.••••...••••...•..•.......... 1 
38. Notice the frost designs on a window •••..•..•....•. l 
39. Follow weather reports in the paper •...•.........•• l 
40. Try to forecast weather •....•..•..••....•.........• 1 
41. Read science books ••. . •..........•................. 1 
42. Watch science programs on television •••.•...... . ... ! 
43. Go to visit a museum •...•.....•.................... 1 
44. Do experiments at home •..••..•.....•.............•. 1 
45. Perform experiments tor the class in school .......• l 
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Name ________________________ __ 
School. ______________________ __ 
Town 
--------------------------Teacher ______________________ _ 
Grade ________________________ _ 
INTERESTS GRADES 4, 6 and 6 
(Form B) 
To the Student: We want to find out some things boys and girls 
your ages are interested in. There are 45 questions below with 
three numbers after each. If you like or would like to do 
something very much circle 1. If you like or would like to do 
a thing some circle 2. If you never like to do it circle 3. 
I would like to watch dancing on television ••..... l 2 3 
Would you like to watch dancing on television very much, 
sometimes or never? 
Let's do another: 
I would like to row a boat •..•..•....•...•......•• l 2 3 
How much would you like to row a boat? Would you circle 
1, 2, or 3? 
Now you do the following questions. Remember, you do not 
have to do the things. What we want to know is it you would 
like to do them. Ot course, if you do the thing and like to do 
it very much you will circle 1, and if you only like to do it 
a little but you actually do it you will circle 2. If you do 
not like to do it at all circle 3. But you do not have to 
really do it. Raise your hand it you don't know the meaning 
ot any word and the teacher will tell you what it means. 
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Ask yourself if you would like to do the following things 
many times, sometimes or never and circle a number. 
1. Pick a bouquet of flowers •.•........................ ! 2 3 
2. Visit a greenhouse •....................•............ ! 2 3 
3. Have a house plant •..•.•.•...............•.........• 1 2 3 
4. Study about plants •..........•...................... 1 2 3 
6. Have a flower, fern or leaf colleotion .............. l 2 3 
6. Watch animal programs on television •................ ! 2 3 
7. V1s1 t the zoo . ...................................... 1 2 3 
8. Watch ants at work • ................................ . 1 2 3 
9. Have an aquarium at home •........................... l 2 3 
10. Catch insects and look them over •..................• l 2 3 
11. Have a camera of your own •.........................• l 2 3 
12. Read articles about photography •.................... ! 2 3 
13. Take snapshots with a camera •....................... 1 2 3 
14. Learn to take pictures good enough to enter in 
contests •.• ! 2 3 
15. Develop films and print pictures •................... ! 2 3 
16. Watch the sky change color at sunset •............... ! 2 3 
1?. Read comic books about space ships •................. l 2 3 
18. Learn about the stars, moon and sun ••...•........... l 2 3 
19. Be able to find the Big Dipper and other star 
groups on a clear night •.... l 2 3 
20. Learn about stars, moon and planets through a 
telescope •..•....• ! 2 3 
21. Do experiments with dry ice •.......................• l 2 3 
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22. Build underwater magic gardens •..............•...... ! 2 3 
23. Learn about what things are made of •................ l 2 3 
24. Do experiments with a chemistry set •................ l 2 3 
25. Learn to make dyes and colors from plants, berries 
and fruits •...•. l 2 3 
26. Read articles about electricity in your spare time .. l 2 3 
27. Learn to use a compass to find your way •.•.•........ l 2 3 
28. Play with magnets •.................................. 1 2 3 
29. Play with dry cells and other electrical things •.... l 2 3 
30. Build electric motors •.............................. l 2 3 
31. Read about airplanes and rockets •................... l 2 3 
32. Repair broken toys •..................•.............. 1 2 3 
33. Grease, oil and take care of your bike •...•......... l 2 3 
34. Build models with an erector set •................... l 2 3 
35. Build things with tools ............................. 1 2 3 
36. Read a thermometer as soon as you get up in the 
morning •.•.. l 2 3 
37. Study about weather •..•............................• 1 2 3 
38. Study frost designs on the w1ndow •..•............... l 2 3 
39. Follow weather reports 1n newspapers •••••••.•......• 1 2 3 
40. Forecast the weather •.•............................. 1 2 3 
41. Read science books •.....•..........................• 1 2 3 
42. Watch science programs on televis1on •..............• 1 2 3 
43. Visit a museum ...................................... 1 2 3 
44. Do experiments at home •.•.....•.......•............. 1 2 3 
45. Do experiments for the class in sohool •............. l 2 3 
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Kinetic Molecular Theory 
Everything is made up of tiny particles called molecules. 
These molecules are so small they cannot be seen with any 
instruments we have at present, and they are in constant 
motion. Although we have never seen molecules, our ideas 
about gases, liquids and solids and how they behave under 
certain conditions can be explained satisfactorily by this 
theory. 
In a solid the molecules are close together and they 
vibrate. In a liquid they are farther apart and they bounce 
back and forth, hitting each other with great frequency, and 
bouncing in all directions as a result. In a gas the molecules 
are still farther apart and they act much as they do in liquids. 
The difference between solids, liquids and gases is in the 
distance between the molecules. 
Heat increases the speed at which molecules move, and 
as they move faster, they hit each other harder, they bounce 
farther and consequently take up more and more space. This 
is true of solids, liquids and gases because they all expand 
when heated. 
This same theory explains change of state. If molecules 
are closer together in a solid than in a liquid and closer 
together in a liquid than in a gas, then we should be able 
to change a solid to a liquid to a gas by spreading them apart. 
This is exactly what happens. 
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When ice is heated the molecules move £aster and £aster, 
hit each other harder and harder, bounce farther and farther 
and eventually change to water. Then as the water is heated 
the molecules move faster and faster, hit harder and harder, 
bounce farther and farther, the water expands more and more 
until the molecules are driven far enough apart to change 
the water to the gaseous state (steam). 
In like manner gases can be cooled and compressed to 
form liquids and then c0oled further to form solids. 
This is a theory or a scientific assumption. Although 
the theory has never been proven, the evidence is in its favor 
and it is used in scientific explanations until disproven or 
until a better explanation comes along. 
APPENDIX B 
EXPERIHENT # l 
Rubber 
Introduction.-- Instructor speaks: We 1 re going to talk about 
all these things on the table today. We have a ball, tractor, 
cushion, some tubing , elastic bands, a sponge, a comb, toy 
animals, and many other things. What are they all made of? 
Class: Rubber. 
Instructor: Yes, you brought them, so you know what they are 
made of. We all know what they are made of. Now we•re going 
to find out what rubber is like, where it comes from, and 
how it is made. I think I 1m going to ask some of you to 
come up here and show me what you brought. 
Explanation and/or demonstration.-- William, what did you bring? 
William: This ball. 
Instructor: Oh, you brought the ballL Will you tell us about 
it? What does it do? 
William: You can bounce it. 
Instructor: Bounce it, William, so that everyone can see it. 
Who brought the elastic bands? J anet, will you come up here? 
'1'/ha t can you shoH us about the bands? 
Janet stretches the bands and say s she can stretch them. 
~le call these elastic bands. Why do you suppose we call them 
elastic bands? 
Class: Because they stretch. 
Instructor: That 1 s right, because they stretch. Whenever 
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anything stretches, or gets out of shape, and comes right back 
we say it is elastic. 
Mary, will you show us what the rubber tubing you brought 
is like? 
Ivlary: It stretches too. 
Instructor: Is this elastic, Mary? 
JYiary: Yes. 
(Instructor demonstrates that the ball flattens out when 
bounced, and then comes back to shape, when pressure is 
released by pressing it on the table.) 
Instructor: This shows that the ball is elastic, because it 
changes shape and then comes back to shape. The elastic and 
rubber tubing are elastic tool So rubber is sometimes elastic. 
David, did you bring this fo~a rubber? How does it feel? 
David: Soft. 
Instructor: Nancy, how does this sponge feel? 
Nancy: Soft. 
Instructor: What is it made of? 
Nancy: Rubber. 
Instructor: Gloria, you brought a rubber doll. How does it 
feel? 
Gloria: Soft. 
Instructor: So we see that rubber is sometimes soft. 
Here's Jimmy's tractor. What are the tires made of, Jimmy? 
Jimmy: Rubber. 
Instructor: How do they feel? 
Jimmy: Hard. 
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Instructor: And Kevin, tell us about these rubber animals 
you brought. 
Kevin: They are hard. 
Instructor: Jack, here's the comb you brought. Is this h ard, 
too? 
Jack: Yes. 
Instructor: So we see that rubber can sometimes be hard. 
Conclusion.-- Instructor: So we find that rubber is sometimes 
elastic, that it will bounce or stretch, and that sometimes 
it is hard and sometimes soft. 
Do you know where rubber comes from? Hell, we get it 
from a rubber tree. The sap flows from the tree and is 
collected by men. We call this sap latex,and it looks like 
this. (Hold up a bottle of latex.) ~Jhat does it look like? 
Class: Milk or cream. 
Instructor: Would someone like to smell of it? Doris, would 
you like to do it? It doesn't s mell very good, does it? Dip 
your finger in the bottle, and hold it up until you feel 
something happening . 
Rubber trees are found in far-·away countries, away across 
the oceans. Men tap the rubber trees and collect the latex in 
cups. (Hold up a picture of men tapping the rubber trees.) 
See the way the man cuts the slit in the tree and how he hangs 
a cup to collect the latex. See the pail near the tree. He 
collects the latex from the cups in this pail. 
Doris says something is happening to the latex on her finger. 
Will you tell what it is, Doris? 
Doris: The latex dried and now I can stretch it like rubberl 
Instructor: Do you think it is rubber? 
Doris: Yes. 
Instructor: We can make rubber out of latex in a very short 
time. We pour some water in this glass dish, then I pour in 
some latex. What happens? 
Class: It spreads all through the water. 
Instructor: Now watch closely. We'll pour in some vine gar 
and run a hand around and around in the glass dish. What 
happens? 
Class: The rubber is sticking to your hand. 
Instructor: Now we squeeze out the water and we have a rubber 
ball. Does someone want to feel and bounce it? What happens? 
Class: It feels like rubber and it bounces. 
Instructor: Latex can be changed to rubber by pouring it in 
water and then adding vinegar. The vine gar causes the latex 
to stick to the hand, and to stick to other particles of 
latex. When the bits of latex are brought together and squeezed 
out, a ball can be formed which is like any other solid rubber 
ball. It is soft and bounces. 
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EXPERIMENT # 2 
Air Has Weight 
Things needed.-- Yardstick, string, basketball, air pump, weight. 
~ ... , C:.1'"\A.W\ 
Directions.-- Suspend a yardstick by the middle so that it 
balances. Hang a basketball, with just enough air in it to 
rill it out, at one end or the stick, and balance it with a 
weight or stone. Note the position or the ball and stone. 
Pump air into the ball until it is as hard as it should .be 
to play basketball. Hang it back on the yardstick at the 
same position it was before pumping air into it. What happens? 
Does air have weight? 
Think and try.--
1. When you put 30 pounds or air in the tire or a car, does 
it refer to weight? 
2. rr air has weight, why doesn't the air crush you? 
3. Why does a balloon filled with hydro gen or helium float 
in the air, while one filled with air sinks to the ground? 
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EXPERIIviEJ\TT # 3 
Air Takes Up Space 
Things needed.-- Two wide-mouth bottles or small drinking 
glasses, a water bucket or large kettle (one-gallon size). 
Directions.-- Fill the bucket or 
kettle with water and push a glass, 
mouth downward, into the water. Note 
that the water does not enter the 
glass. (It is full of air.) 
Fill the other glass with 
water and lift it, mouth downward, 
so that the mouth is almost out of 
the water. Bring the bottle of air 
near and tip it slightly, so that the bubbles of air will 
escape from it and displace the water in the first glass. 
Conclusion.-- This shows that air takes up space, because the 
water cannot enter the glass when it is full of air. vr.hen the 
air is displaced, however, the water enters. 
EXPERIMENT # 4 
Measuring Air Pressure 
Things needed.-- Spring balance (at least 16 lbs. capacity), 
small suction cup, wire. 
Explanation.-- We discovered that air has w~ight and takes up 
space. Now we'd like to know how much air weighs. 
Ir we look up the weight or air, we usually rind it given 
in pounds per square inch. When the weight is given ror a 
unit or area it is called pressure. In other words, pressure 
is weight per unit area. We can rind out how much air pressure 
is, in pounds per square inch, by using a spring balance (at 
least 16 lbs. capacity), a small suction cup ritted with a 
wire as shown in the diagram, and some water. 
- ~u..C!..\-'-o"' c...u.~ 
____ _. __ ~-----o~~~ 
Directions.-- Wet the suction cup with water and seat it rirmly 
on a smooth surface. Lift the spring balance steadily and 
note the reading when the suction cup is pulled rrom the 
table. Take several trials, record them, and average the 
results ror a conclusion. You ought to take ten trials. 
Reading 
Trial 1 
Trial 2 
Trial 3, etc. 
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If the desk is smooth, the suction cup good, and you 
seat it firmly on the surface, you will get an average reading 
between 14 and 15 pounds. The area of the cup is almost 
exactly one square inch, so your result will be the pressure 
of air in pounds per square inch. 
Application.-- Seat a plumber's force cup on the desk or 
floor, and have the children pull it loose. Have them estimate 
how much force is required to pull the cup loose. 
EXP.t!;RIIvlliNT # 5 
Why Do Some Things Float While Others Sink? 
Things needed.-- Two drinking glasses, sauce pan, adhesive, 
tape, stone, equal-arm balance, cork, piece of wood, rubber, 
one crushed, and one uncrushed can of equal size. 
Explanation.-- We know that some things float while others 
sink. Probably most of us have wondered why wood floats and 
iron sinks. Then just about the tL~e we think we understand 
about that, we begin to wonder why a metal ship floats when 
the metal itself sinks. This experiment helps to understand 
just that. 
Directions.-- Pour some water into a 
drinking glass and mark the water 
level with adhesive tape• Drop a 
stone into the water and note the 
water level. (Yes, it rises.) What 
causes the water to rise? (It is caused by the stone which t akes 
up space.) Would you say the stone took up as much space as 
the water from the tape up? (Yes.) We call the space anything 
takes up its volume. (Write the word on the blackboard.) 
Would you say the volume of the stone was the same as the 
volume of water from the tape up? (Yes.) 
Fill the drinking glass with as much water as it will 
hold. Hold it over the sauce pan and slowly lower the stone 
into the water. Was the amount of water that overflowed the 
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same as the volume of' the stone? (Yes.) Explain. (The glass 
was full of' water, the stone takes up space, and when the 
stone was put in the glass it took the place of' the amount of' 
water that was pushed out.) So we have a stone, and we have 
an amount of' water equal to the amount of' stone. The volume 
of' water is the same as the volume of' stone. 
Now put the stone in one container, and the water in 
another exactly like the first in size and weight and compare 
their weights by putting them on the pans of' an equal-arm 
balance. Record the results in the table below. 
Object Does it float? 
Yes No 
Stone ••••••• ~ 
Cork ••••••••• x 
\food ••••••••• x 
Rubber ••••••• 
Crushed can •• 
Uncrushed can x 
X 
X 
X 
Lighter than same 
volume of' water 
X 
X 
X 
Heavier than same 
volume of' water 
X 
X 
X 
Repeat using cork, wood, rubber, crushed and uncrushed cans 
of' the sruae size. If' an object floats, push it under water 
with a pencil or glass rod in order to get a volume equal to 
the volume of the object. Record results as indicated above. 
The uncrushed can will be placed in the pan of' water to 
determine whether or not it will float, and you need only fill 
it with water to get a volume equal to the volume of the can. 
Now a look at the table will assist the class in making 
generalizations. Which things float? (Cork, wood, and the 
uncrushed can.) What else do you know about cork, wood and 
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an uncrushed can? (They are lighter than an equa l volume of 
water.) 
Which things do not float? (Stone, rubber and crushed 
can.) What else can you say about the stone, rubber and 
crushed can? (They are all heavier than an equal volume of 
water.) 
Now what can you tell about things that float and thing~ 
that do not float? (Those that float are lighter than an 
equal volume of water, and those that sink are heavier.) 
Application.-- Which is heavier, cream or milk? 
Have containers of the same size filled with milk and cream 
and place them on opposite pans of a balance after the dis-
cussion by deductive reasoning has run its course. Since the 
cream floats, it might be lighter. 
Which is heavier, ice or water? 
Again, since objects which float are lighter than the same 
volume of water, ice is lighter because it floats. 
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EXPERH'lENT # 6 
The Cartesian Diver 
Th ings needed.-- l'Iilk bottle, medicine dropper, rubber glove, 
balloon or a piece of rubber. 
('1\ec.\\c.\nc. 
c.h-oy\"'c.~ 
Directions.-- Fill a milk bottle 
nearly full of water and suspend a 
medicine dropper in it. Stretch 
a piece of rubber (glove, balloon 
or piece of rubber) over the mouth 
of the bottle so that it is air-
tight. Press on the rubber cover 
and note that the medicine dropper 
submerges. Release the pressure 
and the dropper surfaces. (The 
pressure on the rubber1·exerts .. -· pressure on the surface of the 
water, which is then forced into the medicine dropper. This 
makes the medicine dropper heavy enough to sink. 
Think and try.--
1. See if you can find how a submarine submerges and surfaces. 
2. Why does an iceberg float with 90 per cent of it under water? 
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EXPERIMENT # 7 
Solutions 
Things needed.-- Table salt, beaker, funnel, test tubes, 
filter paper, silver nitrate. 
Directions.-- Add a few drops of silver 
nitrate solution to plain water. Dis-
solve some table salt in water. This 
is a solution. Place a small amount in 
a test tube and add a few drops of the 
silver nitrate solution to the sal t 
solution. It turns white. 
Filter the remainder of the salt 
solution through a filter paper on a funnel. Place a little 
of the filtered solution in a test tube and add a few drops 
of silver nitrate solution. Note that a white precipitate 
appears a gain. This shows that the salt solution passed through 
the filter paper. Allow the salt solution to stand for a few 
hours. Does it settle out? 
This experiment shows four characteristics of a normal 
solution of a solid in a liquid. 
1. A solution is the same consistency throughout. In 
other words, it is homogeneous. 
2. A solution is clear. 
? 
..J• A solution passes through a filter paper. We say it 
can be filtered. The particles of salt are small 
enough to pass through the pores of the filter paper. 
4. A solution does not settle out on standing . 
Think and try.--
1. vlhen sugar is dissolved in tea, does this meet the require-
ments of a solution? 
2. Add a few drops of olive oil to water. Shake well, and 
observe the resulting liquid. Allow it to stand for a 
time and again inspect the liquid. Is this a solution? 
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EXPERIMENT # 8 
Suspensions 
Things needed.-- Starch, beaker, funnel, filter paper, test 
tubes, tincture of iodine. 
solution is brown.) 
Directions.-- Add a little corn starch 
to a half beaker of water and stir 
thoroughly to dissolve as much starch 
as possible. Add a few drops of 
tincture of iodine to a half test 
tube of water. (Note that the iodine 
Allow the starch to stand for fifteen minutes. It tends 
to settle out. Notice that the starch and water is not clear, 
and that the starch is not evenly distributed throughout. The 
starch tends to settle near the bottom. 
Place some of the starch and water in a test tube and add 
a few drops of the iodine solution. It turns blue. Filter 
the remainder ot the starch and water mixture through a filter 
paper on a funnel. Pour some of the liquid which passed through 
the filter paper into a test tube, and add a few drops of iodine 
solution. It does not turn blue. In other words, the starch 
did not pass through the filter paper. 
Pour a few drops of the iodine solution on the filter 
paper. (It turned blue. The starch stayed on the filter 
paper. It did not pass through.) 
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This shows that a mixture ot starch and water does not 
meet the requirements ot a solution (Experiment # 7). It is 
a suspension, and has the following characteristics. 
1. It is not clear; it is cloudy. 
2. It is not the same all through. 
3. It will not pass through a filter paper. 
4. It settles on standing. 
EXPERIMENT # 9 
Are Objects Heavier Or Lighter In Water Than In Air? 
Things needed.-- A large drinking glass, spring balance, 
string, small pieces of lead, copper, stone, meat, rubber. 
Directions.-- Have available several objects which will not 
float in water, and will fit into a large drinking glass. Tie 
a string around each of the objects and weigh it with the 
spring balance. Record the weight. 
Weigh each object submerged in water and record its 
weight. Record the data in a table. Examples: 
Ob.lect Weight in air 
Lead. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220 
Copper........ . . . . • 180 
Stone... . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
Meat ••............. 260 
Rubber •••••.•.•..•• 173 
Weight in water 
200 
150 
130 
180 
152 
Conclusion.-- What generalization can be made from the data 
in the experiment? 
Objects weigh less in water than in air. 
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EXPERIMENT # 10 
How Much Water Is Displaced By A Floating Body? 
Things needed. __ Large glass, equal-arm balance, piece of wood, 
cork, can, rubber ball. 
Explanation.-- When we speak of the displacement of anything in 
water, we speak ot the amount of water it will take the place 
ot, or replace, when placed in water. In actual practice we 
usually refer to a boat, ship or some floating craft, so thie 
experiment will deal With floating objects. 
Directions.-- Completely fill a glass with water so that you 
cannot get any more in it. Hold the glass over a container 
which will catch _the water which overflows and gently place a 
floating object on the surface of the water. 
Balance two containers on the pans of a balance and place 
the water which overflowed in one and the floating object in 
the other. Record the results in a table as indicated below. 
Repeat the above procedure with other objects which 
float and record the results. 
ObJect 
Weight compared to the 
water it displaces 
Wood • ..••.••••..••••••.•. 
Cork • .................... 
Can • •.•.•....•.••..•...•• 
Rubber ball .......••.•.•. 
Equal 
Equal 
Equal 
Equal 
Conclusion.-- Floating objects displace an amount of water equal 
to their own weight. 
How much water does a 40,000 ton battleship displace? How 
do you know? 
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EXPERIMENT # 11 
Characteristics of Acids 
Things needed. __ Dilute solutions of sulfuric, hydrochloric, 
nitric, acetic and formic acids, glass rod, piece of glass, 
red and blue litmus paper. 
Introduction.-- The formula ot anything tells what it is made 
up of. If we look up chemicals we find some letters telling 
ot what they are made. If we look up water, we find it is 
given as H20. The letter H means hydrogen and 0 means oxygen. 
The figure 2 after hydrogen means there is twice as much 
hydrogen as oxygen in water. If we look up acids, we can find 
out what elements they are made of. Look up the following 
acids: sulfuric, hydrochloric, nitric, acetic and formic and 
write the formulas down on a sheet of paper. See if you can 
determine, from the formulas, what one substance (element) is 
found in every one. Bring your papers to class tomorrow and 
we will discuss what you found. This is best done by writing 
down the formula beside the name of the acid as you find it, 
and then comparing the formulas and deciding which element is 
common to all of them, by inspection of the formulas. 
Tabulate the acids in class on the blackboard. 
Acid Common element Formula 
Sulfuric 
Hydrochloric 
Nitric 
H 
H 
H 
Acid 
Acetic 
Formic 
Common element 
H 
H 
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Formula 
H is hydrogen, S is sulfur, Cl is chlorine, N is nitrogen 
and C is carbon. Each of these is called an element. Now 
which element is there in every one of these acids? (Each 
acid contains hydrogen). 
Directions.-- Now let's see what else we can tell about acids. 
Let's try some sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, acetic acid 
and citric acid. (ALWAYS USE DILUTE ACIDS.) Dip your finger 
in the dilute hydrochloric acid and touch it lightly to the 
tongue. How does it taste? (Sour.) Do not swallow the acid. 
Rinse your mouth with water and taste the acetic acid and citric 
acid in a smilar manner. How do they taste? (Sour.) Now try 
a little dilute sulfuric acid. Again, just touch it to the 
tongue and do not swallow, but rinse the mouth immediately with 
water. How does the sulfuric acid ta.ste? (Sour.) Record your 
results in all cases. 
Now place tour pieces of blue litmus paper on a piece of 
glass and touch each piece with acid from a different bottle. 
Do this with a rod made of glass, rinsing the rod after using 
an acid so that this acid will not be tracked into the next 
bottle. (Each turns blue litmus to red.) Repeat using red 
litmus paper. (Acids have no effect on red litmus paper.) 
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Effect on blue Effect on red 
Acid Taste litmus 12a12er litmus 12a12er 
Sulfuric .•.••. Sour Turns to t•ed None 
Hydrochloric .• Sour Turns to 1 .. ed None 
Acetic ••...••• Sour Turns to 1:-ed None 
Citric •••.•••• Sour Turns to t"ed. None 
Conclusion.-- Acids are substances whi ch contain hydrogen 1 are 
sour, and turn blue litmus paper to red. 
Application.-- Repeat the taste and effect on litmus paper of' 
the following juices: vinegar 1 lemon, orange and grapefruit. 
Do you think these substances contain acids? Find out which 
acids. 
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EXPERIMENT # 14 
Characteristics of Bases 
Things needed.-- Dilute solutions of potassium hydroxide, 
sodium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide and ammonium hydroxide, 
glass rod, piece of glass, red and blue litmus paper. 
Introduction. __ There are eertain chemicals that are called 
bases. Many people have never heard ot them by this name, but 
they have used them just the same. Lye, caustic soda, lime-
water and ammonia are bases that are used around the home. They 
are also known as potassium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide, calcium 
hydroxide and ammonium hydroxide respectively. 
We can find what elements are in bases by looking them up in a 
good dictionary or chemistry book. Look up potassium hydro-
xide, sodium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide, 
barium hydroxide, and aluminum hydroxtde and write down the 
formulas. See if you can determine from the formulas what 
substances (elements) are found in every one. 
Base Formula Common elements 
Potassium hydroxide KOH OH 
Sodium hydroxide NaOH OH 
Calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 OH 
Ammonium hydroxide NH4(0H) OH 
Barium hydroxide Ba(OH)2 OH 
Aluminum hydroxide Al(OH)3 OH 
K is potassium, Na is sodium, Ca is calcium, N is nitrogen, 
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Ba is barium, A1 is aluminum, 0 is oxygen and H is hydrogen. 
Each of these substances is called an element. Now which 
elements are there in every one of these bases? (Each base 
contains oxygen and hydrogen.) 
Directions.-- Let 1 s see what else we can te.ll about bs.ses. 
Let's use some potassium hydroxide (lye), sodium hydroxide 
(caustic), calcium hydroxide (limewater), and ammonium hydr-
oxide (ammonia). (ALWAYS USE DILUTE SOLUTIONS.) Dip your 
finger in the weak solution of potassium hydroxide and rub two 
fingers together. How does it feel? (Soapy.) Repeat using 
dilute solutions of sodium hydroxide, limewater and amonium 
hydroxide. How do they feel? (Soapy.) 
Place four separate pieces of red litmus paper on a piece 
of glass and touch each of the bases to a piece or the red 
litmus paper. What happens? (The red paper turns blue.) 
Repeat using blue litmus paper. What happens? (No effect on 
blue litmus paper.) 
Tabulate your results. 
Common Effect on litmus paper 
Base element Feel Blue Red 
Potassium hydroxide 0 & H Soapy None Turns B~U.e 
Sodium hydroxide O&H Soapy None Turns 13-ihlle 
Limewater 0 & H Soapy None Turns Bie'de 
Ammonia 0 & H Soapy None Turns ll1l de 
Conclusion.-- An inspection of the table shows certain character-
istics of bases. What conclusions can be drawn about bases from 
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this experiment? (Bases are chemicals which contain oxygen 
and hydrogen, have a soapy feeling and turn red litmus paper 
blue.) 
Application.-- Test milk of magnesia to see it it is a base. 
Does it turn blue litmus paper red, or red litmus paper blue? 
Is it sour tasting, or has it a soapy feeling? Is it a base? 
Look up the formula. (Milk of .magnesia is a base called 
magnesium hydroxide and h~s the formula Mg(OH) 2.) It you use 
milk ot magnesia tablets in the experiment, dissolve them in 
water. 
EXPERIMENT # 12 
Preparation and Properties of Oxygen 
Things needed.-- Potassium chlorate, manganese dioxide, 
heatabs or alcohol burner, test tube, test tube holder, 
wood splint. 
Directions.-- Mix two-thirds 
teaspoon potassium chlorate and 
one-third teaspoon manganese 
dioxide, place in a test tube 
and heat. Light a splint, blow 
it out and place the glowing 
splint in the mouth of the test 
tube. It bursts into flame. This shows that oxygen supports 
combustion. Note that oxygen does not burn, but does aid 
burning. 
Think and try.--
1. Why do we try to keep doors and windows closed when attempting 
to put out a small indoor fire? 
2. It your clothing catches fire you might extinguish it by 
rolling up in a rug. Explain. 
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EXPERIMENT # 13 
Preparation and Properties of Hydrogen 
Things needed.-- Zinc, dilute hydrochloric acid, test tube, 
splint, match. 
Directions.-- Place a small piece 
of zinc in a test tube, and add 
enough dilute hydrochloric acid 
to cover the zinc. After the 
action has gone on for a period 
of a minute, insert a lighted 
splinter in the mouth of the test 
tube. Either a pop will result, or the hydrogen will burn 
quietly at the mouth of the test tube. This shows that hydrogen 
burns. 
Think and try.--
1. What are some ot the uses of hydrogen? Do they all make 
use of the burning property of hydrogen? 
2. Report on the Graf-Zeppelin. Look it up and find what 
happened to it. 
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EXPERIY.1ENT # 15 
Test for Carbon Dioxide 
Things needed.-- Limewater, candle, straws or glass tubing, 
drinking glass, jar, cover. 
Directions.-- Burn a candle in a covered jar. When the candle 
goes out, pour in a little limewater, Shake well. The re-
sulting white precipitate shows the presence of carbon dioxide. 
Pour a little limewater into a glass. Breathe into the 
limewater through a straw. A white precipitate shows that 
exhaled air contains carbon dioxide. 
(When limewater is brought in contact with carbon dioxide 
it turns milky. This is the chemist's test tor carbon dioxide.) 
Think and try.-- Cover a plant with a refrigerator bag, and put 
an open dish of limewater under the bag. Cover the dirt with 
paper. Does the limewater turn milky? Does a plant give off 
carbon dioxide? 
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EXPERIMENT # 16 
What Makes a Candle Burn? 
Things needed.--Gandle, glass or metal tubing, splint, match. 
~-fi~Wte. 
A"--fv- ~e.. 
Directions.--Light a candle, 
blow it out, and relight by 
holding a match above the wick 
without touching it. Hold one 
end of the glass or metal tub-
ing in the candle flame just 
above the wick. Light the gas coming from the other end of 
the tube. (The tubing must be at least*" inside diameter). 
(This is wax gas. Oxygen on the outside of the flame 
assists the burning of the wax gas, but the gas in the center 
of the flame does not burn for lack of oxygen. It is led 
off by the tubing and burns at the other end. Heat turns 
the candle to wax gas.) 
Think and try.--
Find why charcoal burns without a flame. How is it made? 
EXPERIMENT # 17 
What Are Good Conductors of Heat? 
Things needed.-- Beaker or sauce pan, alcohol burner, materials 
to be tested for conduction. 
Introduction.-- Whenever heat travels through something so 
that it gradually becomes hot all over, we say it conducts 
heat. Substances that conduct heat are called conductors, and 
those that do not conduct heat are called non-conductors or 
insulators. This experiment is to find which substances are 
good conductors of heat. 
It can be done by boiling water in a beaker, sauce pan 
or any other container and placing different materials, all of 
equal or nearly equal length in the water to see which will 
carry the heat to the other end. 
For this experiment we might use a teaspoon, a glass rod, 
file, a piece of wood, a strip of zinc, a strip of copper, a 
strip of lead, plastic spoon, a piece of rubber, or any other 
material we 1d like to test. 
Directions.-- Boil a small amount of water in a container, keep 
it boiling, and place one end of each of the materials to be 
tested in the water. Leave them there until you are reasonably 
sure they will get no hotter, and feel the other end. Which 
ones conduct heat? Tabulate the results. 
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Conducts heat? 
ObJect Composition Yes No 
Teaspoon .....•• Metal (iron) X 
Glass rod •••••• Glass X 
File ........... :t-1etal (iron) X 
Wood ••••••. •••• Wood X 
Zinc ..... ...... Metal (zinc) X 
Copper •••.•••.• Metal (copper) X 
Lead •.•. .....•. Metal (lead) X 
Plastic spoon •• Plastic X 
Rubber ••.•••••• Rubber X 
Conclusion.-- Which substances conduct heat? Metals are good 
conductors of heat. 
Application.-- Do you think aluminum would conduct heat well? 
(Yes) Why? (Because it is a metal and metals are good con-
ductors of heat.) Why do you suppose radiators are made ot 
metal? (Because they conduct heat and we want to spread the 
heat through the room. The many pipes in the radiators get 
hot and expose a large heated surface to the air in the room, 
thus heating it relatively quickly.) 
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EXPERIMENT # 18 
Which Cools More, Ice or Cold Water? 
Things needed.-- Hot water, ice, 4 drinking glasses, balance. 
Directions.-- Place some ice in a drinking glass 
until half of it is melted. Put equal quanti-
ties of hot water in two separate drinking 
glasses. 
Now weigh out equal quantities ot ice 
and ice water, and put the ice in one 
drinking glass of hot water and the ice water in the other. 
When all the ice has melted, take the temperature . ot both 
glasses of water. Which cools more, ice or ice water? 
(The ice will cool the water more than the ice water, 
because it takes 80 calories of heat to change each gram of 
ice to water without changing its temperature. However, it 
only takes l calorie of heat to raise l gram of water 1 degree 
.Centigrade. Therefore, each gram of ice requires 80 times as 
much heat to melt as is required to raise its temperature l 
degree Centigrade when it is changed to water. In other words, 
ice cools 80 times as much as ice water.) 
Think and try.--
1. See if you can tind why an area near a large body of water 
is free ot frost longer in the fall than an inland area. 
2. Buckets of water are sometimes placed around various parts 
of greenhouses when there is danger of freezing in the tall. 
Why? 
3. Why do restaurants use ioe to oool soft drinks in the 
summer? Why not use oold water? 
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4. Is it desirable to wrap ioe, in a refrigerator, in paper 
to keep it from melting? Explain. 
I ~ 
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EXPERIMENT # 1 q 
Cooling by Evaporation 
Things needed.-- Rubbing or denatured alcohol, cotton batting. 
Directions.-- Tie a wad of cotton 
batting around the bulb of a therm-
ometer. Note the temperature. Dip 
the cotton on the thermometer in 
alcohol, and tan it until the temp-
erature stops dropping. Again note the temperature. Take the 
cotton off the thermometer and feel of the bulb. 
(The evaporation of alcohol causes the temperature to 
drop. It takes heat to change a liquid to a vapor. As the 
alcohol evaporates, it takes some of the heat from the therm-
ometer, thus causing it to drop. Fanning moves saturated air 
away from the area of the cotton, allowing more liquid to 
evaporate. This fanning hastens evaporation.) 
Think and try.--
1. Why do you feel cool when you emerge trom a shower or bath? 
2. Why does riding on a hot day cool you? 
3. Explain why a windy day is desirable for drying clothes? 
- ~ 02 
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EXPERIMENT # 20 
Measuring the Freezing Point ot Water 
Things needed.-- Drinking glass, tin can or sauce pan, therm-
ometer, ioe, water, salt. 
Directions.-- Place some ice in a 
large tin can or sauce pan and read 
its temperature as it melts. Place 
a small amount ot water in a drinking 
glass, and place it in the ice water. 
Add salt to the ice water and, with 
a thermometer, keep watch ot the 
temperature of the water in the 
drinking glass. Keep adding ice to the ice water, and keep 
adding salt to it to keep it melting. Note the temperature 
when the water changes to ioe. 
(Adding salt to the ice water lowers its temperature. 
This takes heat from the water in the drinking glass. When 
the temperature of the water gets to 0 degrees Centigrade or 
32 degrees Fahrenheit, which is the same temperature, it 
changes to ice.) 
Think and try.--
1. Why, in making home-made ice cream, do you keep adding 
salt to the ice? What causes the ice cream to freeze? 
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EXPERI1--1ENT # 21 
Dew Point 
Things needed.-- Tin can with a shiny surface, ioe, water, 
thermometer. 
Directions.-- Fill a tin can about 
one third full of water at room 
temperature. Wipe the side of the 
can with a cloth so that it is clear. 
Add ice to the water, and place a 
thermometer inside the water. Stir 
the water occasionally and note the temperature when fog begins 
to form on the outside ot the oan. This is the dew point. 
(The dew point is the temperature at which the water in 
the air begins to condense. It varies with the amount of 
water vapor in the air. If the air has much water vapor, the 
dew point will be high. If the air has little water vapor, 
the dew point will be low.) 
Think and try.--
1. What would be the dew point on a rainy day? In other words, 
at what temperature would the dew begin to form? 
2. Look up and report on relative humidity. 
3. Why do we try to keep the doors to our refrigerators open 
tor only brief periods? 
EXPERIMENT # 22 
Factors Affecting Evaporation 
Things needed.-- Pop bottle, olive jar, pint canning jar, 
casserole, 3 cans ot the same size and shape. 
Introduction.-- Did you ever wonder why puddles of water dis-
appear? Water on the window pane will also disappear, as 
will water in the teakettle on a hot stove. The water goes 
into the air by a process known as evaporation. Let's see 
what conditions are best tor water to evaporate. 
Directions.-- Fill a pop bottle, an olive jar and a pint 
canning jar with water. Set all near together somewhere in 
the room. Now put one cup of water in the pyrex casserole and 
set this near the others. 
Atter a set time has elapsed (three to seven days, or the 
results may be checked daily), measure the amounts ot water 
that have evaporated from the containers individually and 
record the results. The amount ot water needed to till the 
pop bottle, olive jar and canning jar can be measured with a 
graduated cylinder, a measuring cup, or any other device which 
is marked. The amount of evaporation from the casserole can 
be measured by pouring the water that is lett in a measuring 
cup, since this was used to measure the water put in, and 
seeing how much more water is needed to fill the cup. 
1 
Container Diameter of mouth 
Pop bottle... • . . . • . • . • 1/211 
Olive bottle •••••. . .•• 1 1/4" 
Canning jar •...•...... 311 
Casserole •••••••.•.... 8" 
Amount of water 
evaporated 
1/10 cup 
1/4 cup 
1/2 cup 
1 cup 
Tabulate and compare the results of the entire class to 
arrive at a generalization. What conclusion can you draw? 
Conclusion.-- The amount of water that evaporates depends on 
the amount of surface exposed to the air. The greater the 
exposed surface, the greater the amount of evaporation. 
****************** 
Now place equal amounts of water (one fourth cup or any 
other convenient amount) in the three separate cans of exactly 
the same size and shape. Place one can in the refrigerator 
and leave one exposed in the room for a few days. Heat the 
third one until the water evaporates and record the time it 
takes for all the water to evaporate. 
}~ter the predetermined time has passed, measure the 
amounts of water left in the cans and record the results. 
Amount of water 
Container Where left Temperature evaporated 
Can • . .... Refrigerator Cold Very little 
Can •..... Room Warm 2/3 Of water 
Can •••••• Heated Hot All in 10 min. 
Compare the results obtained by the whole class. What 
generalization can you make? 
Conclusion.-- Evaporation is hastened by temperature. The 
warmer the conditions, the faster the evaporation. 
Application.--
1. Large oil tanks usually have a little vent pipe open to 
the outside air. Why doesn't the oil evaporate from the 
tank? (The vent is very small, so the area exposed to the 
air is very small.) 
2. \ihy is it better to keep fresh vegetables in the refrig-
erator than in a warm room? (More moisture evaporates 
when the vegetables are hot.) 
EXPERIMENT # 23 
How to Make a Hygrometer 
Things needed.-- A quart milk carton, two thermometers, a 
wick, a razor blade or knife. 
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Directions.-- Glue the thermometers to the milk carton, as 
shown in the diagram. They should be placed as near the top 
as possible. 
With a knife or razor blade, 
carefully cut a slit about one 
half inch long in the side of the 
carton directly under either 
thermometer. This slit should be 
about one inch below the bulb. 
Tie one end of the wick around the bulb of this therm-
ometer with a fine thread and push the other end into the 
carton through the slit. Pour water into the carton to a 
level just below the slit and your hygrometer is ready for 
business. 
EXPERIMENT # 24 
How to Make a Barometer 
Things needed.-- A piece of thread, a piece of plastic cloth 
4 inohes square, scotch tape, a small tin can, a piece ot 
cardboard 4 inches square, a penny and a quart square-type 
milk carton. 
Directions.-- Cut the milk carton 
as shown in the diagram. Stretch 
the plastic cloth across the top 
of the tin can and hold it on with 
an elastic band. Lay a match flat 
on the plastic cloth and stick it 
down with two small pieces of 
scotch tape at the ends. Place the 
can inside the milk carton as shown. 
Tie a piece of thread around the match and run it up through 
the milk oarton, wind it once around a needle which is sup-
ported by two upturned pieces of the top of the milk carton, 
and hang it over the side. Scotch tape this end of the 
thread to a penny to supply the tension needed on the thread. 
Push the end of the needle through a toothpick to act 
as an indicator. Cut a piece of cardboard to serve as a 
scale, mark it as indicated, and mount it on the carton as 
shown. 
As the atmospheric pressure decreases, there is less 
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pressure on the plastic cloth, the penny lowers a little as 
a result, and as it does so it pulls on the thread thus 
turning the needle. This action is transmitted to the tooth-
pick, which in turn indicates the change in pressure on the 
scale. 
EXPERIMENT # 25 
The Law ot Magnets 
Things needed.-- Bar magnets. 
1.90 
Introduction.-- There is a kind of stone, known as lodestone, 
which has magnetic properties. In other words, it you should 
find some of this stone, you could use it -to pick up objects 
just like a magnet. 
There is an old myth whi~h tells about a ship passing 
over lodestone. The magnetism was so great that it pulled 
the nails out of the ship causing a shipwreck. Remember, 
this is only a myth, and is no more authentic than any other 
myth, but it is interesting. 
Directions.-- Give bar magnets to pupils and have them de-
termine which poles they find attract and which do not. This 
is done by having several p~irs of magnets with the N and S 
poles clearly marked. Have children play with them individu-
ally and then ask: "Did the magnets stick together? Which 
stuck together? 'fhich did not?" Record the data as follows. 
Poles of magnets Stuck together Did not stick 
N & s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
N & N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
s & s. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
s & N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
N & N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
s & N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
Poles of magnets 
N & s. . . . . . . . . 
s & s. . . . . . . . . 
N & s. . . . . . . . . 
N & N. . 0 . . . 0 . 0 
s & s. . . . . . . . 0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Stuck together 
. . . . . X: 
. . . . . 
. . . . 0 X 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
Did not stick 
X: 
X 
X 
When magnets stick, we say they attract, and when they 
do not stick, we say they repel. Can you make a rule, from 
what you see in the chart, about magnets? 
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Conclusion.-- When the ends ot the magnets are not the same 
they attract. When the ends of the magnets are the same they 
repel. Unlike poles attract and like poles repel. 
Application.-- I have a magnet which is not marked. How can 
I find out which is the N and which the S pole? (It you bring 
an N pole near one end of a magnet and it is attracted, you 
know that is the S pole of the other magnet, because unlike 
poles attract. If they repel, you will know it is the N 
pole, because like poles repel.) 
EXPERIMENT # 26 
What Will Magnets Pick up? 
Things needed.-- Magnet (bar, horseshoe, or U-type), small 
objects made of various materials. 
Introduction.-- Magnets will piok up some things and will not 
pick up others. The best way to find out which things magnets 
will pick up, ·is to try picking them up with a magnet. 
Directions.-- As in most experiments involving magnets, you 
can use a bar, a horseshoe, or a U-shape magnet. Place 
several objects on the table and see which ones the magnet 
will pick up. Tabulate. 
Does magnet pick it up? 
Object ComJ2osition Yes No 
Pliers Iron X 
Copper Copper X 
In similar manner, try glass, lead, paper clip, screw-
driver, aluminum, zinc, nail, screws, file, etc. 
Conclusion.-- The things magnets will pick up contain iron. 
There are other things magnets will pick up (nickel), but 
iron is the only common metal that will be picked up by a 
magnet. 
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EXPERIMENT # 27 
Magnetism 
Things needed.-- Bar or horseshoe magnet, iron filings, card-
board. 
Directions.-- Lay a magnet on the table. 
' Place over it a piece of cardboard one 
foot square, and shake iron filings over 
it. Tap the cardboard lightly with the 
finger until you are satisfied that the 
magnetic field is shown to best advantage. (Note that the 
lines of force made by the iron filings go from one pole to 
the other, that they do not cross, and that they are concen-
trated near the poles(ends) of the magnet.) 
EXPERIMENT # 28 
Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion 
Things needed.-- Two magnets, iron filings, cardboard - about 
one inch square. 
Directions.-- Lay two magnets on the table, so ths.t like poles 
face each other, about two inches apart. Place a piece of 
cardboard one inch square over them and shake iron filings 
over the cardboard. (Note the lines of force repel each 
other. In other words, like poles repel.) 
Now place the magnets on the table so that unlike poles 
face each other about two inches apart. Place the cardboard 
over them and shake iron filings over the cardboard. (Note 
the lines ot torce run from one magnet to the opposite pole 
ot the other. This shows that unlike poles attract.) 
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EXPERIMENT # 2 9 
How to Make a Magnet 
Things heeded •. -- Knitting needle, magnet, tacks. 
Directions.-- Stroke a knitting needle across the same pole 
of a magnet several times in the same direction. Always 
start at the middle of the needle and draw it across the pole 
to the end. 
Sprinkle several carpet tacks on the ta.ble and bring the 
knitting needle, which has been magnetized, near them. Touch 
them, it necessary, and see how many it will pick up. 
(Stroking a magnet with the needle in this manner lines 
up the molecules, which are miniature magnets, with all north 
poles facing in one direction, and all the south poles facing 
the other. This makes one pole ot the needle the north pole 
of the magnet. The other is the south pole.) 
EXPERIMENT # 30 
Electromagnet 
Things needed.-- Insulated wire, dry cell, spike or other 
metal rod, tacks. 
Directions.-- Wind 20 or 30 turns of insulated wire around a 
spike or other metal rod, and then connect the ends of the 
wire to the terminals of a dry cell. See how many tacks will 
be picked up by this electromagnet. When the magnet has 
picked up its maximum load, disQonnect the magnet from the 
dry cell. What happens? Connect the wire again, and again 
pick up the tacks. Break the connection again and note what 
happens. What conclusion do you draw from this about the 
permanence of an electromagnet? 
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(When wire is wound around a metal bar, it magnetizes 
the bar. When electricity runs through the wire, the bar is 
magnetized, but there is no magnetism when the electricity is 
not running through the wire. This is a temporary magne,t .. ) 
Think and try.--
1. See if you can find out how a telegraph works. Look up a 
simple cigar-box telegraph. See if you can make one that 
works. 
2. What are some of the uses ot electromagnets? Make a list 
of them. 
EXPERIMENT # j 1 
Statio Eleotrio1ty 
Things needed.-- Test tube, silk or nylon cloth, small pieces 
of paper, plastic and rubber combs, rubber balloon, pane of 
glass. 
Introduction.-- You can sometimes see sparks when you comb 
your hair on a cold night, it you do so in the dark. In 
cold weather you sometimes get a shock when you come inside 
and then touch a radiator after walking across a rug. Some-
times you get a shock when you touch the wwitch of your car, 
especially if you have nylon or plastic seat covers. 
Then there is the story, tor which I cannot vouch, about 
the doctor who went out on a call on a cold, stormy night. 
He was wearing his fur coat and rubber boots. Before he 
started, the good man took ott the cap to look in the gas 
tank, and has not been seen since. 
All the above cases are examples of static electricity in 
our everyday life. Let's see how static electricity is 
created. 
Directions.-- Rub a test tube with a silk or nylon cloth, or 
just rub it on your woolen skirt or trousers. Tear up small 
pieces ot paper and see if the test tube will affect them. 
{The test tube will pick them up.) Why will the test tube 
pick them up? (Because it is charged with static electricity.) 
How was it charged? (By rubbing it.) 
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Rub a plastic comb on wool. Does it pick up the bits 
of paper? Why? (The comb is charged with statio electricity 
by rubbing, and it picks up the scraps ot paper.) 
Now repeat with a rubber comb. What happens? (The 
results are the same.) 
Inflate a rubber balloon and rub it on wool. Try to 
stick it to the wall. What happens? (The rubber balloon is 
charged with statio electricity by rubbing and sticks to the 
wall.) 
Tear a piece of paper into small pieces and place them 
on the desk. Place a pane of glass over the pieces of paper, 
supporting it with two thin books. Rub the glass with silk, 
nylon, or a leather glove. What happens? (Rubbing charges 
the glass with statio electricity, and causes the pieces ot 
paper to dance.) 
Conclusion.-- How is static electricity made? (Statio 
electricity is made by rubbing some things, which are not 
metals, with different materials. 
Application.-- It you wear nylon clothes, you find they some-
times stick to your body. Explain. (The nylon, rubbing on 
the body, causes static electricity and the material sticks 
to the body.) 
Material 
Static electricity 
produced 
Test tube. . . • • • • . . . . • . . . yes 
Plastic •....•..•.•...•.• yes 
Rubber comb •••• . .....••• yes 
Rubber balloon •..•.•.••. yes 
Window pane ••.........•• yes 
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How? 
Rubbing with wool, 
silk or nylon 
Rubbing with wool 
Rubbing on wool 
Rubbing on wool 
Rubbing with nylon, 
silk, or leather 
EXPERI MENT # 32 
Static Electricity (Positive Electricity ) 
Thi ngs needed.-- Test tube, paper, thread 
Directions.-- Roll a one inch s quare of Kleenex into a ball 
and suspend it by a thread. Rub a test tube on cloth, pref-
erably silk, and bring it near the suspended ball. It at-
tracts the ball. Allow the test tube to touch the ball. I t 
now repels the ball. 
(The gl ass becomes charged positively by rubbing of f 
negative charges. A charged object attracts a neutral one. 
But after the ball ·is touched by the positively charged tes t 
tube , it charges the ball positively. The ball and r od ar e 
both positively charged and r .epel each other . Like charges 
r epel . ) 
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EXPERIMENT # 3 3 
Static Electricity (Negative Electricity) 
Things needed.-- Plastic or hard rubber comb, paper, thread. 
Directions.-- Roll a piece of Kleenex about 
one inch square into a ball. Tie it with 
thread and suspend it. Rub something made 
of rubber or plastic on cloth and bring it 
near the suspended ball. (Woolen cloth is 
preferable to use for rubber or plastic.) 
fi'mrmrmtlimComb 
"P\\h ho.\\ 
The comb attracts the ball first, then after they make contact, 
it repels the ball. 
(The ball is neutral, but the article rubbed on cloth 
becomes charged negatively, because it rubs on extra negative 
charges - only negative charges move. The rod attracts the 
ball first, because charged objects will attract negative 
objects. When the ball is touched by a charged object, it 
takes some of the charges from the object with which it makes 
contact. The ball then becomes charged with the same charge 
as the object. It is · then repelled by the object, because 
negative charged bodies repel negative charged bodies. Like 
charges repel.) 
EXPERIMENT # 3 4 
Static Electricity 
(Positive and Negative Electricity) 
Things needed.-- Comb, test tube, paper, thread. 
Directions.-- Roll a one-inch square ot 
Kleenex into a ball and suspend it by a 
thread. Rub a comb on cloth, and touch 
the suspended ball with the comb until 
it repels the ball. The comb is charged 
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negatively by rubbing on the cloth, and it c~ges the ball 
·negatively by contact. 
Rub the test tube on cloth and bring it near the ball. 
(When glass is rubbed with cloth, it is charged positively.) 
The ball is attracted by the test tube. 
(The ball is charged negatively by contact with the 
comb, and when a positively charged test tube is brought 
near, it attracts the ball. This shows that unlike charges 
attract.) 
EXPERIMENT # 35 
Statio Electricity 
(Jumping Jacks) 
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Things needed.-- Shallow cake tin, sheet of glass long enough 
to rest on the tin, leather glove, cork. 
Directions.-- Break up cork into 
small pieces and place them in ~--IJ=.=.:;, =,::;:, =.=.=. =.=+'1-r .,~·· 
• • • • 4 # • the shallow cake tin. Place a 
sheet of glass over the cake tin 
and rub the glass with a leather 
glove. The cork dances, and some of it adheres to the glass. 
To stop action, touch the glass with a finger. 
(Rubbing the glass with a glove rubs off negative 
charges and leaves the glass charged positively. This positively 
charged glass attracts the cork, takes negative charges from it, 
and leaves it charged positively. The glass then repels the 
cork. 
The positively charged glass attracts negative charges to 
the upper surface of the pan, leaving it negatively charged, 
and it is again attracted to the glass. 
When the glass is touched by the finger, negative charges 
come up through the body, and neutralize the glass plate.) 
Think and try.--
1. See it you can find what causes lightning. What simple 
safety measures should be observed during an electrical 
storm? 
2. Why do you sometimes get a shock when you walk across a 
wool rug on a cold day and then touch a piece ot metal? 
3. When you comb your hair atter being outside on a cold day 
you sometimes hear a crackling sound. Explain. 
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4. Why do trucks, carrying gasoline or kerosene, have a chain 
trailing along from the chassis to the ground? 
5. Allow your water faucet to run a thin stream, rub a comb 
on your clothes, and bring it near the stream ot water. 
Explain what happens. 
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EXPERIMENT # 36 
Conductors of Electricity 
Things needed.-- Board, dry cell, miniature light and socket, 
two screws, materials to be tested as conductors. 
Introduction.-- We use copper wires to carry elee~ricity from 
the power station to our houses. The wires are covered with 
rubber, thread and other materials through which electricity 
cannot pass. The wires are attached to wooden cross-arms on 
wooden poles by means ot porcelain connectors or glass con-
nectors. None of these conducts electricity with the exception 
of the copper wire. Things which do not conduct electricity 
are called insulators or non-conductors. Therefore, all the 
materials we mention above, with the exception of copper, are 
non-conductors or insulators. 
Directions.-- Now let's see which materials conduct electricity 
and which ones do not. For this purpose we attach wires to a 
1>r~ 
Cc.\\ 
dry cell, a miniature light and 
socket, and oonneot them to a 
board which has two screws 
arranged so that there will be a 
gap between the screws. (Diagram 
shows the wiring.) This experi-
ment consists essentially of 
placing different materials 
between the two screws, across 
~ v20G 
the gap, to determine which will conduct ·electricity. Those 
that conduct electricity will complete the circuit and cause 
the bulb to light. 
Place the materials below across the gap and record the 
results as indicated. 
ObJect Material 
Glass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Glass 
Plastic....... . . • . . • . Plastic 
Copper ••.•.••........ Metal 
Zinc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Metal 
Wood. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • Wood 
Aluminum •............ Metal 
Rubber ....•••..•.•..• Rubber 
Lead. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Me tal 
Carbon. • . • • • • . • • • • • • • Carbon 
Brass •.......•....••• Metal 
Paper ................ Paper 
Screwdriver ••.••.•..• Metal 
Tin toil •..•....•..•• Metal 
Nail •.....•.........• Metal 
Screw. . . . • • . • • • . . . • . • Metal 
Conducts electricity 
Yes No 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Conclusion.-- We can readily see, by inspection of the table, 
that metals conduct electricity (are conductors). There is 
one exception, and that is carbon which does conduct electricity. 
Application.-- Why are wires covered with rubber when they are 
used to carry electricity? 
EXPERIMENT # 37 
A Complete Circuit 
Things needed.-- Dry cell, wire, small socket with a flash-
light bulb. 
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Directions.-- Set up the dry cell, push-button switch, and 
bulb in series, as shown . in the diagram. It a push-button 
switch is not available, leave a gap in the wire (ends bared), 
eo that the ends do not touch. 
Touch the ends of the wire, and the light burns. This 
forme a complete circuit. 
(The electricity leaves one terminal of the dry cell, 
passes through the wire, through the light, and it re-enters 
the cell at the other terminal. This is a complete circuit.) 
Think and try.--
1. Inspect a push-button switch. How does it work? 
2. What happens when a ruse burns out? Is there a complete 
circuit? 
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EXPERIMENT # 38 
A Simple Cell 
Things needed.-- Compass, csrdboard box, insulated wire, glass 
tumbler, zinc, copper, sulfuric acid (dilute), or vinegar. 
Directions.-- In order to tell when an electric current is 
flowing, a galvanometer is needed. See Experiment # 40 for 
details of constructing one. 
Place the copper and zinc strips in a tumbler three-
fourths full of dilute sulfuric acid or vinegar. (Dilute 
sulfuric acid is made by pouring concentrated sulfuric acid 
into water- one part acid to eight parts of water.) DANGER, 
ALWAYS POUR ACID INTO WATER WHILE STIRRING. POUR SLOWLY AND 
DO NOT LET ACID GET ON THE SKIN OR CLOTHING. HAVE BAKING 
SODA OR WASHING SODA, PREFERABLY IN SOLUTION, TO PUT ON THE 
SKIN IF ~~CESSARY TO NEUTRALIZE THE ACID. After the action 
has gone on for some time, touch the two ends of the wire of 
the galvanometer to the zinc and copper poles. A deflection 
of the compass shows that a _current is flowing. 
(The chemical action of the acid on the zinc produces 
electrons which can be made to flow through a wire by completing 
the circuit from the zinc to the copper pole. This is an 
example of transformation of chemical to electrical energy. 
Think and try.--
1. Cut open a dry cell and see it you can identify the poles. 
What is used in place of sulfuric acid? 
2. Try pricking 3 or 4 holes in a worn-out dry cell, soaking 
it in water, and connecting it to a device. Doe.s it 
work? Explain. 
EXPERIMENT # 39 
How Does an Electric Wire Behave in a Magnetic Field? 
Things needed.-- Insulated wire, U magnet, dry cell,switch. 
Directions.-- Suspend a wire so 
that it is loose and tree be-
tween the poles of a U-shaped 
magnet, as shown in the diagram. 
Press the switch button. What 
does the wire near the magnet 
do? Release the button and 
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repeat the experiment. Change the wire connections on the 
eell. Press the button again, and notice what the wire does. 
{A magnetic field is set up around a wire carrying 
current. When this wire is placed within the magnetic field 
of a magnet, it is both attracted and repelled by the poles 
of the U-shaped magnet. Thus, it moves.) 
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EXPERIMENT # 40 
How to Make a Galvanometer 
Things needed.-- Cardboard box or cover about 2 inches square, 
magnetic compass, insulated wire. 
Directions.-- Wind the cardboard box or cover with thirty 
turns of insulated wire, and place the compass in the box 
and under the wire, as shown in the diagram. 
Be sure the compass needle points in the direction of 
the wire wound around the box. Connect the two ends of wire 
to a dry cell or other source of current, which will be de-
tected by the movement of the compass needle. 
(A magnetic field is set up around a wire carrying a 
current, snd this magnetic field affects the magnetic needle 
of the compass, causing it to move.) 
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